
Quarterly Report
There follows a listing of some of the significant issues responded to by Station WOAI-TV, along with the most significant programming treatment of

those issues for the period April 1, 2019 to June 30, 2019.  The listing is by no means exhaustive.  The order in which the issues appear does not
reflect any priority or significance.

Description of
Issue

Program/
Segment Date Time Duration

Narration of Type &
Description of Program/Segment

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 4/1/2019 12pm 1:45

The City of San Antonio and Bexar County are preparing for the upcoming
2020 census count. There will be a number of challenges making sure
everyone gets counted, including the homeless and people who are
undocumented living in our area.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :42

Advocates and supporters gathered in front of the Bexar County Courthouse to
raise awareness about child abuse. Police Chief William McManus said despite
everything that is behind done, there were still more than 1400 child abuse
crimes committed in San Antonio last year.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :25

A former Community Bible Church employee now facing charges. 24-year-old
Zachery James Wachholz was arrested. He was fired from CBC back in
February after allegations came to light.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm 2:02

49 people are left without a home after a fire. The fire ripped through an
apartment building. It happened around noon at the Marbach Park Apartments
near Highway 90 and 410.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:06

Immigration officials are closing a holding area under a bridge in El Paso. The
news comes as the ACLU is demanding an investigation into the "abuse and
inhumane conditions" there. Meantime the Trump administration is working to
pull as many as 2,000 inspectors from border crossings to handle the surge of
families arriving at the border.

Business/Economy News 4 WOAI :30

A vote more than a week ago has sparked a national debate. The city council
voting not to include Chick-Fil-A in plans for the airport. Some saying the vote
came down to the chain's donations and those organizations discriminating
against LGBTQ causes.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:24

OUR TOP STORY TONIGHT --
 THE TEXAS RANGERS ARE BUSY IN BLANCO RIGHT NOW.
 THEY ARE INVESTIGATING A DEATH THREAT MADE AGAINST THE
MAYOR, MARTHA HERDEN.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:23

WE HAVE NEW INFORMATION TONIGHT. IT'S ON THE CITY COUNCIL'S
DECISION TO BAN CHICK-FIL-A FROM THE SAN ANTONIO
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :27

PRESIDENT TRUMP COULD END UP CLOSING THE U-S ... MEXICO
BORDER.
 THERE WOULD BE ALL KINDS OF EFFECTS, BIG AND SMALL.



Business/Economy News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :15

Some of your favorite cookie brands are changing hands. Cereal giant,
Kellogg, is selling its Keebler, Famous Amos and other cookie brands to Italy's
Ferrero for $1.3 billion. Kellogg will instead focus on power brands involving
snacks and cereal.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :16

Crime Stoppers is now offering up to a $1,000 reward for information. They are
searching for whoever smashed the windows and door of the Don Juan
Mexican Restaurant. The reward is available for one week only.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :15

Nestle Purina Petcare Company is recalling certain 3-ounce cans of its Muse
Wet Cat Food Natural Chicken Recipe. The food may contain pieces of rubber
that could pose a choking hazard. Contact the company for a replacement.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :15

A San Antonio mother who lost her 16-year-old son to cyberbullying is talking
to southside Independent School District parents and students about how what
they say behind the screen can be extremely harmful. Maurine Molak lost her
son David to suicide in 2016 after he was cyberbullied. Because of his death,
Texas legislators passed David's Law -- requiring school districts to include
cyberbullying into their policy. Tomorrow's event begins at six at Southside
High School.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :16

A car crashes into a Crystal City health clinic. The vehicle bust through a
section of the wall causing damage to the lobby area. Officials say several
people were taken to the hospital -- one of them by helicopter. Their exact
conditions are unknown at this time.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :22

Officers have a suspect in custody for a deadly shooting on the southwest side.
Investigators say  38-year-old Brian Ramos was arguing with his wife inside an
SUV. After she stepped out the car police say Ramos did too -- shooting
multiple times. His wife died on the scene.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 4/2/2019 12pm 2:40

The local man facing charges in connection to his wife's disappearance has
just been released after posting bond. Andre McDonald got a GPS monitoring
system installed before he was sent to see a military judge this afternoon.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :28

SAPD has arrested 38 year-old Brian Ramos. He's facing murder charges for
shooting and killing his wife. According to witnesses, the two got into an
argument and that is when the victim got out of the car he followed her and
allegedly fired about 10 rounds.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :19

Starting today the city of San Antonio will rally to repair as many potholes as
possible across the city. Last year  the pothole patrol surpassed its goal of
repairing 7,500 holes in the month of April.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :32

A former Bexar County Detention Deputy is now in custody. She was arrested
by the Fugitive Apprehension Unit earlier today. She's charged with organized
criminal activity and illegal bartering.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:21

Our team on the border just got off the phone with the White House. They’ve'
been told the President is researching the economic impact of shutting down
the border. A decision may not come until Friday.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:50

Bar and bike shop owner Tito Bradhsaw died Monday when his bike was hit.
The woman who hit him has been charged with intoxication manslaughter.
Now city officials are working to provide more bike lanes and promote the 3-
foot rule for cycling safety.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :10

WE BEGIN WITH BREAKING NEWS OUT OF THE SOUTH SIDE.
 WORLD CAR SKY FOUR IS HIGH ABOVE A HOUSE ON FIRE...

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:27

DEVELOPING RIGHT NOW -- POLICE ARE SEARCHING FOR A MAN WHO
THEY SAY STABBED A WOMAN IN THE BACK AFTER THEY MET ON A
DATING APP.

Weather News 4 WOAI :12

TOMORROW -- YOU MAY SEE MORE OF WHAT A LOT OF TEXANS SAW
THIS PAST WEEKEND.
 HAIL -- LOTS OF RAIN AND POSSIBLY MORE.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :12

Netflix is once again bumping up its rates. The streaming service plans to raise
prices by $1 to $2 over the next billing cycle. Netflix says it'll help them add
even more movies and tv shows.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :16

This Thursday is the deadline to register to vote for the city's upcoming general
election. Pick up registration cards at the Office of the City Clerk and all San
Antonio Public Libraries. You can also contact the Bexar County Elections
Office at (210) 335-6625.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :26

There's a new type of vegetable for you to try. It's called the Caulilini. It's a
cross between cauliflower and broccolini. Chefs are already trying it in
restaurants and they think consumers will catch on too.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :23

A San Antonio man convicted of "murder" will spend the next 50 years in
prison. 49-year-old Benito Menesses was sentenced today for last October's
murder of Robbie Esparza. Esparza was the security supervisor for the San
Antonio museum of art. Investigators found him dead inside his home on the
city's south side.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :40

A couple fighting to improve accessibility at their northside apartment is getting
a ramp installed. Aaron Stone is wheelchair-bound and undergoing treatment
for brain cancer. Stone and his wife struggle to make it up and down their
apartment stairs. Installation for a concrete ramp is now underway after their
requests were previously denied by management several times.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:30

The city of San Antonio is working to fill as many potholes as it can. It's all part
of a month-long campaign. The Pothole Patrol formed last year has set out to
repair weather-related potholes on our city streets. It costs about $40 per
pothole -- including materials and labor.  While it could take weeks to re-pave a
road, a pothole can be repaired in 30 minutes.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 4/3/2019 12pm 1:50

The Bexar County Medical Examiners Office has just identified the man who
was shot and killed last night while playing a pickup basketball game on San
Antonio's northeast side. 28-year old Ramiro Longoria was shot in the head at
Lady Bird Johnson Park.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :24

A woman is startled after a vehicle hits the side of her northeast San Antonio
apartment on Glen Ridge near Loop 410 overnight. The driver drove off. The
woman was not hurt.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:30

San Antonio Mayor Ron Nirenberg and Councilman Greg Brockhouse are
debating this afternoon at the Wyndham San Antonio Riverwalk hotel. There
are 9 people running for mayor. The debate is focusing on hospitality related
issues.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :27

Right now San Antonio Police and Bexar County Deputies are searching for an
escaped inmate. 30-year-old Thomas Ray Furlow Smith escaped today. He
was last seen in the jail about 11:15 this morning.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:05

The President is backing off his threat to close the southern border this week.
While the options are being discussed -- San Antonio is caught in the middle.
We've confirmed more than 2,000 migrants have come through San Antonio
since last Friday.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :24

Doctors are saying children as young as five years old can develop high
cholesterol. Genetics is the main reason that children that young can have high
cholesterol. Doctors can screen kids as young as five.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:41

MAYOR RON NIRENBERG AND CITY COUNCILMAN GREG BROCKHOUSE
SHOOK HANDS TODAY. THAT WAS BEFORE THEY CAME OUT
SWINGING.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :17

THE NEW BRAUNFELS POLICE DEPARTMENT -- WANTS ANY
INFORMATION FINDING A SUSPECT. THEY SAY HE'S A BURGLARY
SUSPECT.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :15
MORE MIGRANTS DETAINED UNDER THE PASO DEL NORTE BRIDGE.
That's IN EL PASO.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :09

IKEA wants to let you rent their furniture. They're testing out the service in 30-
markets. Products would be re-used over and over again before being
recycled.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :12
The City Manager of Seguin is on his way out. Douglas Faseler will retire next
January after serving in that role for 14-years. No word on a replacement.



Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :17

The FDA is investigating reports of people suffering seizures after using e-
cigarettes. There's 35 reported cases with the last decade. Seizures are known
to be a potential side effect of nicotine poisoining.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:19

New information about the man police say murdered his wife of 17 years in a
southeast-side parking lot. Court records show the shooting took place just one
day before the couple's divorce trial. Records show Brian Ramos has a
criminal history filled with violence – including assault bodily injury, possession
of brass knuckles and just this past January -- charges of biting his 19-year-old
son.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :20

A jailer in Hood County is accused of having an inappropriate relationship with
an inmate. The 23 year old woman turned herself in after a warrant was
issued. She is charged with violating the rights of a person in custody. Officials
say she worked at the sheriff's office a little over a year from March 2017 to
July of 2018.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :30

The Texas Department of Criminal Justice will no longer allow spiritual
advisors to be present with death row inmates while they are being executed.
The state is banning chaplains, ministers, and spiritual advisors of all faiths
from the death chamber. They will only be allowed in the neighboring witness
rooms. The move comes after a supreme court ruling last week that halted the
execution of Patrick Murphy - a  member of the Texas Seven - who wanted a
Buddhist advisor with him.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 4/4/2019 12pm 1:25

The San Antonio Police Department is investigating a shooting on the city's
east side. Two young girls were shot at a home on Hays St. near Walters St.
Their injuries are not believed to be life-threatening.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :23

A man in a wheelchair is in the hospital after being hit by a car on S. New
Braunfels near Koehler Court. He was taken to SAMMC with head injuries and
road rash.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :29

The San Antonio Firefighters Association says the recently passed "Prop C"
will go into effect if the city refuses to continue negotiations on their labor
contract. Fire union representatives and city leaders met again this week, but
they failed to reach a resolution.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :25
Two girls were shot during a shooting. They are 11 and 14 years old. Both are
recovering in the hospital and are expected to be okay.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :23

Right now construction crews are starting work on 13 miles of the President's
border wall. They are building this part of the wall near the National Butterfly
Center.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :39

Today the firefighters union heavily threatened to declare an impasse. It could
send both sides to arbitration. The Union has asked the city to agree to a 15
day extension in their current negotiations to avoid that.

Sports News 4 WOAI 6pm 40
IT APPEARS "PRO FOOTBALL" IN SAN ANTONIO - ONCE AGAIN - MAY BE
DEAD. THE AAF IS IN TROUBLE.



Health Issues News 4 WOAI 2:15

 A MOTHER IS ADVOCATING FOR SINGLE PAYER HEALTHCARE. IT
COMES AFTER HER DAUGHTER DIED FROM A TREATABLE CONDITION.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :15

HAPPENING *TOMORROW* --
 A MANO Y MANO *DEBATE. IT'S BETWEEN SAN ANTONIO'S CURRENT
MAYOR "RON NIRENBERG".

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :14

Sears is showing off their new smaller stores. These mini locations will open in
May in select states. They'll be called "Sears Home and Life" and will only sell
major appliances, tools and mattresses.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :15

A product sold exclusively at Target is under recall. It affects 60,000 hot/cold
massage balls made by Vivitar. There are reports of the item leaking or
exploding when customers have microwaved them to get them hot. Return
them to Target stores for a refund.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :32

Morgan's Wonderland is expanding to create an ultra-accessible camp. It'll sit
on 102-acres near the park's current site. It'll feature activities for those with
and without special needs including a zipline, horseback riding and more. It's
expected to be done by mid-2020.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :44

A gathering is happening to honor a doctor killed while cycling. The ceremony
on what would be doctor Naji Kayruz's 59th birthday. Kayruz was hit by a car
exactly two months ago while on an access road along the interstate. He was a
husband, father, and worked as a local general surgeon for 27 years.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :20

The Rape Crisis Center is expanding its services thanks to money raised
through the Big Give fundraiser. The center was able to raise over seven
thousand dollars from the Big Give. TJ-Max also donated a ten thousand dollar
gift card. This money will go toward a new hotline center and other advocacy
services.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 1:41

Kids sometimes find ways around their parents but with new apps at
everyone's fingertips, it’s even easier -- and even riskier. We examined red
flags parents should be aware of with kids phone use that could leave them
susceptible to inappropriate content, online predators, and traffickers.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 4/5/2019 12pm 2:00

The Bexar County Sheriff's office is investigating human remains found on the
far west side. Officals right now are looking into whether this victim was a man
or woman and their age, they  will look specifically at dental records and dna
testing to identify them.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :28

San Antonio Police remain on the scene of a standoff that started yesterday
eveneing. SAPD Cheif Mcmanus says the person invovled in the disturbance
was in a backyard shed and possibly had a gun.



Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :44

Our crews were given an inside look at the massive highway construction
project along I-10. It was all part of an event to highlight the 2019 "national
Work Zone Awareness" Campaign.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:51

Skeletal remains were found this time yesterday in Northwest Bexar County.
Investigators are still going through the area with a fine tooth comb. The main
question everyone is wondering -- are these the remains of Andreen
McDonald?

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 1:50

Right now the acquifer is sitting at 678.6 feet. That's not bad. But wev'e learned
State Senator Donna Campbell has introduced legislation that could impact
how the San Antonio Water System sells off acquifer water.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :21

There was a ceremony for unclaimed veterans today. It took place at Fort San
Houston. A ceremony with full military honors was held for 17 unclaimed
veterans.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :55

POLICE HAVE JUST CONFIRMED BURNED HUMAN REMAINS WERE
FOUND OFF HIGHWAY 211. THIS IS BETWEEN BANDERA AND CULEBRA
ROAD

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :19

CITY LEADERS ARE APPROVING A NEW STUDY. IT'S THE FIRST EVER
COMPREHENSIVE PROPERTY TAX STUDY - IN SAN ANTONIO.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :32

THE BORDER IS GETTING MORE OVERWHELMED. THAT'S DUE TO THE
INFLUX OF ASYLUM SEEKERS AT THE BORDER.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :15

A consumer alert for you. The CPSC is warning you to stop using the Fisher
Price Rock 'N Play, if your child is 3-months or older. The agency says 10
babies have died in the Rock 'N Play, when rolling over onto their side or
stomach.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :19

A company that helps bring fruits and vegetables from the fields to your kitchen
is hiring. Fresh From Texas is hosting a job fair tomorrow from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
off HighPoint. They are looking for employees to work on the production floor,
quality assurance, sanitation wash and maintenance. You can also apply on
the company's website.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :15

There will soon be a new place for you to shop for Spurs gear. The San
Antonio Spurs is opening a new fan shop at The Shops at La Cantera. The soft
opening is tomorrow. The grand opening will happen next Friday with a tip-off
party starting at 6 p.m.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :35

Priscilla Maldonado's baby boy was born on New Year’s Day without skin. A
rare condition that makes him only the third of his kind in the United States.
Doctors here don't know how to treat him and he remains on life support.



Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI 1:26

The Commanders are leaving town this week and the impact is still being felt in
San Antonio. A lot of people who were buying in to support the league and
team and now say they're getting stiffed. The Commanders head coach, gm
and president said they plan on sharing information on how ticket holders can
get refunds.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :35

The twin of a missing Grand Prairie woman says her intuition and spiritual
connection with her sibling makes her feel reassurance that her sister is alive.
Police are working to determine if an unidentified body found in Mountain
Creek Lake is that of 25-year-old Weltzin Garcia. Garcia went missing two
months ago - along with her estranged boyfriend who was found dead just
days after they vanished.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 4/6/2019 5pm :20
Today, candidates for D2's city council seat met for a forum. Some of the
issues on the table -- paid sick time and the city's climate plan.

Educational News 4 WOAI :15

The San Antonio Chapter of the NAACP hosted its 17th annual Youth Image
Awards Luncheon. Extraordinary young members of the community were
recognized for their leadership and work in fields like journalism, art, and the
military.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :20

The National Weather Service issued a flash flood warning and tornado watch
for parts of central Texas. Already some heavy rain has created flooding
issues, leaving some streets under water.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :30

Authorities are asking for your help -- finding a missing elderly man they say
could be in danger. Gonzalo Mendez is 82 years old and was last seen today
on West Ashby Place near San Pedro.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :20
Investigators in Louisiana are trying to figure out whether a string of fires at 3
Historically Black Churches. All of those fires -- within the past 10 days.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :20

A brand new commemorative stamp was unveiled today. It honors late
President George H.W. Bush.

PRE-EMPTED News 4 WOAI 4/7/2019 5pm  PRE-EMPTED

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :15

A New Braunfels man is now in custody, charged with murder. 40-year-old
Samuel Ray Heard if accused of using a 22-caliber rifle to shoot and kill 37-
year-old George Casillas this morning.

Religion News 4 WOAI :20

3 pastors in Mesquite are now facing charges, accusing of tying up and
assaulting a child with an extension cord. The child's age and extend of injuries
-- were not released.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :20
American Airlines says it's extending cancellations of flights with the Boeing
737 Max 8 plane model. About 90 flights per day will be canceled.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 4/8/2019 12pm :27

SAPD Officers are investigating after a woman showed up to a gas station shot
in the wrist. Police say they were called out to a gas station. They found a
woman shot in the wrist.



Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :26

San Antonio police are looking for a man accused of hitting his girlfriend with a
car. Police say the couple got into an argument late Sunday night.
Investigators say when the girlfriend got out of the car he apparently hit her
with it, and then just drove away.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :23

The top candidates for mayor will go head to head at a third mayoral
candidates forum. Northside Neighborhoods for organizaed developmwnr Is
hosting the game.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI 5pm :14
San Antonio International Airport is getting a few new flights to Las Vegas. Sun
County Airlines will fly to Vegas 4 times a week. Those will start in September.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 1:42

Advocates tell us early intervention programs are important. They are
programs you pay for in the court system. One program has a nearly 90
percent rate of parents staying out of trouble.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :45

A woman here is doing some pretty great things for our community. Dorothy
Ward is a nurse at the South Texas Blood and Tissue Center. She has made
more than 51 donations including more than 6 gallons of blood and platelets.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :27

BREAKING NEWS OUT OF THE WEST SIDE.
 THERE'S A STRUCTURE FIRE GOING ON RIGHT NOW.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:51

A MAN OF FAITH IS URGING THE STATE TO RECONSIDER A
CONTROVERSIAL DECISION. IT WAS THE DECISION TO BAN ALL
SPIRITUAL LEADERS FROM THE EXECUTION CHAMBER.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :51

MORE THAN TWO-THOUSAND PEOPLE HAVE SIGNED A PETITION.
THEY'RE REQUESTING THE CITY TO ADD BIKE LANES TO EAST
HOUSTON STREET.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :15

Tomorrow has been declared an Ozone Action Day by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality. It's the first one of 2019. That means the air quality
may be unhealthy for those with asthma or lung issues.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :18

A company that delivers snack boxes for a monthly fee has settled charges
with the FTC. Urthbox is accused of misrpresenting customer reviews as
independent, when customers actually got compensated. Urthbox must pay
$100,000 over accusations they decieved consumers through free trial offers.

 Health News 4 WOAI :18

The CDC is also warning about a super-fungus in hospitals and nursing
homes. Candida Auris enters the bloodstream and spreads quickly, causing
serious infections. These infections are resistant to most anti-fungal drugs.

Health News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:41

Doctors and nurses at Methodist Children's Hospital are celebrating a medical
milestone. They've successfully completed the first pediatric robotic surgery.
The operation was completed on a 9-year old who had a cyst in her
esophagus.



Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 3:00

A new twist on an old scam is conning Americans out of hundreds of millions of
dollars a year. People are making threatening phone calls, warning that your
benefits are in jeopardy or that you're about to be arrested. How to safeguard
yourself from social security imposters.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 1:12

A teachers' union is presenting a petition to the board of trustees for San
Antonio Independent School District. They want the board to promise there
won't be any layoffs this year. That's because this time last year, more than
130 people within the district lost their jobs.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 4/9/2019 12pm :28

San Antonio Firefighters responded to a kitchen fire at a popular north side
italian restaurant. We are told someone left the stove on with something on
it.The sprinkler system turned on keeping the fire from spreading, food
inspectors were called in to investigate.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :24

Right now a man is recovering after being shot outside a San Antonio
convenience store. This happened overnight outside the Hays Food Mart on
the east side. Police are now investigating whether this was a targeted attack.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :22

An elderly driver had to be cut out of his vehicle overnight after crashing
sideways near a home north of downtown. Officers say a man in his 80's was
speeding down East Laurel Street near Atlanta Ave. when he jumped a curb,
went through a fence, and landed sideways next to a home.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:51

There's big news for San Antonio families for San Antonio history. The iconic
Kiddie Park is about to be gone from Broadway. It's been on Broadway since
1925.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :25

There's another search going on right now connected to a murder
investigation. Police are searching for a 2016 Honda Accord. It was stolen
during an apparent murder on Stagecoach Lane.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 2:26

Families are pushing back against a proposed affordable housing project. It
would be just north of Stone Oak. Tomorrow there will be a town ahll meeting
to discuss this project at Canyon Springs Golf Course.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:29

BIG CHANGES ARE COMING TO THE STREETS OF SAN ANTONIO. E-
SCOOTERS COULD SOON BE BANNED.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :17

 A *KERR COUNTY* MAN HAS BEEN ARRESTED AND CHARGED. HE'S
FACING A NUMBER OF CHARGES TONIGHT.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :13

MAYOR RON NIRENBERG... AND HIS CHALLENGER -- DISTRICT SIX
COUNCILMAN GREG BROCKHOUSE ARE HOLDING ANOTHER MAYORAL
FORUM. IT'S HAPPENING TONIGHT.



Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :16

Acura is issuing a recall tonight for more than 300,000 of their MDX SUV's. It
affects model years 2014 through 2019. A defect with the rear tail lights may
make them go dark, causing other drivers to not see you. Acura will notify
customers next month and make free repairs.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :16

A new center will bring 400 jobs to San Antonio. GreatCall Inc., which provides
health and safety products, is building a new caring center off Highway 151
near Hunt Lane. It opens in October with positions in customer service,
emergency response and more.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :40

Social media giants facing Congress today over how their platforms are used
by white supremacists. Executives from Facebook and Google were criticized
during a House Judiciary hearing for their role in spreading extremist
ideologies.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :37

District four city councilman Rey Saldana is asking for input on how to spend
10-million dollars coming to the district in the near future. He says a 2022 city
bond will bring a significant investment to the southside. He'll be out of office in
two months, so he's turning to the community to lead the charge in what
project they want to bring to the area.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :29

Ahead of election day next month, the west side played host to a candidate
forum. It featured the two main challengers for San Antonio mayor. Current
mayor Ron Nirenberg and councilman Greg Brockhouse took the stage for the
first half of tonight's event. They were followed by the candidates for city
council district 7 - answering questions submitted by the audience.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:40

A warning to women working as realtors in the San Antonio area. There have
been dozens of reports of a man trying to lure realtors with fake property
listings. Police say he wants to meet after-hours and sometimes in remote
locations. We hear from a realtor who almost died after she was attacked by a
man who tricked her into meeting up under similar circumstances.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 4/10/2019 12pm :29

San Antonio Police are searching for the person responsible for a deadly
shooting in the parking lot of a southside apartment complex. When police
arrived, one woman was dead, and another woman was transported to the
hospital where she later died of her injuries.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :25

An argument leads to at least three people stabbed over a parking space on
San Antonio's north side. It happened at the Canlen West apartments on West
Ave. Police are still searching for a suspect.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :18

Northeast ISD is hosting a job for. The school district is looking for bus drivers,
mechanics, and an after school surpervisor. The job fair is this Saturday from
9:00 AM to noon.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :27

We have new information on a former Bexar County Jailer. He was convicted
of using brisket tacos to smuggle what some thought was meth to inmates. 27-
year-old Ruben Hernandez has been sentenced to 18 months in prison for  the
smuggling scheme.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:52

President Trump was here in San Antonio today for a fundraiser. Some people
brought their entire families. Trump held an impromptu press conference to talk
about the Crisis at the Border.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 2:22

Neighbors say a road that never used to flood before now floods every time it
rains. So they want to know who do you hold accountable? The problem all
centers around a new drainage pipe.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :13

EMERGENCY CREWS ARE ON THE SCENE OF A POSSIBLE ACCIDENT.
THIS IS THE SCENE ON THE NORTHEAST SIDE -- CAUSING A BIT OF A
TRAFFIC PROBLEM.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 2:21
WE'RE LEARNING NEW STATISTICS TONIGHT.NEW INFORMATION
TONIGHT ON DRUNK DRIVERS IN BEXAR COUNTY.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :22

SAN ANTONIO POLICE ARE ISSUING A NEW WARNING TONIGHT. THEY
WANT EVERYONE TO BE AWARE OF A SCAMMER WHO'S TARGETING
*REALTORS*.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :19

About 5,000 Go Travel Sleep Sound Machines by Marpac are under recall.
The internal battery can leak, cause an electrical short and possibly burn you.
They were sold online by Amazon,com, Bedbathandbeyond.com and other
retailers.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :13

A bill to restore net neutrality protections has passed the House. The Save the
Internet Act would ban internet service providers from interfering with web
traffic. It's expected to hit a wall though in the Senate.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :14

Walmart is rolling out a reusable bag initiative next month. They'll sell the bags
at the checkout line for just under a dollar. Walmart is joining other retailers in a
push to reduce single-use plastic bags and items.

Educational News 4 WOAI 10pm :29

A murder investigation out of Dimmit County just southwest of San Antonio,
involving a student and a school counselor. 18-year-old John Alvarado is
accused of killing 50-year-old Carlos Pena -- who worked as a school
counselor in Carrizo Springs. Investigators say Alvarado stabbed Pena several
times just before eleven last night -- at the counselor's home. No word on a
motive at this time.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:33

New plans reveal a proposed low income housing development just north of
Stone Oak. A townhall was packed as people discussed the proposal for the
264 unit apartment. Many people are upset and the three story apartment isn't
a done deal just yet. Even though the plans are for outside the city, the city
council will hold its own hearing on the issue.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 1:47

A local teen on a fishing exercusion finds himself saving a drowning kid. He
witnessed a little boy fall into the water after swinging from a rope. The teen
dropped his fishing pole and jumped in after the child. The rescue was caught
on camera.



Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 4/11/2019 12pm :26

Two people remain on the run after trying to break into a home in west San
Antonio looking for drugs. SAPD officers say the crooks used shotguns to force
their way into the home off Noria St. near Navidad St. overnight demanding
drugs. When the people inside said they did not have any drugs the suspects
ran away,

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:30

Wikileaks Founder Julian Assange arrested in London today. He plead
innocent toa charge of skipping bail. He was arrested after Ecuador revoked
asylum.

Educational News 4 WOAI :20

Edgewood ISD is holding its first ever state of the district today. This comes
after feedback to the superintendent from house meetins with parents in his
district.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:21
A high school counselor reportedly is killed by a student. It happened in Carrizo
Springs. The Texas Rangers are investigating the incident.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 1:58

We've learned 300 thosuand dollar grant is coming to our area for a pilot
program. It will help a fire and rescue team. This is a local team exposed to
crimes and traumatic experiences on a daily basis.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :25

We have a response from the San Antonio School District after a news
conference by the teacher's union. The San Antonio Alliance of Teachers and
School Personnel met outside their office. They are frustrated by the school
board approving 5 non-profit groups to opperate 18 schools within the district.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:40

AN EARLY-MORNING FIRE AT A COMPLEX NEAR THE AIRPORT WAS
ALMOST A TRAGEDY. THANKFULLY, EVERYONE SURVIVED.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :40

PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP HELD AN IMPROMPTU PRESS
CONFERENCE DURING HIS VISIT TODAY. IT WAS HELD RIGHT HERE IN
SAN ANTONIO.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 2:13

NOW TO AN EXCLUSIVE ON FOUR.
 AN UPCOMING CITY COUNCIL VOTE TO REDUCE SCOOTERS
DOWNTOWN IS BEING WATCHED WITH INTEREST BY ANOTHER MODE
OF TRANSPORTATION: SAN ANTONIO'S BIKE SHARE PROGRAM.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :16

Two senators are asking the state to oversee the South San Antonio
Independent School District. Senators Jose Menendez and Peter Flores have
sent letters to the Texas Education Agency. They want a conservator
appointed to inspect the district's day-to-day operations and finances.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :24

Macy's is launching something new to get you back into stores. The retailer is
testing an interactive shopping experience called Story. These in-store pop-up
shops include things like LED ping pong tables, hands-on workshops and
preview pieces from different brands.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI :12

All Texas troopers will now carry narcan on the job. Starting today, DPS is
giving narcan kits and emergency training to troopers. This is in an effort to
help overdose patients in need.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:00

District six councilman Greg Brockhouse says there’s a chance that the city's
decision to keep Chick-fil-a out of San Antonio International Airport could be
overturned. Some councilmembers cited Chick-fil-a's donations to causes they
say discriminate against the lgbtq community as a reason they passed on the
restaurant. Brockhouse says the vote has made the city look like a national
embarrassment.

Educational News 4 WOAI 2:26

Experts say the odds of ending up in jail later in life go up quite a bit for
students who are expelled from school. When it comes to expulsion and
suspension rates, race can be a factor. We examine a pilot program on
restorative discipline and how it has helped students to improve behavior and
stay academically on track.

Health News 4 WOAI 1:29

A baby born without skin has now been denied a hospital transfer that could
help save his life. Last week, the family was preparing to take 3-month-old
Jabari Gray off life support then they found out he could possibly be treated.
Now because of a denial from their insurance their hope is running thin.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 4/12/2019 12pm 1:45

San Antonio Mayor Ron Nirenberg is presenting the State of the City address
this afternoon. The Mayor says he has been committed to growing and
diversifying the economy.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :22
Fans will be honoring Selena this weekend. Next Tuesday would have been
Selena Quintanilla's 48th birthday.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :21

The deadline to file taxes is Monday. You can also request an extension for
more time. It's not too late to take advantage of the federal government's free
file program.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :18

A 16-year-old accused of killing another teen will be tried as an adult. The 16-
year-old is accused of killing 18-year-old Kaitlin Castilleja back on March 1st. It
started with a fight online and escalated.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :27

Mayor Ron Nirenberg gave the State of the City address this afternoon in front
of hundreds of local business leaders. The Mayor stressed the importance of
public and private partnerships to continue growth in San Antonio. Services are
starting to reach into areas of our communities where they have been left
behind before many many years so the city is heading in the right direction.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :24

We've learned the city of San Antonio has been awarded more than 3 millino
dollars by FEMA. Congressman Will Hurd brought members of FEMA's Urban
Area Security Team to Fiesta last year. He showed them the crowds and the
needs of our local law enforcement during those weeks.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:14

ONLY ON FOUR.
 A TRUMP TRAILER -- DRIVING ACROSS THE COUNTRY -- TO GET
PEOPLE TALKING POLITICS.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :46
NEW INFORMATION TONIGHT -- REGARDING THE CITY'S VOTE TO KEEP
CHICK-FIL-A OUT OF THE SAN ANTONIO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 2:08

NEWS FOUR SAN ANTONIO HAS EXCLUSIVE INFORMATION ON THE
TWO WOMEN WHO WERE MURDERED TUESDAY NIGHT... IN THE
PARKING LOT OF A SOUTHSIDE COMPLEX.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :17

The Consumer Product Safety Commission is recalling all models of the Fisher-
Price Rock N' Play Sleepers. More than 30 infants have died in the sleepers
after rolling over while unrestrained. Contact Fisher-Price for a refund.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :15

Charlotte Russe making a new announcement on Twitter. The retailer is
planning to reopen 100 locations across the U.S. after filing for bankruptcy in
February. Charlotte Russe will also roll out a brand new online shopping
experience.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :23

The deadline to file taxes is Monday. You can also request an extension for
more time. It's not too late to take advantage of the federal government's free
file program.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :38

A candlelight vigil to celebrate baby King Jay Davila's birthday - which would
have been yesterday. Baby King was 8 months old when he was found dead in
January under a bridge on the northeast side. Police say that investigation
began with a false report that he'd been kidnapped from his father's car at a
gas station.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :38

A pinata store that closed after a large fire in October will reopen next week
just in time for Easter. Cuevas Pinatas sells all kinds of party supplies and lost
nearly one million dollars in merchandise in the fire. The store's owner says
she'll have loads of pinatas and cascarones ready to sell on Tuesday.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :50

President Trump shared his latest thoughts on what to do with undocumented
immigrants. He says they should all be relocated to sanctuary cities. The
president and former Homeland Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen disagreed
on this.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 4/13/2019 5pm 2:01

Six months after flames ripped through a popular pinata store, destroying more
than a million dollars in merchandise, the store's owner is fighting for a
comeback. Cuevas Pinatas on Culebra Road has been a westside staple for
decades.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :15
We weren't the only ones to see severe weather today. Several injuries have
been reported in the town of Franklin.



Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :20

The salmonella outbreak has now impacted about 100 people in 9 states.
We've learned pre-cut melon, sold at stores like Whole Foods and Target, is
now being voluntarily recalled -- due to the possibility of Salmonella
contamination.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:15
A man is in the hospital after an eastside shooting. It happened this evening on
Koehler Court.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :25
A tornado in the town of Franklin, about two hours from Waco, overturned
homes and knocked over trees. Authorities there now say two children died.

Educational News 4 WOAI :51

You can see some of the best young performers around tomorrow -- and help
them realize their dreams of making it to Broadway! The Joci's are the biggest
performing arts scholarship competition in the country.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 4/14/2019 5pm :25
4 people are recovering after this rollover crash on the northwest side. It
happened around 1:30 this afternoon on Loop 1604 and Chase Hill Blvd.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :15
Arson investigators are trying to figure out what sparked a fire at this tire shop
on Palo Alto Rd. About $15K worth of damage there.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :27

A church in east Texas is now open for victims, following those deadly
tornados that ripped through the town of Alto yesterday. It's not a staging area
for first responders and volunteers to help those impacted.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :20

A 5-year-old boy thrown from the 3rd floor of the Mall of the America on Friday
has a growing memorial tonight. Officials say the boy is still alive and in the
hospital, receiving treatment.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :25

A mother and her two children are dead after what police are calling a violent
domestic dispute in Arizona. The woman was allegedly shot by her longtime
boyfriend. Her 5-year-old and 7-year-old were also killed.

Educational News 4 WOAI :20

It's not every day you get to hear from a World War II veteran, but visitors at
the Institute of Texan Cultures got to hear from *several* of them today. They
shared how Texans helped both at home and at war.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 4/15/2019 12pm :27

San Antonio Police continue investigating a shooting along Meadow Rise,
which is near Grissom Rd. and Tezel Rd on the city's northwest side. A man
told officers that he was shot during a home invasion, but so far no arrests
have been made.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI 1:30

Long lines and delays at the US/Mexico border could have an economic impact
here in San Antonio during Holy Week. Traditionally Holy Week is one of the
busiest times for folks to come across the border and shop here in the United
States.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :23

Today you can learn more about the people running for office with a meet the
candidates forum. Visitors can ask questions and meet those running for
Mayor, City Council District two and the SAISD school board.



Business & Economy News 4 WOAI 5pm 2:25

There is controversy surrounding new plans for a shopping center and
community gathering spot. The proposed area is right next to Randolph Air
Force Base. We've now learned Joint Base San Antonio is pushing back --
fearing any new development like this could jeopardize the flying mission.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :23

Good new for anyone who loves cabs -- turns out they aren't all bad. Higher fat
diets like paleo and keto are popular right now. But you shouldn't remove carbs
all together.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI 2:25

Long wait lines at the border could keep thousands of tourists form comiing
into South Texas for Holy Week. With more border patrol agents processing
undocumented migrants there is less manpower getting people over the
bridges. The wait times are expected to get worse as we get closer to Easter.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:41

OUR TOP STORY --
 THANKS TO OUR VIEWERS...
 YOUNG JA'BARI GRAY... WHO WAS BORN WITHOUT SKIN FROM THE
NECK DOWN -- WELL HIS PRAYERS HAVE BEEN ANSWERED. HE'S NOW
GETTING SOME MUCH-NEEDED HELP.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:44

NEW AT SIX.
 MAYOR RON NIRENBERG -- STANDING IN FRONT OF HUNDREDS OF
LOCAL BUSINESS LEADERS.. DELIVERED THE STATE OF THE CITY
ADDRESS AT THE CONVENTION CENTER TODAY.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :20

IT'S THE 103RD ANNIVERSARY OF FIESTA: OYSTER BAKE! AND IT'S
HAPPENING RIGHT NOW.

Health News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :18

The measles cases in the U.S. are surging. The CDC says more than 550
cases of the disease are being reported in 20 states since April 4. That's the
second-highest number of cases since 2000. The majority of the people who
contracted the disease were not vaccinated.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :17

Guinness Beer is getting rid of plastic-ring packaging. The company behind
Guinness, Harp and Smithwick's says it will also stop using shrink-wrap for
beer multi-packs. It it instead switching to 100% recyclable and biodegradable
cardboard.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :25

According to the FTC, there are more people than ever trying to trick you into
sending them money. To avoid being scammed, do not trust caller ID, even it if
it shows up as the Social Security Administration. Also, never givve the
possible scammer your social security number.



Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:31

Some local students interested in a career in nursing will have an opportunity
to earn a degree while in high school. The proposed program would follow the
national p-tech model of an industry specific school within a school. It allows
high school students to earn their diploma, associate degree, and industry
certifications. It would be the second p-tech model within the San Antonio
Independent School District.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:38

A deadly car crash over the weekend took the life of a 15-year-old girl. Police
say the driver in that crash was a 14-year-old girl and that she was under the
influence. A memorial continues to grow for Lina Arizola who was in the front
passenger seat.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:21

A San Antonio police officer is expected to be okay after getting hit by a car.
He was pinned against a wall and broke both his legs while he was standing
along the side with a roadway. First responders say this is becoming an urgent-
common problem and that if drivers are not slowing down or pulling over into
another lane, they are breaking the law.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 4/16/2019 12pm 1:25

A 42-year-old man is out of surgery after crashing his motorcycle overnight.
Investigators say Edward Casanova was speeding down South Presa near
Tarleton Place when he hit the center median and was thrown of his bike. He
wasn't wearing a helmet. Now there is a state house bill aimed at making
changes to motorcycle helmet laws.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:45

France's culture minister says the most precious treasures of Paris' Notre
Dame Cathedral have been saved after a devastating fire. This includes the
crown of thorns Catholic relic and the tunic of Saint Louis. Other works are
being transferred from a storeroom in City Hall to the Louvre today and
tomorrow.

Business/Economy News 4 WOAI :23

Starbucks is offering more rewards to its customers. Today it rolled out a
revised rewards program allowing members to earn points to be redeemed
right away for a wider range of options. The updated loyalty program eliminates
the green and gold tiers. Members can collect stars and redeem them at only
25-points.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:23

There is a warning for families as Fiesta officially gets underway this week.
While we want everyone to enjoy the fun -- we also want to make sure you're
keeping the little ones in your family safe. So before you leave the house police
suggest taking a photo of what your kids are wearing just in case they get lost
in the crowds.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:28

A plan for major property tax reform in Texas just passed a major hurdle in the
Texas Senate. But will that cut money for schools at the local level? Some
school administrators are worried.

Religion News 4 WOAI :26

The re-enactment of "The passion of the Christ" will kick off at 10 on Friday
morning. It'll happen at Milam Park. Today actors were introduced at San
Fernando.



Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :57

OUR TOP STORY TONIGHT --
 AT LEAST SEVEN PEOPLE ARE DEAD. HUNDREDS MORE DISPLACED
AFTER THIS WEEKEND'S MASSIVE STORM WIPED OUT SO MANY
HOMES THROUGHOUT TEXAS.

Education Issues News 4 WOAI :56

NEW AT SIX --
 THE OPPORTUNITY FOR EVERY GRADUATING HIGH SCHOOL SENIOR
IN SAN ANTONIO TO ATTEND A LOCAL COMMUNITY COLLEGE FREE IS
GATHERING MOMENTUM. IT COULD SEEN BECOME A REALITY.

Health News 4 WOAI 1:24

AN UPDATE TO A STORY WE'VE BEEN FOLLOWING FOR YOU...
THESE ARE NEW PICTURES OF 3-MONTH-OLD JABARI GRAY WHO IS
NOW AT TEXAS CHILDREN'S HOSPTIAL IN HOUSTON...

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :16

Mazda is recalling nearly 200,000 Mazda 3 cars over an issue with windshield
wipers. It affects 2016 to 2018 model years. A faulty electrical part can cause
the wipers to stop working.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :19

A proposed rule could impact new parents in San Antonio. District 8
councilman Manny Pelaez has filed a request to require baby changing
stations in all new buildings with public restrooms. These stations would be in
both men and women's restrooms.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :14

CVS is now paying $535,000 for bogus Percoset prescriptions. Pharmacists in
Rhode Island didn't notice they were forged. Federal officials say the bogus
prescriptions were filled at several locations between 2015 and 2017.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :52

A proposed house bill could increase motorcycle safety. It woud allow police to
pull people over and check  to see if people riding without a helmet meet
requirements. A transportation committee is currently examining the bill.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 3:00

A bill could allow optometrists to perform some operations only done by
opthalmologists in Texas. Proponents say it will increase accessibility to care
but others are concerned about safety. One woman says her vision was
changed forever after a cataract surgery.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:30

A man beat his wife and when she ran from their home to get help, the suspect
shot and killed the assisting neighbor. He then set his own hom eon fire and
began a standoff with police. He was ultimately shot and killed but investigators
are working to determine if he was hit by law enforcement or died from a self-
inflicted gunshot.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 4/17/2019 12pm

San Antonio Police say a woman was hit and killed by a car near Cable
Elementary School. The driver of the car did stop and was questioned by
officers , but no charges are expected to be filed.



Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI

Crimestoppers is offereing a reward to help solve a recent murder.
Investigators say a 19-year-old was killed inside a northeast San Antonio
apartment complex on April 12th. Witnesses reported seeing a white SUV, but
police have not been able to locate any suspects at this time.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI

A man remains in the hospital after being hit by a vehicle on the the city's
northeast side. The driver did not stop, but police say he left his rearview mirror
behind. Some witnesses say they saw the victim laying on the street and called
police.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:52

We are still waiting on the medical examiner to release the IDs of the suspect
and neighbor shot yesterday. We've seen CSI and fire investigators working all
day. They are trying to put all the pieces of this story together.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 2:11

We're getting reports from across the city of plastic bags being left in front of
homes. They have vials inside to get a sample of your tap water. These are not
from SAWS.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :46

The military is pushing back against proposed development near Randolph Air
Force Base. It would go on land the county bought specifically to control
development near Randolph. The Mayor of Converse is now weighing in.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :11

Tonight's storms could leave some of you in the dark. CPS Energy says
customers should brace for potential power outages. They have crews ready to
respond for tonight. To report an outage, call (210) 353-HELP.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :15

Vice President Mike Pence was in Texas today to fundraise. He touched down
at Love Field for a luncheon in the Dallas area, then traveled to Midland to tour
Permian Basin Oil Field and Diamondback Oil Rig. He's headed back to
Washington D.C. this evening.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :16

An area school board has approved a bonus for district employees. Eligible
employees in the Schertz-Cibolo-Universal City ISD will get a one-time bonus
of $1,000. The moves comes after trustrees approved budget amendments for
the general and child nutrition funds.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :33

People in San Antonio are learning more about their sexual health at Fiesta de
Salud. The annual event is being held at Milam Park. Metro Health is providing
free STD screenings, as well as blood pressure screenings, zumba and other
fitness activities.

Business/Economy News 4 WOAI :14

If you like hitting the road, VIA wants to meet you. They are looking for new
bus drivers at a job fair tomorrow. It runs from 9 a.m. to noon at the VIA Metro
Center on San Pedro.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :15

A product sold exclusively by Lowe's is under recall tonight. It affects 5,000
Craftsman M350 lawn mowers. Sharp objects can pierce through the collecting
bag and hit bystanders.



Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:20

A mother talks about her son in hopes of finding his killer. Police say they don’t
have any leads and put out a crime stoppers to generate leads in the case. He
was a young man that was shot while visiting his old roommate at an
apartment he used to live at.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:09

A long-awaited road project is about to be completed and open to the public. A
new intersection is supposed to relieve traffic. Some residents are not so
happy about the new road and have concerns about roadway noise.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :52

A Southside neighborhood is concerned about speeding drivers. Recently a
home was damaged when a car crashed into it. Residents are requesting help
from police and the city wanting to use a radar trailer and speed bumps.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 4/18/2019 12pm :25

A local man is now facing charges accused of stabbing his girlfriend in the
back on West Laurel and 29th Street. The man grabbed the knife and stabbed
in the back after an argument.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :28

A San Antonio Police office is now out of the hospital following a weather
related accident overnight. Police say he was leaving a gas station and was hit
by a woman driving an SUV on Culebra Rd. The officer did not see the driver
because of the heavy rain.

Business/Economy News 4 WOAI :17
Fiesta Fiesta is happening tonight, and kicks off 11 days of Fiesta. It is also the
first night of the Fiesta Carnival.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:43

A big drug bust by state and federla agents and what they found parents are
going to want to hear. Seven alleged gang members are now behind bars.
They're accused of trafficking large amounts of cocinae, marijuana and meth
on San Antonio's East side.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:11

A motion for a revote on the ban against Chick-Fil-A at the airport failed today.
So city council will not vote a second time on the controversial issue. But faith
leaders and politicians say this fight is far from over.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :19

New research suggests skipping breakfast and having a later dinner could be
deadly. There was research done in Brazil following 100 heart attack patients.
They found those who often skipped breakfast and ate dinner late at night were
4 to 5 times more likely to die or have another heart attack within a month.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:41

A man has died in the Bexar County jail. Sheriff Javier Salazar says the man
had mental issues and was locked up because he couldn't afford bond.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:48
The Mueller report has been released and the president is claiming victory. But
now some are focusing on what they say was left out of the report.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :16

Severe weather throughout the state is responsible for damage to a mobile
home near Waco. A pregnant woman and her husband were inside at the time,
but are expected to be okay.



Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :14

Nearly half a million toys are being recalled by Target. It affects Bullseye
Playground wooden toy cars sold exclusively in Target stores and on
Target.com. The wheels can come off and pose a choking hazard. Return
them to Target for a refund.

Business/Economy News 4 WOAI :11

Sears is going after its former chairman. The company is suing Eddie Lampert.
The suit accuses the billionaire of stripping Sears of more than $2 billion in
assets for his own financial gain.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :27

Mission Park Funeral Chapels and Cemeteries is giving away their Fiesta
medals for free. The medals are also a way to raise awareness for their Fiesta
Safe campaign. It aims to make sure you get home with a sober ride. Mission
Park will reimburse you up to $20 of cab fare. Just use a taxi during Fiesta,
save your receipt and bring it to any Mission Park location by May 3.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :30

A 3-month-old baby born without skin just underwent a major surgery. The boy
now has a neck brace and a new trachea to help create a neck and improve
breathing. The baby's neck and chest were originally fused together.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 2:00

An urban communities summit allows teens to encourage teens. The event
involces community leaders who help mentor the teens. The goal is to give
young, black men a forum to express their concerns, frustrations and fears.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :30

Lawmker reaction to the release of the Mueller report. Next week a group of
lawmakers from both parties will see a different version of the report with fewer
redactions.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 4/19/2019 12pm :30

An investigation is underway after a teen is shot in the back. Police say a
group of teenagers were driving when a person in the back was messing
around with a gun and accidentally shot inside the vehicle, hitting 18-year-old
Jacob Moreno in the back.

Business/Economy News 4 WOAI 2:00

Thousands of people are in Market Square today for the annual Fiesta de lost
Reyes. Food, music and fun is planned all week. Special deals are scheduled
on different days.

Religion News 4 WOAI :22

The annual Passion of the Christ" play just wrapped up in downtown San
Antonio this afternoon. A procession of actors are now marching from Milam
Park to San Fernando Cathedral.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :24
A San Antonio Police officer has been arrested. Officer Nicolette Muinz is
charged with assault. She's accused of punching a woman this morning.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 1:02

Deputies say three suspects worked together to steal nearly 200,00 thosuand
from a local high school band. Investigators say for nearly 3 years the three
schemed to funnel more than 177 thousand dollars from the Boerne High
School Band Boosters to a local cabinetry business. A grand jury indicted all
three on two felonies each.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :18

Camping at Brackenridge Park is an Easter tradition like no other. Families
claim their spots camping out at city parks. It's first come first serve so people
get creative marking their territory.



Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :19

The Wilson County Sheriff's Office says a credit card skimmer has been found
in Sutherland Springs. It was found on gas pump #4 at the S.S. Express
(Valero) station. Customers should check their accounts for any fradulent
activity and report those charges to the sheriff's office.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :18

New housing is being built for undocumented migrants in El Paso and Donna.
Customs and Border Protection has awarded a nearly $37 million contract to a
New York company to build temporary facilities in those cities. Those facilities
are expected to be in operation by May 1.

Religion News 4 WOAI :21

Funeral arrangements have been released for an area teenager. Rossi
Rodriguez, a senior at Pearsall High School, was killed Wednesday morning in
a car accident. A rosary will be held Easter Sunday at Immaculate Heart of
Mary Catholic Church. Funeral services will follow the next day.

Business/Economy News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :15

You could soon be seeing fewer Pier 1 Imports around. The home décor store
has told investors they're planning to close 45-locations for the 2020 fiscal
year. That's on top of the 30 stores it has already closed. No word on how
many employees this could affect.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :15

This year's flu season is breaking records. The CDC says this flu season is the
longest in a decade with 21-weeks of elevated flu activity in the U.S. That's one
week longer than the previous 10-year high during the 2014 to 2015 season.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :14

BMW issuing a new recall alert for more than 184,000 vehicles. It affects
certain 3-Series, 5-Series and Z4 cars from the 2006 model year. There's
concerns an electrical short could lead to fires. Owners will be notified in early
June.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :31

An argument between a man and two suspects ended in a shooting. The victim
was shot in the head and the torso. Police are searching for the two men.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI 1:47
A new barbershop is owned and operated by veterans. Each branch of the
military is represented. The shop's grand opening is this weekend.

Health News 4 WOAI 3:02

An examination into technology and privacy concerns. DNA could be used to
track down rapists and killers. Police are ultiilizing info from ancestry kits to
learn about potential family members and connections to criminal cases.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI 4/20/2019 5pm :25

A much-anticipated road project is now complete. It connects Huebner Rd. to
Hardy Oak Blvd. in the Stone Oak area.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :30

A new warning tonight about a deadly drug officials say is 10,000 times
stronger than morphine. It's called carfentanil. In California, 3 people died
recently after overdosing on the synthetic opioid, which is commonly used as a
tranquilizer for very large zoo animals.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :20
Tornadoes and heavy rain caused a lot of damage in North Carolina.
Yesterday's storms toppled trees onto homes and ripped roofs off buildings.



Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:49
A mother wrote a letter to her son's killer, saying that if he's watching then she
has a message for him. The victim was killed last Friday.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :30

MD Anderson, a prominent cancer center in Houston, says 3 scientists are now
out of a job there. They were identified by federal investigators as being
involved in Chinese efforts to steal American research.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :25
Police are interviewing a person of interest after 2 women were hacked to
death in New York. Police believe the victims knew their attacker.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 4/21/2019 5pm :41

San Antonio Police arrested an 18-year-old and charged him with murder.
Investigators say Isaac David-Joseph Morales got into a fight with another man
over parking at an apartment complex.  Police say that is when the 18-year-old
shot the victim several times.

Religion News 4 WOAI :44

Residents in Paris celebrated Easter with a mass to honor firefighters who
worked hard to take out the Notre Dame Cathedral fire.  The community is still
in awe of the damage and showing each other support.  As of right now,
investigators are still trying to figure out what caused the fire.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :34

San Antonio Police are still investigating a woman's death, that was originally
claimed as "accidental."  Now, police believe it was no accident how a 44-year-
old woman shot herself.  According to investigators, the woman's boyfriend
found her with the gun shot, but his story has been inconsistent throughout the
investigation.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :24

A man has been arrested in connection to a crash that killed two people.
Joseph Anthony Robles was arrested and charged with intoxication
manslaughter and intoxication assault after police say he was under the
influence of drugs during the crash.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :37

Spending Easter at Brackenridge Park is a holiday tradition. But there is some
concern about littering, meaning there are extensive cleanup efforts planned
for the day after.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :19

Former Vice Presidnet Joe Biden is expected to announce his candidacy for
president in the 2020 election. Sources close to him say that the
announcement is coming sometime this week.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 4/22/2019 12pm :17
Early voting begins for SA elections. Voting sites include the Bexar County
elections department and 40 other elections.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:30
A van exploded this morning in Sri Lanka. Police found three bombs inside the
van that they tried to defuse. No one was injured.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :38

Some deputies at the Bexar County Sheriff's Officer are getting ready to
undergo a new type of training.  The training is develop to teach deputies how
to intervene if they see a fellow deputy engaging in misconduct.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :12

A Boerne man was arrested in Kerrville on federal child porn charges. 35-year-
old Kurt Randall Bryant was arrested. He's accused of distribution of child
pornography.



Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :25

Right now there's a meeting on the east side with families and police officers.
They are hoping to get a handle on the violence there. Nearly 2 weeks ago 2
teens were shot -- one of them died.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:50

State lawmakers are strongly considering raising the legal age for purchasing
tobacco products form 18 to 21. That's something San Antonio did six months
ago. Tobacco 21 went into effect October 1st.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:22

We're getting results for a group of neighbors in Denver Heights trying to make
their communities safer. Neighbors met with a representative from District 2
and a San Antonio SAFFE officer. They're trying to organize a get together
here in the next couple of weeks.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:26

After several discussions -- bail reform could be more than a talking point. Real
change may be coming soon. Texas Organizing Project leaders would like
Bexar County to follow Harris County's lead on bail reform.

Health News 4 WOAI :22

Three scientists at MD Anderson Cancer Cetner has been ousted. The House
Chronicle is reporting federal authorities say three were involved in Chinese
efforts to steal American research. Two of them resigned.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :16

Police are looking for a man accused of saying a motel and skipping out on a
$850 bill. Police say the man stayed at the La Quinta Inn off N. Highway 46
from February 26 to March 7. Officers believe he may have also done this in
San Antonio and New Braunfels.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :10

The City of San Antonio is banning e-scooters and e-bikes for two Fiesta
parades. They are Friday's Battle of Flowers and Saturday's Fiesta Flambeau.
There will be scooter zones for pick-up and drop-off.

Finacial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :11

The San Antonio Zoo is going green on Earth Day. Paper bags have been
phased out of its gift shops. The zoo is offering reusubale shopping bags and
items made out of recycled plastic.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:50

Six people are killed in a Kerrville plane crash. Investigators are trying to
determine what caused the plane to go down. We share the details we are
learning about the pilot and passengers.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:15

The friends and family of victims in a deadly rollover give insight into who the
victims were. We also follow the latest in the investigation as police confirm the
driver was under the influence of drugs.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 1:36

A man searches for the gravesite of his mother who was shot and killed 50
years ago by his father. The cemetary does not have records to indicate who is
buried there. It's the story of a man desperate to find the missing pieces of his
family.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 4/23/2019 12pm :45
A sinkhole has opened up on Highway 90 near Loop 410. All westbound main
lanes are closed at Hunt Lane while crews check the stability of the highway.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :23

A local teenager is recovering after accidentally shooting his phone while trying
to take pictures of himself overnight. He remains in the hospital. Now police are
looking into where he got the gun from.



Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :22
NIOSA begins tonight in La Villita. The festival has more than 200 food and
drink booths and 14 lives music acts as well as 15 themed areas.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm 2:11

We've confirmed more than 38 hundred guns have been stolen from cars here
in the past three years. Your neighborhood SAFFE officers will be hitting the
streets tonight with 600 trigger locks. They're donated to help keep guns out of
the wrong hands.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:58

Tonight Bexar County is making a big change to what happens to people after
they're arrested and go before a magistrate judge. Supporters say having the
county get rid of its judges and having the city handle everyone who's arrested
will streamline the system. They say it will also save taxpayers a bunch of
money.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 2:00

People are in New Orleans for the National Hurricane Conference. It only takes
one storm to destroy a town and change lives forever. Unoftunately last year
proved that point.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:58

OUR TOP STORY AT SIX-- A MAN WHO USED TO LIVE HERE IN SAN
ANTONIO IS IN HIDING IN THAILAND. HE COULD FACE THE DEATH
PENALTY.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :33

NEW INFORMATION NOW -
 ON THE MAN POLICE SAY WAS UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF DRUGS
WHEN HE CAUSED A DEADLY ROLLOVER CRASH.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 2:16

NEW AT SIX --
 SEVERAL LOCAL NON-PROFITS WILL BE TRYING TO DO MORE WITH
LESS. IT COMES AFTER FUNDING CHANGES HAVE BEEN MADE BY THE
UNITED WAY

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :18

Walgreens is raising the minimum age to buy tobacco in its stores. You will
have to be 21-years-old to buy cigarettes, smokeless tobacco and other
products. The new policy goes into effect on September 1st.

Health News 4 WOAI :16

A new sweetener could be making its way into your food without you realizing
it. The FDA has decided Allulose does not need to be placed on food nutrition
labels as an added sugar. It has a low calorie and carb content, and has 70%
more sweetness than table sugar.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :44

The San Antonio Fire Department is launching a new campaign about women
behind the uniform. Hero Like Her is a way to raise awareness about female
firefighters and encourage other women to join the department. On its website,
the campaign shares video stories from firefighters themselves.
Herolikeher.com also has events where you can meet the women within the
department.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :17
A collapsed sewer line is closing the mainlanes of a highway for the morning
commute.Crews are working to repair the break.



Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :29

A new 9 million dollar community center is in the works. The building will have
athletic facilities and a arts and crafts room. Construction will begin next
summer. It is being funded with the 2017 parks improvement bond.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :32

Boy thrown off a mall balcony remains in intensive care. The family is clarifying
statements made by the family pastor about the boy's condition. He inidicated
the child did not suffer brain damage, that is not being confirmed at this time.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 4/24/2019 12pm 1:20

Despite severe weather expected in our area this afternoon and this evening,
organizers of The Taste of The Northside say the annual Fiesta event will go
on as planned at the Club of Sontera.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :24

An East Texas man convicted for dragging a black man behind a truck is set to
be executed. Joshn William King has been on death row for 20 years for the
murder of James Byrd, Junior.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :19
Crews are pumping water out of a flooded parking garage at Dallas' Love-Field
Airport. Estimated at least 30 cars were completely submerged.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :26

Right now crime stoppers is working to identify two suspect. They're wanted for
a shooting at a homeowner here. This was at a home on Village Brown back
on April 8th.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:52

Two deaths in the Bexar County Jail are prompting changes in how police deal
with the homeless here. But the police union is calling it a free pass for
criminals. District Attonrey Joe Gonzales laid out the four point plan and
pointed to criminal trespass arrestse jumping from 677 to 1,100 in the last four
years.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 1:00

New research suggests teenagers are feeling the harmful effects of cigarettes
without them even touching their lips. E-cigarettes and vaping are proving to be
just as harmful. Researchers at the Renaissance School of Medicine studied
more than 500 people between the ages of 12 and 21 who smoke e-cigarettes.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :15

WE BEGIN THE SIX WITH BREAKING NEWS.
27-YEAR-OLD ANDREW MCDERMOTT HAS BEEN INDICTED. HE'S A
BEXAR COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPUTY.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:46

THOSE STORMS COULD BE CAUSING SOME ISSUES WITH GETTING
HIGHWAY 90 REPAIRED MORE THAN 24 HOURS AFTER THE ROAD
COLLAPSED IN THE MIDDLE OF THE HIGHWAY.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :18

DOZENS OF LOCAL NON PROFITS ARE ADJUSTING TO A NEW FUNDING
STRUCTURE FROM THE UNITED WAY. WE EXPLAIN EXACTLY HOW
THEY'RE DOING IT.



Health News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :13

The World Health Organization is rolling out new guidelines for screen time.
The agency says children under 5-years-old should be limited to an hour or
less on devices each day. Kids under 1-years-old should avoid screens
completely.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :10

Lego has invented a new style of bricks to help blind children read. The
company worked with the Danish Blind Society to create lego blocks featuring
Braille letters. They launch next year.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :13

Facebook is bracing for a fine from the FTC. The social media company says
the penalty could be anywhere from $3 billion to $5 billion. Facebook is being
investigated for allegedly violating an earlier data privacy agreement.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:08

City councilman Manny Pelaez is working on an ordinance to put more diaper
changing stations in restrooms in public places. Many parents say the lack of
them forces them to change their children on the bathroom counter - which can
be unsanitary.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:58

Three people are accused of stealing thousands of dollars worth of hair from a
south side beauty supply store. The robbery was caught on surveillance
cameras and crimestoppers is offering a reward in the case.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:59

The debate over daylight saving time could soon be over. A Texas house joint
resolution would put the decision in the hands of voters on whether or not to
keep it.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 4/25/2019 12pm 2:00

Former Vice President Joe Biden has announced that he is running in the 2020
presidential race. The 76-year-old democratic contender released a video
online this morning to make his case.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI 1:25

Comal ISD has about 24,000 students, and it is growing at a rate of about 900
students a year. They just finished building two new middle schools and they
plan on adding two high schools over the next few years to help with the
growth.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :23

San Antonio Police are asking for help in solving a murder. It happened last
month after a man's body was found inside a southside apartment. Police are
releasing a picture of the victim in the hopes someone will come forward in
finding his killer.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :21

A woman has been arrested for a deadly hit and run. 31-year-old Miriah
Martinez walked in front of our cameras about 2 this afternoon. She's charged
with failure to stop and render aid.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :25

Four north side schools were put on modified lockdown this afternoon. That
means it was business as usual on the inside but no one was let in or out. It
only lasted 12 minutes.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :24

Cowboys Dance Hall is here to stay for now at least. After declaring bankruptcy
a group from Austin bough the property and will lease it to the company that
has run the dancehall for 15 years. It will be getting a facelift with renovations.



Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:05

EVEN MORE BREAKNIG NEWS.
 THIS OUT OF THE SOUTHEAST SIDE.
 POLICE ARE INVESTIGATING A DRIVE-BY SHOOTING THAT HAPPENED
ABOUT AN HOUR AGO.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI 2:10

 THE CITY OF SAN ANTONIO WANTS TO HEAR FROM YOU ABOUT
WHERE THEY SHOULD SPEND THIER MONEY IN NEXT YEAR'S CITY
BUDGET. THEY'RE ASKING FOR THE COMMUNITY'S INPUT.

health News 4 WOAI :57

TONIGHT.
  NEWS FOUR LAUNCHES A YEAR-LONG PROJECT CALLED "SHOW ME
YOUR BILL".
 HELPING OUR VIEWERS FIGHT SURPRISE MEDICAL BILLS.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :19

Sitting in a car's back seat could be a greater risk in a head-on crash than
sitting in the front. That's according to the Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety. Rear seat belts don't have the same force limiters to reduce risk of
chest injuries.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :17

A milestone for Southwest High School. The school's aviation program unviled
the tail portion of its RV-12 plane. They're building the entire aircraft, a project
that's expected to take about two-years to finish.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :37

Police say three men have been shot in a drive-by shooting on the southeast
side. Officers believe this may be gang-related. Two of the victims are in stable
condition.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:17

A 3-year-old boy has an accident at school and the parents claim he was left to
wear soiled clothes for more than half an hour. The parent is concerned about
the policy or lack of policy on how to appropriately respond.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:21

A local reporter says she was groped by a man while walking on her way to
work. She posted pictures of the man she alleges touched her. She is warning
others to be alert and cautious.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:45

An arrest is made in a 3-year-old deadly hit and run accident. The accident
happened back in January 2016 when a man was struck while waiting outside
his broken down car. The woman is now charged with failure to stop and
render aid.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 4/26/2019 12pm :36

We all want you to have a safe Fiesta. Today, until the end of Fiesta, VIA and
Lyft are teaming up to give you $10 off your Lyft Ride. That's available when
you utilize the park & ride service.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :27
The driver of a semi-truck is under arrest. He's accused of causing a deadly
multi-vehicle crash on a Colorado interstate.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :24 Tax season is done and over with. The final numbers have been added up!



Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :23

A woman who was shot in an officer-involved shooting is recovering. It
happened off Potranoc on the west side about 2 this morning. A 30-year-old
demanding to see her boyfriend and threating to kill herself if she didn't get him
reached for a shotgun.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :52

Highway 90 at Hunt lane is back open for traffic. The main westbound lanes
opened up about 3 this afternoon. They had been shut down since Tuesday
after a sewer issue under the highway caused a huge hole to open up right in
the middle of 90.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :15
Avengers End Game is trending. 21 previous movies all lead up to this one. It's
already broken opening day records in China.

health Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:04

OUR TOP STORY AT SIX.
 SOME VERY EXCITING NEWS COMING OUT OF TEXAS BIOMEDICAL
RESEARCH INSTITUTE TODAY... WHERE A PRE-CLINICAL AIDS VACCINE
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM IS GOING TO KICK OFF ON MAY FIRST!

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :17

RIGHT NOW.
 POLICE IN FLORESVILLE SAY THESE TWO TEENS... AND TWO OTHER
JUVENILES HAVE BEEN CHARGED WITH TWO COUNTS OF ORGANIZED
BURGLARY.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :34

I'M IRENE CRUZ IN THE BROACAST CENTER.
IN TODAY'S CRIMETRACKER REPORT -- WE'RE CRUNCHING THE
NUMBERS ON CAR BREAK INS AND STOLEN CARS CITY WIDE -- AFTER
A STRING OF BREAKINS AROUND LOOP 1604 AND BRAUN RD.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :12

Faster service is coming for Amazon Prime members. The e-commerce giant
is rolling out free one-day standard shipping. No word yet on when it will go
into effect.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :19

P3I Inc was up for a re-bid for a defense contractor support contract with
Lackland Air Force Base. They lost to Applied Research Solutions. Those 85-
employees will be laid off on May 17.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :15

Animal Care Services has taken in a doberman under their care. The 5-year-
old dog named Papa clocks in at 180-pounds. He was surrendered by his
owner. Dobermans typically weigh about 85-pounds. Papa is also suffering
from ear infections.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:25

An effort to bring relief to a highly congested intersection. Crews are preparing
to open a displaced left turn to increase the flow of traffic. The project took
more than 2 years to finish and totaled more than 7 million dollars.



Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI 1:37

Card skimmers are becoming a major concern for people at the gas pump.
Now gas station apps are giving a sense of security. The program allows
consumers to enter their pin on their phone and the app connects with the
pump station they are fueling at .

Health News 4 WOAI 1:38

An initiative to help eliminate food deserts. The program is implemented on the
Southside at gas stations and dollar stores. Families in the area say they have
a hard time finding nutritional food so healthy options are now being
conveniently sold in their neighborhood.

Religion News 4 WOAI 4/27/2019 5pm :20

The president of Sri Lanka is banning two groups the government has linked to
last Sunday's deadly church bombings. Security forces there seized a large
number of weapons and an ISIS flag during raids in eastern Sri Lanka.

Religion News 4 WOAI :15

We're getting a new look at the Notre Dame Cathedral -- as Paris gets ready
for storms to roll in. Officials are using tarps to cover what's left of the structure,
hoping to prevent further damage after that massive fire.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :40

Friday night's Fiesta fun wrapped up on a sour note, with several fights
downtown. One of those left a police officer hurt and a man in critical condition
with head injuries.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :30
We begin tonight with news of a deadly crash in far east Bexar County. We're
told it stemmed from a possible case of road rage.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :25
Some cities across the nation are considering a Universal Basic Income, or
UBI. It would give all adults a guarantee income, even if they refuse to work.

Religion News 4 WOAI :36

We're learning more tonight about the southern California synagogue shooting
today that left one person dead and three others in the hospital. The shooter's
motive isn't yet clear, but officials are calling the shooting a hate crime.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 4/28/2019 5pm :15
Two people are dead and a child is recovering after a shooting in Tucson,
Arizona. Officials say the shooting took place inside an office building.

Finacial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :25

If you find yourself so tight on cash you have to skip your family's summer
vacation, you are not alone. A new survey from Bankrate says just 52% of
Americans are planning on taking one. The most common reason -- money.

Religion News 4 WOAI :46

Big changes for a local church, school, and child care facility on the northwest
side. You're looking at this afternoon's groundbreaking ceremony at the
Shepherd of the Hills Lutheran Church on Wurzbach Rd.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :20

Tomorrow, the city of San Antonio is hosting a meeting to get public input on
Bandera Road. They're looking for input for their corridor plan that will impact
the road between Loop 410 and Loop 1604.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 2:07

Area swimming pools are opening up and cihldren everywhere are excited. But
pool season can be stressful and dangerous. We take a look at how you can
keep your kids safe this time of year.

Religion News 4 WOAI :18
It's the last day of Fiesta! Today, things were lively near La Villita for St. John's
Mariachi Service and Fiesta Nueva.



Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 4/29/2019 12pm :23

A man is facing charges after leading DPS troopers on a chase that started on
the south side. Troopers tried to pull over a  Chevy Camero off of roosevelt
when the driver took off leading them to rosedale and la manda on the west
side. Then, the suspect got out of the vehicle and ran but was quickly taken
down.

Finacial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI 1:40

Many Millennials don't hesitate to ask about financial history on a first date. A
survey found that the generation is twice as likely to discuss salary, credit
score and debt, than their elders.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :21

Today is the official kick off for the San Antonio Food Bank's Stamp Out
Hunger campaign. This is all leading up to the one-day event on May 11th.
That's when mail carriers across 10-thousand American cities and towns will
collect food donations.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:39

New video of cars thieves caught in the act is out on the Northwest side.
Families tell us this isn't the first neighborhood they've hit. Neighbors think
they're all connected.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:11
Earling voting sites are still open across Bexar County. They close at 8 tonight.
They will reopen in the morning at 8.

Religion News 4 WOAI 2:18

Reaction across San Antonio's Jewish Community Tonight following this
weekend's Synagogue attack in California. Six months after a Pittsburgh
Synagogue was the site of a mass shooting that left 11 people dead -- another
attack has left one woman dead. Three others were injured at a Jewish Center
just north of San Diego.

Health News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:04

OUR TOP STORY AT SIX.
 SOME VERY EXCITING NEWS COMING OUT OF TEXAS BIOMEDICAL
RESEARCH INSTITUTE TODAY... WHERE A PRE-CLINICAL AIDS VACCINE
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM IS GOING TO KICK OFF ON MAY FIRST!

Crimes News 4 WOAI :17

RIGHT NOW.
 POLICE IN FLORESVILLE SAY THESE TWO TEENS... AND TWO OTHER
JUVENILES HAVE BEEN CHARGED WITH TWO COUNTS OF ORGANIZED
BURGLARY.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :34

I'M IRENE CRUZ IN THE BROACAST CENTER.
IN TODAY'S CRIMETRACKER REPORT -- WE'RE CRUNCHING THE
NUMBERS ON CAR BREAK INS AND STOLEN CARS CITY WIDE -- AFTER
A STRING OF BREAKINS AROUND LOOP 1604 AND BRAUN RD.



Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :23

A local school district is changing what time school starts. NISD is pushing
start times later for all middle and high school students by 10-minutes, citing
increased traffic and a growing district population making many of their
students late. The change goes into effect in August.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :25

The largest travel center network in the U.S. is hiring. Flying J is looking for
240 new employees in Texas, including here in San Antonio. They are hosting
a National Hiring Day this Thursday, May 2. Apply at any Pilot J or Flying J
Travel Center from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. for on-the-spot interviews. Truck drivers,
mechanics, cashiers and more are needed.

Health News 4 WOAI :22

The number of measles cases has jumepd to 704 in the U.S. That number is
expected to rise and is prompting new recommendations by the CDC. The
DCD says babies between the age of 6-11 months should get the measles
vaccine before traveling internationally.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:00

A baby is saved midflight on a plane headed to San Antonio. The 11 month old
began having a seizure when a doctor onboard along with the crew stepped in
to save the girl and keep the mother calm.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :36

A student from Dallas drowns at a local San Antonio hotel while on a school
field trip to a science and math competition. The family is making the difficult
decision to take the boy off life support. The district is responding to allegations
that they are at fault because the children were unsupervised at the pool.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 1:41

Amid the measles outbreak, doctors are encouraging people who are already
vaccinated to get another shot. We look at what experts are using to consider
each persons risk factor. Anyone given the vaccine before 1989 should
probably visit their doctor for a second dose.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 4/30/2019 12pm 1:45

A Jordanian national attempted to smuggle Yemeni immigrants through Mexico
and into the United States. Moayad Heider Mohammad Aldairi has pleaded
guilty to smuggling and conspiracy charges.

Business/Economy News 4 WOAI :36

The grand opening ceremony for the renovated Hot Wells of Bexar County was
held this morning. County officials say the reason for building the park was to
share the unique history of the former Hot Wells Hot Sulfur Springs and Hotel.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 3:00

Teenagers empowering other teens. That's the goal of the Urban Communities
Teen Summit taking place this weekend. It is hosted by P.A.M. Media
Outreach. Organizers say the program helps build a better San Antonio.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :16

A 16-year-old is charged with killing another teen. We've confirmed the young
girl is charged with stabbing the 18-year-old. She will undergo a psychological
exam.



Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :38

Less than 24 hours after we showed you video of thieves casing cars on the
northwest side -- police tell us they've caught 2 of them. They hit several
neighborhoods off 1604 and Braun. That included the Arbors of Sonoma
Rnach and Braun Ridge.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:28

A luncheon just wrapped up a couple of hours ago highlighting the city's
downtown growth and what's ahead of our future. The Captial Investment in
Downtown SA since 2017 is over 113 millino dollars. Along with the grown and
jobs it has presented new challenges that come with more people living and
working in downtown.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:19

 A JORDANIAN NATIONAL HAS PLEADED GUILTY. HE WAS ACCUSED OF
SMUGGLING MEN FROM THE MIDDLE EAST INTO TEXAS ACROSS THE
SOUTHERN BORDER.

health News 4 WOAI :49

ALSO RIGHT NOW --
 A PROPOSED BILL WOULD POTENTIALLY KEEP FOOD STAMP
RECIPIENTS FROM USING THEIR FOOD STAMPS ON SPECIFIC ITEMS.
PROPONENTS OF THE BILL SAY IT WOULD HELP FIGHT FRAUD.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :15

 LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR DAN PATRICK TODAY TOOK TO TWITTER
OFFERING AN APOLOGY. HE SAYS HE IS SORRY TO ANYONE
OFFENDED BY A CONTROVERSIAL COMMENT HE MADE LAST NIGHT
ABOUT DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE FOR PRESIDENT BETO O'ROURKE.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :14

ESPN the magazine is going out of publication. After 21 years on newsstands,
the sports network is canceling the magazine after its September issue. ESPN
says the majority of its readers have switched to digital plaforms.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :14

Nearly 24,000 light up bed canopy sets are being recalled. They were sold at
Justice stores and online. It can overheat and pose a fire or burn risk. Return
the product for a refund or store credit.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :13

The Wilson County Sheriff's Office is looking for the man in these surveillance
photos. He's wanted in connection with a burglary off South Parkway a week
ago. Anyone with information can call Crime Stoppers.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :51

Deputy constable arrested and charged with a felony. There are allegations
that the deputy and the constable have been involved in a relationship or had
some intimate contact. The constable denies those claims and says he has a
history of lying.



Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:33

A parent believes her special needs son may be abused or treated improperly
in his classroom. There are cameras but when she requested to see the
footage, it was revealed that the cameras were not working. The district is
responding to reassure parents they are searching for a new security provider.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 1:25

An elderly couple is forced out of their apartment when a ceiling caved in from
water. The issue is because of the upstairs neighbors but they say they're
being held responsible. Their belongings were damaged and then stolen and
so they are asking for the public's help to recover.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5/1/2019 12pm 1:00

A Bexar County Constable for Precinct 2 is now trying to clear her name amid
multiple accusations. She is denying claims that she squeezed money out of
an Easter camper who rented a pavilion. She is also denying claims that she is
retaliating against a fellow Deputy Constable, who's accusing her of sexual
discrimination.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 2:30

Two people are dead and four are injured after a shooter opened fire at the
University of North Carolina at Charlotte Campus on Tuesday. Police say the
shooter is 22-year-old Trystan Terrell. He was a student at UNC and went into
a classroom and just started shooting.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 1:30

It's the start of "Destination College Week" here in San Antonio. The three day
event gives high school students a chance to learn more about their future and
potential careers.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :20

Two people were arrested in southeast Bexar County. This was off Higdon and
South WW White Road. Deputies found four stolen pickup trucks and a stolen
ATV.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :53

A multi-million dollar lawsuit has been filed against UT Health Science Center.
Two grad student claim they've been sexually harrassed by a professor. The
professor hasn't been charged with a crime.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :22

San Antonio Congressman Joaquin Castro has decided not to run for senate.
Castro had been considering running for the seat now held by incumbent
Republican John Cornyn. He said he is going to focus on what he calls his
important and meaningful work in the House.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:42

THE FIGHT BETWEEN A LEON VALLEY CITY COUNCILMAN AND AT
LEAST HALF A DOZEN CITY STAFFERS HAS TAKEN ANOTHER TURN.
THAT'S OUR TOP STORY TONIGHT.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :22

RIGHT NOW --
 CONTINUED DELAYS AT THE U-S ... MEXICO BORDER ARE IMPACTING
FAR BEYOND THE BORDER. TURNS OUT -- IT IS REALLY HURTING  SAN
ANTONIO BUSINESSES.



health News 4 WOAI :44

HAPPENING NOW AT THE VIA METRO CENTER...
 THE CONGESTION MITIGATION AND AIR QUALITY PROGRAM -- OR
CMAQ IS HOSTING A PUBLIC MEETING TO SELECT PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION PROJECTS WORTH FUNDING.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :23
Attorney General Art Barr is facing tough questions on capitol hill. He is being
grilled over his findings on the Robert Mueller Russia probe.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :18

A new study suggests that children can be reliably diagnosed with autism as
early as 14 months old. Current guidelines say that children can start being
screened between 18 and 24 months.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :18

Instagram is trying out a new idea that hides the total number of likes on posts.
The owner of the post will still be able to see the number of likes, but followers
won't.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:43

A mother is accusing a teacher assistant of violating her 4-year-old son at an
elementary school. She was concerned when his bottom was sore. She wants
answers because the investigators have not given her an update. The teacher
is currently out of the classroom.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:17

Two young boys are left severely burned after a garage fire. No parent was
home and the kids were attempting to gas up a go kart when it burst into
flames.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :45

A look at secrets to getting a better night of sleep. A study suggests people
don't get nearly enough rest and it impacts their performance at work and their
health. Experts explain strategies to making the most of every minute of shut
eye.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 5/2/2019 12pm :24

SAFD investigators are trying to figure out how a fire was started inside a
vacant house just north of downtown. An emergency call was made right
before 7:00 this morning. No one was hurt

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :27

San Antonio Police are looking for the driver of a car that ran down two women
leaving a northwest side bar. This happened right after 2:00 A.M. outside the
Well off UTSA boulevard.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 1:30

The South San ISD Board is meeting today to discuss opening three schools
which were shutdown a couple years ago. A recent vote by the school board
has been met with backlash from the superintendent and a couple state
senators who don't believe the district has enough money to support those
three schools.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI 5pm :17

USAA is announcing a round of layoffs. They've informed the Texas Workforce
Comission of 53 layoffs. Last year Victory Capital acquired USAA's asset
management company.



Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 1:42

There is tension between the school board and superintendent at SAISD. Less
than an hour ago board members said they are upset that the district hasn't
come straight out and said that they're opening three new schools. There's a
lot of work they would need to get these schools open including making sure
they have enough staffing.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 2:04

There is a warming from a 28-year-old man. He suffered a stroke by popping
his neck. Josh tore his vertebral artery which is a crucial vessel leading to the
brain.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:28

OUR TOP STORY AT SIX.
 A VACANT HOME -- CATCHES FIRE ON EUCLID NORTH OF
DOWNTOWN.
 AND NOW, NEIGHBORS ARE WORRIED ABOUT THEIR SAFETY.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :33

SOME TEXAS LEGISLATORS ARE TRYING TO REWORK A STATE LAW.
THE LAW RIGHT NOW SAYS LICENSED HANDGUN HOLDERS *CAN*
CARRY THEIR WEAPON INTO PLACES OF WORSHIP.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :17

Textured breast implants will remain on the market. They've been linked to
breast implant-associated anaplastic large cell lymphoma. The FDA says
there's not enough evidence to ban the implants, but they will work to raise
awareness about the potential risks.

Business/Economy News 4 WOAI :13

3M is buying a medical technology company based here in San Antonio.
They're buying Acelity Inc., which makes wound care products, for $6.7 billion
including debt. The deal is expected to close later this year.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :12

A product sold exclusively by Costco is under recall. It affects 19,000 Firman
Power Portable Generators. The carbon canister can leak gas and pose a fire
hazard. Return to Costco stores for a refund.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:27

A hearing is delayed for the woman accused of hitting and killing a beloved
cyclist. His friends and family are speaking out to express their disappointment
with the rescheduling and their continuous search for justice.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:05

Police are searching for the driver who deliberately attempted to run two
women over outside of an area bar. One woman was hit and thrust into the air
and another was badly injured. It all stemmed from an altercation inside the bar
and we show the wild surveillance footage.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 1:33

It is storm season and the city is warning residents to be careful when
searching for contractors to repair their homes after weather damage. There
are many reports of people who are not licensed trying to take advantage of
homeowners by not completing work and running off with the payment.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5/3/2019 12pm 1:10

San Marcos Police are investigating the rapes of four women in the last week
and a half. They have issued a warrant for Keith Vallen Louis the Third, in
relation to one of the rapes.



Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:45

Bexar County Sheriff Javier Salazar is announcing a new program to keep
people in places of worship safe. Deputies will now be able to volunteer to
stand guard in churches, synagogues and mosques.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 1:25

A potential drug could help save the lives of more children living with type two
diabetes. The medicine would be used in cojunction to the already approved
therapies, such as lifestyle modification and exercise.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :25

A former church employee is charged with soliciting young boys online. We've
confirmed he is now out on bond. 24-year-old Zachary Waccholz was
extradicted here from Georgia.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :18
Families are celebrating Cleto Rodriguez Elemetnary. It's a farewell festival.
After five years of not passing state standards -- SAISD is closing the campus.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :23

San Marcos police have arrested a man. They believe he may be responsible
for a string of sexual assaults there. Police are investigating at least four sexual
assaults that took place over the last two weeks.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:33

BEXAR COUNTY SHERRIFF JAVIER SALAZAR HAS ANNOUNCED A NEW
PROGRAM. THAT'S OUR TOP STORY TONIGHT.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :14
RIGHT NOW -- THIS MAN... 46-YEAR-OLD ROBERT LUND IS IN JAIL.
POLICE SAY FOR SETTING MULTIPLE FIRES.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :39
NOW TO AN UPDATE ON THE ACCUSATIONS MADE BY LEON VALLEY
CITY COUNCILWOMAN CATHERINE RODRIGUEZ.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :28

Talking safety, that's the idea behind this training event put on today by CPS
Energy. They spoke to contractors about pre-cautions they should take when
working around power lines and gas lines. CPS Energy also shared why
homeowners need to take notice.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :14

New information on store closures by CVS Health. We've learned one of those
locations will be here in San Antonio, at the CVS on Marbach Road. It is one of
46 stores the drugstore chain is closing this year for underperformance.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :19

A local school district is in big need of teachers. San Antonio ISD is hosting a
job fair tomorrow. It runs from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Freeman Coliseum Expo
Hall. More than 200 positions for the 2019-2020 school year. Teachers for
science, math, english, dual languague and special education are needed.

Health News 4 WOAI 10pm :46

An update on a baby born without skin. Baby Jabari is scheduled to go under
the knife for a second time.  Doctors will be putting on temporary skin grafts as
his actual skin begins growing in a lab.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :20

We are crime tracking the area and sharing new numbers from Bexar County
Sheriff's Office. The agency says emergency calls are being answered 12
percent faster this year. They also say overall crime is down by 11 percent,
due in part to new substations.



Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI 1:17

An eastside neighborhood is among the top ten fastest gentrifying
neighborhoods in the country. Officials share what they predict the city can
expect in the future and what is the driving force behind the change.

PRE-EMPTED News 4 WOAI 5/4/2019 5pm PRE-EMPTED

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :20

A local man, Andres Delgado, will now spend 12 years in prison for shooting
and killing his own son. Last year, he claimed he was trying to stop what he
thought was a home invader, that turned out to be his 14-year-old son, who he
shot and killed. However, police found no evidence of a break-in.

Educational News 4 WOAI :15

High school students from across the SA area met at Sam Houston H.S. today
for the Urban Community Teen Summit. It allows teens to meet up and discuss
important issues affecting their lives.

Religion News 4 WOAI 1:52

It's been 18 months since that deadly church shooting in Sutherland Springs
that took 26 lives. But now, volunteers are helping to bring new life to the town
and the church.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5/5/2019 5pm :25

Police are looking for the person who stabbed a man outside a southeast side
apartment complex. The victim was taken to SAMM-C with some pretty serious
injuries.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :15
Preisdent Trump is picking former US Border Patrol chief, Mark Morgan, to
lead ICE. He made the announcement in a tweet today.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :25

A car show is helping babies and their mothers get the best possible start at
life. Money raised goes to the March of Dimes, perhaps best known for its work
helping babies born prematurely.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :46
Police in San Marcos say 2 students at Texas State University are dead. Their
deaths appear to be the result of a murder-suicide.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :39

Experiencing life through the eyes of children living in poverty -- that's the goal
of the Compassion Experience. It's an interactive exhibit where you can walk
through rooms set up to resemble homes, markets, and schools -- just like
those in developing countries like Kenya, Uganda, and the DR.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :20

A big development now from Boeing. Tonight, the company acknowledged it
*knew* about a problem with its 737 Max 8 aircraft long before those 2 deadly
crashes in Ethiopia and Indonesia, but that it decided not to act.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5/6/2019 12pm :24

A local woman is arrested for allegedly attacking another woman, which
caused her to temporarily lose her eyesight. SAPD investigators say the victim
called to report a suspicious vehicle behind her house on April 29th.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :27

San Antonio Police have released surveillance photos of a suspect accused of
stealing a car from a parking garage on the north side. Police say back on April
5th, two men in a black Ford Explorer drove into the SWBC parking garage
and stole a Chrysler 300.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :26

PF Chang's is recalling two of their frozen entrees. Their Chicken Pad Thai and
Chicken Fried Rice meals may contain mil, that is now listed on the product
label.



Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm 2:29

There is a major safety issue with our city's infrastructure. There are hundreds
and hundreds of miles of gaps in the sidewalks across the city. One was just
filled on the northwest side.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :29

The report is in on a deadly shooting then a standoff with police last month that
ended in a fire. The gunman set that fire at his own home. He had beaten his
wife then shot and killed a nieghbor as his wife ran away.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 1:45

It's the rain that's causing delays in construction. But these tears from the sky
can stop construction projects on a dime. They could cost those charged with
righting our roads.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:50

OUR TOP STORY TONIGHT -- ANOTHER DEPUTY ON THE WRONG SIDE
OF THE LAW -- BUT HE IS NOT GETTING A PINK SLIP LIKE OTHERS
WHO'VE BEEN ARRESTED IN THE PAST.

Educational News 4 WOAI 1:42

HOW COOL WOULD IT BE -- TO BE ABLE TO BE RESPONSIBLE FOR
FINDING AN ERROR AND THEN GETTING IT CORRECTED... ON A
NATIONAL LEVEL! THAT'S THE CASE FOR SOME STUDENTS AT SAN
ANTONIO COLLEGE.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :37

THE SEARCH CONTINUES FOR THIS MISSING FOUR YEAR OLD GIRL
FROM HOUSTON. MALEAH DAVIS WAS LAST SEEN *LAST* WEEK.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :13

One of the oldest department stores in the U.S. could go for sale. A financial
advisor is reviewing Lord & Taylor. The company has struggled in the era of
online shopipng. Lord & Taylor first opened back in 1826 as a dry goods store.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :15

Medication used to treat hypertension is under recall. It affects 19 lots of
Losartan potassium tablets. An impurity in the medication could increase the
risk of developing cancer in some patients. Contact your doctor on what to do
before stopping the medication.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :24

The FTC and the state of Texas are taking legal action against a Texas-based
company. iBackPack of Texas LLC is accused of collecting more than
$800,000 from consumers to develop technology products. The FTC says
products failed to get delivered and the company's operator used the funds for
himself.

Education Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:24

Student claims she was assaulted and inappropriately touched during school
hours. A video on social media shows the girl being pushed around in the
hallway after reporting an incident where she alleges boys touched her private
parts.  The mother wants more disciplinary action taken.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:18

A fender bender leads to a man clinging to a car for life. The victim says that
after the accident, the other driver tried to speed off and that is when he
jumped on. He fell off minutes later and is being treated for minor injuries.
Police are searching for the suspect.



Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:15

A woman is pulled from a burning car and now she is meeting up with one of
the men who helped save her life. Her car flipped and a group of three heroes
broke into the car to get her out. Its an emotional reunion as the woman cries
and thanks him.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 5/7/2019 12pm :21

The San Antonio Zoning Commission will meet later today to discuss lighting
around JBSA Lackland. The meeting is for a request to change zoning for
mixed use lighting.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :18

Getting medication for your pets just got a whole lot easier. Walmart's offering
a new online pet pharmacy. You can now buy prescription pet medications
from Walmart and get them delivered to your doorstep.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :32

The Pleasanton School District says it is investigating claims made by a high
school freshman. That student claims she was assaulted and inappropriately
touched during school hours.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm :47

That state is putting out new information as we see more cases of measles.
There are more than 760 confirmed cases across the country. Most of those
are people who were not vaccinated.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 1:30

Police have arrested and charged the mother of Zanyah Lucio. An amber alert
was issued for her last night. Around two this afternoon police found the little
girl safe.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI 1:40

Thousands of A/C units are going into public housing here in San Antonio. The
Pin Oak Apartments are a 50 unit public housing community for the elderly and
disabled. These are the people who are most likely to suffer significant health
problems if forced to live with the A/C.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:21

THE CONTINUED ON AND OFF STORMS WITH HEAVY RAINFALL HAVE
SATURATED OUR GROUND. THEY HAVE ALSO FILLED OUR CREEKS
AND STREAMS...

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :19

HURRICANE SEASON IS ON THE WAY.
 GOVERNOR GREG ABBOTT WANTS EVERYONE IN TEXAS TO KNOW --
AND BE PREPARED.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :15

THERE'S A NEW EFFORT TO MAKE BIG CHANGES AT AN ICONIC SPOT
IN SAN ANTONIO. IT'S THE PUSH TO MAKE RENOVATIONS AT THE
HISTORIC LA VILLITA'S MAVERICK PLAZA.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :13

Three dating apps have been removed from Apple's app store and the Google
Play store. They are Meet24, FastMeet and Meet4U. The FTC says the apps
allowed children as young as 12 to access them.



Health Issues News 4 WOAI :21

Roughly 700 American women die each year from pregnancy-related deaths. It
can happen up to a year following the birth. That's according to a new report
from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. About a third of those
deaths are due to heart disease and stroke.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :12

Some Uber and Lyft drivers are hitting the brakes on service. Tomorrow, some
ridesharing drivers across the country are turning off their apps and going on
strike. They are protesting alleged low wages.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:05

Charity to help cyclists feel safer on the streets. It was created after the deaths
of a well-known cyclist and member of the community. Group askign for public
support to promote safety.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:18

Elderly man is shot while sitting in his living room. Police have made an arrest -
of a neighbor. A witness says he fired a celebratory shot on Easter Sunday.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :22

There's an ongoing debate about whether to legalize marijuana or not. The
public can join a town hall with a panel of experts. The event is free and tickets
can be reserved on the station website.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5/8/2019 12pm :25

San Antonio Police continue searching for a man wanted for stealing a car,
then running over the driver. Officers say the suspect jumped into the victim's
running car overnight at a store on WW White Road, and drove off. The victim
tired holding on to the car, but fell off and was run over.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :21

A fire at a New York apartment building has left a family of six dead, four of
them children. Fire fighters say it started inside this fifth floor apartment a little
after 2:00 AM. The four children and two adults were declared dead at the
scene.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :28

The Houston area is seeing some major rain fall right now. The Kingwood area
saw about four and a half inches of rainfall in just a few hours. The national
weather service issued a flash flood warning for the area, as well as for several
surrounding counties.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:52

The student government at Trinity University passed a resolution hoping to
remove Chick-Fil-A from their campus. Trinity students are in shock after
hearing their student governemnt recommended to remove the chain from their
campus after a campus-wide debate. But now some students are wondering if
their student government is a true represenation.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 2:27

There could be a painkiller that's not addictive. Doctors right here in San
Antonio are working to make it happen. If they get this right -- it could be the
antidote to the opioid crisis.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:22

A suspect is in jail in a series of sex assaults in San Marcos. Tyshane Vris
Thomas is charged with aggravated sexual assault. Right now Thomas is only
charged with the latest assaults on May 2nd.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:05

WE HAVE NEW VIDEO FOR YOU TONIGHT. IT WAS TAKEN MOMENTS
BEFORE OUR WORLD CAR SKY FOUR CAMERA CAUGHT DEPUTIES
MAKING THIS ARREST.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI :31

RIGHT NOW --
 WE JUST SPOKE TO COUNCILMAN ROBERTO TREVINO... ABOUT THE
PLAN THE SAN ANTONIO CONSERVATION SOCIETY HAS FOR ALAMO
PLAZA.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:57

MANDATORY PAID SICK LEAVE IN SAN ANTONIO WILL LIKELY GET A
DELAYED START. YOU MAY REMEMBER THE MEASURE WAS MET WITH
A LOT OF OPPONENTS. IT'S NOW EXPERIENCING SOME DIFFICULTIES
AND OPPOSITION ON GETTING STARTED.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :13

Walmart is raising the minimum age to buy tobacco and e-cigarettes. Starting
July 1, you'll have to be 21 to buy those products from Walmart or Sam's Club
stores. They'll also stop selling fruit-flavored e-cigarettes.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :13

About 60,000 coolers by Igloo are under recall. The steel latch can
automatically lock when the lid is closed. This could pose an entrapment
hazard as the coolers could accidentally trap a child inside. Contact Igloo for a
free replacement latch.

Religion News 4 WOAI :41

Funeral services have been announced for Dr. Granville Coggs, one of the last
surviving members of the Tuskegee airmen. A viewing will be held on Friday
from 1 p.m. to 9 p.m. A service will be held on Saturday at 3 p.m. Both will take
place at Porter Loring Mortuaries located downtown.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:20

A serial rapist is captured because of an observant neighbor. The person
spotted a backpack laying around at an apartment complex. When police were
called to check it out, it had supplies for attacking someone.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:31

Procedures for how to respond to a school shooting have changed. An expert
shares how traditional lockdown leaves students as sitting ducks. In a recent
colorado shooting students fought back and saved many lives.

Education Issues News 4 WOAI 1:13

Man jas a scholarship because he is the UIW mascot. His identity has been a
secret but he is about to break out of his shell and reveal his identity at
graduation. The UIW bird is taking flight and will walk the stage with his bird
feet.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5/9/2019 12pm :28

San Antonio police is searching for whoever stabbed a man on the north side.
Two men got in a fight outside the serento apartments when one pulled out a
knife and stabbed the other several times

Religion News 4 WOAI :52

Pope Francis has issues a law requiring all Catholic priests and nuns around
the worked to report clergy sexual abuse and cover-ups by their superiors to
church authorities. It also provides whistle-blower protections for anyone
making a report.



Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :21

We now know the identity of a man who was killed when his car slammed into
a small bridge on San Antonio's norhtwest side. It happened overnight on the
west-bound lanes of IH-10 near DeZavala Rd. Police say 24-year-old
Marcellus Briscoe was the driver who was killed.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:25

A minor is caught working at as an exotic dancer at a nightclub here. Now the
TABC has pulled the club's liquor license. The sheriff says that the 16-year-old
human trafficking victim was the key in the investigaiton.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :14

There was a big announcement by San Antonio ISD today. Thanks to a million
dollar grant nearly a third of their school buses are now run on propane. They
got rid of 19 buses that run on diesel replacing them with cleaner burning
propane-fueled buses.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :31

A judge refused accused cop killer Otis McKane's bond request today. 33-year-
old Otis McKane is charged with killing San Antonio Detective Benjamin
Marconi back in 2016. He's currently being held on a 2-million dollar bail.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :12

WEVE GOT A FOUR ZONE WEATHER ALERT TONIGHT.
 YOU JUST HEARD HAIL... HITTING SOMEONE'S CAR IN CANYON LAKE.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:56

DEVELOPING RIGHT NOW.
 THE BATTLE OVER THE RELOCATION OF THE CENOTAPH IN FRONT OF
THE ALAMO HAS REACHED THE STATE CAPITAL.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :37

THE SEARCH FOR YOUNG MALEAH DAVIS OF HOUSTON CONTINUES
TONIGHT. IT'S BEEN WEEKS SINCE SHE WENT MISSING.

NO SHOW News 4 WOAI 6:30pm NO SHOW, PRE-EMPTED BY TEXAS POT FIGHT TOWNHALL

Education Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:04

School grappling with sex abuse allegations. A teacher's assistant with Head
Start is being accused of inappropriate behavior with a 4-year-old boy and 3-
year-old girl. Parents are upset with the joint investigation.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :46

Effort to pass the Save-Chick-Fil- A bill does not move forward. The house did
not pass the bill that would counter the decision by city council to keep the
restaurant out of the airport.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:38

Human trafficking allegations regarding a local night club. The liquor license
has been revoked . A 16-year-old runaway helped officials with the
investigation.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5/10/2019 12pm :27

San Antonio police are looking for two men accused of stabbing someone at
an HEB  parking lot on culebra road.The victim was was sitting inside his truck
waiting for him to get off work, police say the man was approached by two men
they slashed his tires and tried to rob him. The man fought back, and got
stabbed multiple times.



Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :35

Heavy rain is hitting Houston again. Rising waters turned the city's busy I-10
into a parking lot. The national weather service issued a flash flood watch that
is in effect for the area until tomorrow night.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :24

Our community will honor a prominent member of the health community and a
figure in american history. A viewing for Dr. Granville Coggs will at 1:00 P.M.
and go until 9:00 P.M. His memorial service will begin at 3:00 P.M. Saturday.
Dr.Coggs was one of the last surviving members of the Tuskegee airmen

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :57

There is a human trafficking investigation into a popular gentleman's club on
the northeast side. We just got paperwork from the Texas Alcholic Beverage
Comission. It appears compains of human trafficking started back in May of
2018 here at this location.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 2:31

At a routine appointment to check her high blood pressure, Melissa Jackson's
life changed forever. 20 years later she can't work and can't sleep. Many
doctors say benzos create a vicious circle making anxiety worse.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :29
Investigators are looking into a threat at MacArthur High School. So far there
have been no arrests. A lockout was lifted this afternoon.

weather News 4 WOAI 6pm :20

 IT'S THE TALK OF SOUTH TEXAS.
 ALL OF THE RAIN, FLOODING AND HAIL

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :28

A SAN ANTONIO BUILDING GETS A NEW DESIGNATION. THE TEXAS
HISTORICAL COMMISSION TODAY  DESIGNATED THE WOOLWORTH
BUILDING IN ALAMO PLAZA -- AS A STATE LANDMARK.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :23
AN UPDATE NOW ON THE LEON VALLEY CITY COUNCIL. IT'S A STORY
WE'VE BEEN FOLLOWING FOR YOU.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :15

New information on Egyptian Geese on the Mission Reach. The San Antonio
River Authority will not be removing the invasive species just yet. They've
released their decision to do so, saying they want to give more time to gather
public input and meet with avian experts.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :12
Havertys is recalling 3,400 pieces of furniture. It affects Beckley Entertainment
Hutches. There's been reports of the top shelf falling and injuring customers.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :15

Party City will close 45 stores across the U.S. The company typically closes 10
to 15 stores a year, but balloon sales are down thanks to a globacl helium
shortage. The party supplier hopes its news source of helium will relieve the
pressure.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:16

One person killed and 5 others injured in rail yard explosion. Osha is looking
into what may have caused the blast. Interviews with some concerned family
members who arrived on scene.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :45

a meeting on how to go about clean up for a hazardous waste spill. A public
open house will have officials there to talk about the process. Site clean up
takes anywhere from 5 to 30 years.



Family Issues News 4 WOAI 1:13

Family searching for a missing loved one.  The last time they saw him he was
naked and off his medication. The mother to the 41-year-old says he is bipolar
and could be a danger to himself. We help to get the word out in hopes of
locating him.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 5/11/2019 5pm 1:17

A local congressman is pushing the FAA to keep its word on new rules,
following that deadly hot air balloon crash in Lockhart. It happened back in
summer of 2017, leaving 16 people dead.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :25

More than 40 states are suing generic drugmakers over accusations of price-
fixing. In the lawsuit, the attorneys general say the companies have been
artificially inflating and manipulating the prices on more than 100 drugs. That
includes drugs used to treat conditions like Diabetes and cancer.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :15
A bounce house goes FLYING in Beaumont. Thankfully, no one was inside at
the time.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :20

Two girls robbed at gunpoint on the west side. Now police have detained 8
teenagers for questioning. We're told those teens originally took off, but were
found in a nearby backyard.

Educational News 4 WOAI :50

A lot of young girls got a hands-on experience today -- in the world of STEM!
Today was the Girls, Inc. 13th annual Rockit into the Future Science Festival at
Mission County Park.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :20

The Houston Ship Channel remains closed tonight as crews work to contain a
massive spill. Officials are concerned about what has been sent into the water
and the air.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 5/12/2019 5pm :42
A storm system that brought flooding to some areas of Texas -- is now pushing
east. And, in its wake, leaving behind some serious damage.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :25

Police believe alcohol played a role in this crash on the northeast side. They
say the driver of this car, a man in his 70s, hit a light pole at the corner of
O'Connor and Nacogdoches. He was arrested on suspicion of DWI.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :25

The search continues for a missing 4-year-old girl out of Houston. The ex-
fiance of Maleah Davis' mother is now charged with tampering with evidence in
connection to the case.

Religion News 4 WOAI 10pm :46

Catholic churches in Sri Lanka are now open again. They'd been closed since
the deadly Easter Sunday bombings there. Extra security was present at
churches today.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :20

Actress Felicity Huffman is expected to plead guilty tomorrow -- in connection
to that massive college admissions scandal. She's one of more than a dozen
parents who have agreed to plead guilty in hopes for a lighter sentence.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI 1:48

The White House says it's awaiting retaliation from China. It comes after
President Trump began raising tariffs on $200B worth of Chinese goods on
Friday.



Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5/13/2019 12pm :23

Crime Stoppers is asking for help in finding a man accused of robbing a gas
station convenience store. Cameras captured him walking into the exxon
mobile according to the report  he got two 12 packs of beer.
At some point he got into an argument with one of the workers and threatened
to stab the man with a knife, he eventually left without paying for the beer.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 1:30

CPS Energy unveiled the next generation of charging staions for electirc crs
today. The benfits of using theis station, is it only takes about 20 minutes to get
a full charge, where olders models throughout the city can take several hours.

Educational News 4 WOAI :47

Texas A&M University San Antonio is celebrating 10 years and breaking
ground on a new building today. On this day is when a Texas Senate bill was
signed, making the university a stand alone university.

Educational News 4 WOAI 5pm :48

Texas A&M University San Antonio is celebrating 10 years and breaking
ground on a new building today. The university also received a financial
literacy grant worth $1M.

Health News 4 WOAI 3:12

Crowdfunding is a popular way to raise money for all kinds of things, including
medical treatments. But millions of dollars of what's raised online is going to
treatments that don't always work.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :25

A former city councilman in Floresville is now facing serious allegations.
Johnny Ray Nieto is accused of sexually assaulting a woman earlier this
month.

Health News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:23

The fight to get mental health care to those who need it most -- is on in Texas.
Over the next 6 months, News 4 is going to shine a light on issues involving
mental illness and drug abuse.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :17
The Texas House of Representatives is approving a house bill to address the
rising costs of prescription drug prices. It's not heading to the Texas Senate.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI 1:46

San Antonio's first fast-charging stations for all-electric cars are open for
business. These charging stations are located in the Walmart parking lot on
Thousand Oaks on the northwest side.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :18

A legal battle involving Apple is brewing. The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled a
group of iPhone owners, claiming Apple is acting as a monopoly, can sue the
company. The lawsuit alleges Apple encouraged app developers to raise their
prices in response to Apple taking a 30% cut of app sales.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :17

Executives with Walmart and Target are looking at the possibility of CBD
products. They've reportedly been meeting with makers of products containing
cannabidiol over items including drinks, gummy bears and creams. The chains
have been requesting samples, along with lab results and pricing.



Educational News 4 WOAI :17

A local school district is hiring for more than 200 positions. The San Antonio
Independent School District is hosting a job fair tomorrow. It starts at 9 a.m. at
the Alamo Convocation Center. Bus drivers, substitute teachers, custodial staff
and more are needed.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:14

Mom says atleast twice this year her son with special needs has been
improperly restrained. Mom says while the district denies wrongdoing, she has
seen some video of the second time and it supported her concerns. We
uncover another issue regarding the time span that classroom recording are
kept in the system.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :20

Police are looking for a suspected thief. They say 34-year-old Dale Freytag
ripped off a subcontractor after completing work in port aransas. He is accused
of writing a bad check for more than 11 thousand dollars.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 3:00

An in depth investigation into the intellectually impaired and death row. The
Supreme Court  in 2002 ruled that executing people with mental disabilities
was unconstitutional but several people fitting that bill remain on death row.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 5/14/2019 12pm :26

A man was hit by a truck just moments after messing with a snake on East
Mulberry St. near Highway 281 overnight. Police say the man leaned over onto
the street and that's when a truck hit him in the head. He's going to be okay.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :54

A San Antonio woman is taking an incredible bike ride across Texas to raise
awareness for the problem of human trafficking of minors in our area. April
Fricke is riding 1100 miles from Beaumont to El Paso.

Health News 4 WOAI :30

Health experts have issued new guidelines when it comes to lowing your risk
for dementia. According to the World Health Organization one of the best ways
to lower your risk is to follow a healthy lifestyle. That means eating well, don't
smoke and exercise

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:31

There was a home break-in on Burcham avenue near Pleasanton road this
morning. We're told the man broke into a home with his daughter in tow. When
confronted by the homeowner -- they took off.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 1:30

We’ve confirmed an employeed with the Northside School District has turned in
his resignation after the distric learned of some troubling allegations. A couple
of videos posted online seem to be what started this process. The employee
allgedly appears in a couple of videos posted online.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :27

Trinity University has decided to keep Chick-Fil-A as a vendor. The student
government voted to kick them out of the rotation. They made that move
following the San Antonio City Council's decision to bank them from the airport
concessions contracts.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:20

OUR TOP STORY
 KALI'S LAW IS HEADING TO THE GOVERNOR'S DESK. IT'S A STORY
WE'VE BEEN FOLLOWING FOR YOU HERE ON FOUR.



Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :20

A FEDERAL JUDGE HAS COME TO A DECISION. THE JUDGE WAS
TASKED WITH THE LAWSUITS FILED AGAINST THE AIR FORCE... BY THE
VICTIMS OF THE SUTHERLAND SPRINGS MASSACRE -- HAS MADE A
DECISION.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:01

RIGHT NOW THE BEXAR APPRAISAL OFFICE IS WORKING THROUGH
THOUSANDS OF THESE. IT'S THE CASE FOR NEARLY 80 PERCENT OF
BEXAR COUNTY.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :17

A new survey may have you thinking twice of hitting the pool. The 2019
Healthy Pools Survey reveals just more than half of Americans report using a
swimming pool as a communal bathtub. About 40% admit to urinating in the
pool as an adult.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :12

There's now a foldable PC. Lenovo is unveiling the world's first foldable laptop.
It's the size of a hardbook cover when clsoed and weighs about 2-pounds. It'll
launch next year.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :17

A recall alert has been issued for the H-E-B Shake, Rattle and Bowl Caesar
Salads with chicken. They have a best-by date of May 18. The product
contains anchovies, a known allergen, not declared on the label.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:29

Dramatic video shows a man being taken down by police with his 9-year-old
daughter screaming nearby. The man was arrested after assalting a female
officer. Police say the suspect brought his daughter to a burglary.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:01

A broken dam is causing a number of issues- draining an entire lake and
leaving a community dry. The dam is more than 90 years old anf each spillgate
is worth millions. Residents have concerns about when it will be fixed.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 1:56

A woman decides to take her husband and father of 12 off life support. The
man died after a freak accident when he fell 2 stories at his apartment
complex. The family's decision to donate his organs is giving someone else the
gift of life.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5/15/2019 12pm :22
San Antonio Police arrest a man accused of threatening to kill a family member
for not giving him $20. The suspect is facing aggravated assault charges.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :28

Jovan January is facing charges in connection to two shootings late last year
on the Northwest side. A man was shot in the arm after an argument on
Thousand Oaks Drive on Dec 16th. Shell casings found at the scene matched
those found at another shooting the same night.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:15

Alabama Lawmakers approved the nation's most restrictive abortion bill.
According to the bill, performing an abortion a felony offense and doctors could
face 99 years behind bars.



Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :26

DNA led to the arrest of a man suspected of installing a credit card skimmer at
a gas station here. 26-year-old Yeinier Saborit-Gomez was arrested. He's
charged with putting a skimmer on a 7-11 gas pump on WW White Road back
in 2017.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 1:53

Today families near Lake Dunlap are flooding the Guadalupe Blanco River
Authority with questions. The GBRA is investigating. A dam collapsed after
flooding there.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:51

We are getting a look at new technology that could help the Bexar County
Sheriff's office close cold cases. Andreen McDonald hasn't been seen since
March 1st. Investigators believe she is dead.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:17

A HEARTBREAKING INTERVIEW WITH A LOCAL MOTHER. IT'S AN
EXCLUSIVE STORY HERE ON FOUR.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :19

RIGHT NOW IN THE BROADCAST CENTER.
 WE'RE CONTINUING TO FOLLOW THE AIRPLANE THAT SKIDDED OFF
THE RUNWAY *FOR YOU.*

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 1:44

MORE THAN TWO-HUNDRED LOCAL STUDENTS ... WHO JUST
GRADUATED HIGH SCHOOL…ARE NOW TAKING A HUGE STEP FOR
THEIR FUTURES. THEY ARE NOW ENLISTING IN THE UNITED STATES
MILITARY!

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :17

The San Antonio Public Library is launching a new program that's free for you.
They're offering a free digital inclusion certificate program. The program offers
classes to help grow your computer skills at your own pace.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :17

Parents could soon be able to check their child for an ear infection by using
their phone. Researchers at the University of Washington have created an app
that can detect if there is fluid behind the eardrum. They plan on
commercializing the technology and making it available to the public.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :15

A recall alert has been issued for people with a tattoo. It affects 275,000 gels,
sprays and foam soaps by Hush Anesthetic. They contain lidocaine to relieve
pain and redness from tattooing. The packaging is not child resistant and can
pose a poison risk.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:21
A South San ISD teacher is accused of sexting with students on Snapchat. The
teacher has since been removed from campus.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :43

Lawmakers in Austin want to pass what some call the "Save Chick-fil-A
Religious Freedom Bill". It would prevent any government entity from taking
punishable action against an individual or business for their membership or
support of a religious organization.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 2:07

Friends are rallying around the family of a worker at a railyard. He was taken
off life support and died this week from injuries he suffered in a tanker
explosion on Friday.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI 5/16/2019 12pm 1:25

The City of San Antonio has approved several bonds and tax incentives to
build four different affordable housing apartment complexes in different parts of
the city. The bonds are being repaid through tenants paying rent.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :45

A San Antonio Police Officer is under arrest for stalking. The department says
Ofc. Kenneth Moreno has been placed on administrative leave after allegedly
harassing an ex-girlfriend.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:30

The most restrictive abortion law in the country has been signed. Alabama's
governor, Kay Ivey, signed the bill late yesterday, making abortion a felony at
any stage of pregnancy. The new law also states the only exception is if the
pregnancy poses a health threat to the mom.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :29

Two San Antonio Police officers are allegedly caught in a love triangle.
Kenneth Moreno Is on administrative leave. He's charged with harrassing his
ex-girlfriend.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI 1:49

Today the San Antonio city council approved multiple bonds and showed
support for state tax breaks. It will help developing build low-income housing in
different parts of the city. The city council also supported an identical state tax
break for a 200 unit development on Seguin Road and Wlazem Road on the
Northeast side.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 2:11

The City of San Antonio approves up to 141 thousand dollars for dealing with
the influx of migrants making stops in our city. They say somewhere around 22
families a day pass through. City leaders approved 86 thosuand and that's
expected to help three non-profits provide support, food and shelter through
the end of June.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:18
The District Attorney is calling for policy changes at the Bexar County Jail. He
wants to ease overcrowding and concerns about wasted money.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 1:46
Friday is "bike to work day". It encourages people to consider alternative
transportation for the environment and their health.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI 2:06

The Missions baseball stadium is not seeing as many visitors as they'd
like.They hope to upgrade the arena, but that could come with a $100 million
price tag.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :13

Walmart says prices will go up over tariffs on Chinese goods. The retailer didn't
specify which items, but they most likely include things like luggage and
apparel. Walmart imports 26% of the merchandise it sells from China.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :13

New tonight, a chance to be a part of the decision-making process in our city.
The city plans to provide more online video coverage of council committee
meetings, as well as planning, zoning and historic design review meetings.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :13

Older, smaller cars are the most dangerous vehicles on the road. That's
according to a new survey by Iseecars.com. The Mistubishi Mirage takes the
top spot, followed by the Chevrolet Corvette and the Honda Fit.



Family Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:03

Just days before a couple planned on getting married, a woman is now
planning her fiance's funeral. Gary Garza was one of two men killed in an
explosion at a South Bexar County rail yard.

Health News 4 WOAI 3:08
A baby born without skin is now getting special treatment at a lab on the east
coast. Doctors there are growing Baby Jabari's skin on plastic trays in a lab.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 2:14

Overflowing issues at Lake Dunlap in New Braunfels may not get better
anytime soon. Lawmakers at the state capitol say fixing it could cost tens of
millions of dollars.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 5/17/2019 12pm 1:25

TXDot is kicking off its annual "Click it or Ticket" Campaign with two parents
who lost their daughter. It only took a split second for 16-ear-old Kaliee Mills to
lose her life when she tried to take a selfie.

Education News 4 WOAI 1:30

The SAT  is about to start including another score meant to help college
admissions officers determine student hardships. Its called the "adversity
score" and factors in things like the quality of the student's high school,  and
even crime and poverty levels in their neighborhoods.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :27

Boeing may be one step close to getting its 737 Max Planes flying again. The
company says it has completed a software update for it grounded 737 Max
Planes.

Religion News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:49

The San Antonio Mennointe Church is just one of a large network of churches
that make up the interfaith welcome coalition. They're opening up the doors to
their places of worship. Some are even opening up their homes too.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :29

We are waiting for an update from police as the search continues for a driver
who ran over a woman and just kept going. It happened at the corner of North
Frio and Haven for Hope. Witnesses tell us the woman was arguing with a man
and he hit her and just kept going.

Health isse News 4 WOAI :16

We have new information in from the state and it's good news in the fight
against the flu. Mid-February was the peak. So it looks like we're ont eh
downside of the season.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:51

OUR TOP STORY TONIGHT -- A MOTHER IS STILL SEARCHING FOR
ANSWERS. HE MEDICAL EXAMINER RULED THE DEATH OF HER INFANT
DAUGHTER AS UNEXPLAINED.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :49

RIGHT NOW.
 POLICE HAVE ARRESTED A MAN. THEY SAY HE PAID A TEEN ONE
HUNDRED DOLLARS.. FOR SEX

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :18

TX-DOT IS KICKING OFF ITS ANNUAL "CLICK IT OR TICKET" CAMPAIGN
THIS WEEK. IT'S REMINDING DRIVERS OF DANGERS WHEN THEY DON'T
BUCKLE THEIR SEATBELTS.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :21

The "Change The Way You Give" billboard was unveiled today off Bandera
Road. It's a partnership between District 8 councilman Manny Pelaez, the city's
department of Huamn Services and the South Alamo Regional Alliance for the
Homeless. The campaign encourages you to text SA Gives to 41444 and
donate there, instead of giving money to panhandlers.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :15

Six types of tattoo inks are being recalled. They could contain bacteria that can
cause infections. It affects certain inks manufactured by Scalp Aestehtics,
Dynamic Color Incorporated and Color Art Incorporated.

Health News 4 WOAI :16

The World Health Organization is releasing its first set of recommendations in
reducing the risk of dementia. The disease affects some 3-million Americans
each year. WHO recommends exercising more, maintaining a healthy diet,
staying away from tobacco and limiting alcohol content.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:56
A Northeast Independent School District employee has been fired. They are
accused of touching at least one student inappropriately.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :36
The state senate has approved a bill that would ban red light cameras in
Texas. The bill's sponsor says the cameras violate the right to due process.

Health News 4 WOAI 3:13
More people are becoming sick with measles. Part of the problem is more
people concerned about vaccines and opting out of them.

PRE-EMPTED News 4 WOAI 5/18/2019 5pm PRE-EMPTED

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :35

5 servicemen are now in custody -- each facing 4 counts of sexual assault.
They're being held at the Bexar County Jail, awaiting extradition to Hays
County.

Religion News 4 WOAI :20

Tomorrow marks a big day for the people of Sutherland Springs. A year and a
half after 26 people were shot and killed there, the First Baptist Church of
Sutherland Springs is hosting a dedication ceremony for its new worship
center.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :15
Today marks 2 years since the death of San Antonio firefighter Scott Deem. He
was killed in this fire at Ingram Square shopping center.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5/19/2019 5pm :30
5 servicemembers arrested at Joint Base San Antonio-Lackland are being
investigated in a 2018 sexual assault case. It stems out of San Marcos.

Religion News 4 WOAI :15
A former Baptist deacon accused of sexually abusing young girls is now out of
jail. He's under house arrest.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :25

A man is dead after a stabbing at a southwest side apartment complex. Police
say the victim heard a knock at the door, then got into argument that spilled
into the living room, where he was stabbed.

Religion News 4 WOAI 10pm :25

Today marked the beginning of a new era for the First Baptist Church in
Sutherland Springs. Today, the church held an emotional ceremony with a
dedication for its new worship center and education building.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :20

One person is in the hospital and recovering after a crash that ended with one
of the vehicles involved -- hopping the curb and slamming into the house. It
started with a fender bender.



Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :20
You're taking a live look at the scene of a fire that was just put out at an
eastside warehouse. It happened on Dividend & Currency Sts.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5/20/2019 12pm :27

Two people remain behind bars after leading Bexar County deputies on a
chase overnight that reached speeds of up to 100 miles an hour. The chase
started on the far northeast side of the county at the intersection of New World
and Montgomery Rd. when deputries tried to stop a vehicle for a traffic
violation.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 3:00

Sever weather is in the forcast in north Texas and parts of Oklahoma following
a dangerous weekend in the southern U.S. Right now San Antonio is not
expected to have to deal with any big storms, but rain could be in the forecast
for Tuesday.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:30

Human trafficking is the key talk of discussion at this year's annual sexual
assault conference going on in San Antonio. The conference go underway
today and has a number of speakers, including experts in the field of sexual
assault, victims and law officers.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:07

5 local servicemen were arrested and charged with sexual assault over the
weekend. The charges are in connection with an investigation by San Marcos
police. The five men are still in the Bexar County jail awaiting transport to Hays
County.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 2:30
There are sidewalks downtown that are crumbling. Now city crews will finally
start fixing the problem. The work will start in about 30 days.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :25

A human smuggling attempt was stopped near Poteet just a couple of hours
ago. A deputy stoped a truck and trailer before noon. While talking to the driver
she heard knocking and pleas for help.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :47

OUR TOP STORY.
 WE'VE GOT NEW INFORMATION FROM THE F-B-I INTO OUR
BROADCAST CENTER...
 SAYING THERE'S HAS BEEN NO CREDIBLE THREAT TO CHURCHES
HERE.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :48

EXPERTS IN THE FIELD OF SEXUAL ASSAULT PREVENTION ARE
MEETING IN SAN ANTONIO. THEY WANT TO ADDRESS HOW TO
REDUCE THE NUMBER OF THESE CRIMES.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:40

 CITY STREET REPAIR CREWS PLAN TO REPAVE MORE THAN 350
MILES OF SAN ANTONIO STREETS THIS YEAR. THE STREETS ARE IN
DIRE NEED OF REPAIR.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :12
Whole Foods is banning plastic straws in all stores. The ban takes effect in
July. They'll still be available by request for customers with disabilities.



Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :44

A credit union is planting roots here in San Antonio. PenFed Credit Union is
opening a new 146,000 square foot location off Bulverde Road. They're looking
for talent to fill hundreds of positions. The company needs ambassadors, IT
professionals, mortgage experts and member service representatives.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :18

The head of the FCC says he's okay with a merger between Sprint and T-
Mobile. The FCC chair is citing the companies' commitment to expand rural
broadband service and build a next generation of 5G network. But the Justice
Department may not be ready to sign on the deal.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:21

A House bill is being considered to close a loophole related to the punishment
drunk driving offenders face. Two groups are pushing for it - especially after an
accident that left a San Marcos cop with serious injuries after she was hit by a
drunk driver. The proposal would give first time offenders an interlock system
for 6 months before deferred adjudication.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :35

A senate bill is closer to ending surprise medical billing. It could get final
approval tomorrow. It would force insurance companies and medical providers
to enter mediation and leave the patient out of bill disputes.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :34

An upadte on the baby cut from the womb after the mother was brutally
murdered in Chicago. The baby was facing medical challenges but has finally
opened his eyes. The dad is able to hold the child for the first time.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5/21/2019 12pm 1:30

Dozens of people were arrested today as part of a year-long investigation led
by the DEA. Several raids happened across San Antonio and Bexar County.
As many as 30 people might have been arrested.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :38

The City of San Antonio is celebrating improvements made to one stretch of
road new UTSA's downtown campus. The improvements include new bike
lanes, improved street lighting and a new pedestrian crossing.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:45

In Oklahoma  there is no electricity for some residents after tornados tore down
power lines. There have been reports of buildings damaged and trees
uprooted, so far no injuries have been reported. The big concern now is
flooding. For the second day in a row schools in a number of communities
have been cancelled.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 2:11

Dozens of arrests were made this morning as part of a year long drug
trafficking investigation. One of the locations raided was on the west side.
There were also raids near Ingram and Marbach.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:17

State lawmakers have taken a stand against a deciswion by San Antonio's city
council. The house passed the so-called Save Chick-Fil-A bill. It's now all but
set for the Governor's desk.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :19
People in Oklahoma are dealing with major flooding. Cows are even trying to
get to dry land. The floodwaters just inundated the area.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:59

THE TEXAS HOUSE VOTES UNANIMOUSLY TO BAN SURPRISE MEDICAL
BILLS. IT'S A STORY WE'VE BEEN PASSIONATE ABOUT FOLLOWING
FOR YOU -- HERE ON FOUR.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :39

A NURSE WHO WAS SENTENCED TO 99 YEARS IN PRISON... FOR THE
DEATH OF A CHILD IN KERRVILLE…IS DUE BACK IN COURT SOON.
GENENE JONES -- DUBBED THE 'KILLER NURSE' -- IS CURRENTLY IN
PRISON.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :17

SEAWORLD IS HONORING THOSE WHO PROTECTED OUR FREEDOM...
ALL SUMMER LONG! THEY'RE OFFERING SPECIALLY-PRICED
ADMISSION.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :13

Dressbarn is closing its doors. The women's fashion store has not announced
a date, but all 650 locations will eventually shutter. Executives say the chain
has not been profitable in today's retail environment.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :09
The City of Windcrest will begin mosquito fogging this Friday. It begins at 8
p.m. You're asked to bring your pets inside to avoid exposure to the pesticide.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :13

American Airlines is cutting back on a fee. The airline is doing away with its
$150 extra oversize charge for items like sporting gear and musical
instruments. Instead, they will charge passengers a $30 regular bag fee.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:07

A man answers his door to a deadly attack. New details from the family of the
victim – who was stabbed repeatedly and killed in his own living room. Police
are still looking for a suspect.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :36

The San Antonio 4-month-old born without skin is facing a medical
complication. A neck brace placed on the baby after his first surgery built up
too much moisture and bacteria spread. He’s now on antibiotics and will soon
undergo another surgery to transplant skin onto his body.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 1:33

A San Antonio barber is hitting the streets to give free haircuts to the
homeless. The people at a westside church found out about what she is doing
and  are now giving her a space to expand.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5/22/2019 12pm 1:25

The custody battle over an 8-year-old girl whose mother has been missing for
several weeks continued in court. Andreen McDonald's daughter has been
taken care of by her grandmother since she was reported missing. The little girl
will now be able to received psychological treatment for the first time.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 41

The so called "killer nurse" was back in a San Antonio courtroom
today.Genene Jones was dubbed the Killer Nurse after infants died in her care
in the 70's and 80's at the Bexar County Hospital. She is trying to retrieve
some personal items that were taken from her after she was sent to prison.



Educational News 4 WOAI :38

A graduating senior at Wagner High School became the latest recipient of a
scholarship named after David Molak. Peter Fernandez was nominated by one
of his teachers for demonstrating patience and kindness to his classmates.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:13

Police say a man killed his wife in an early morning shooting. We've learned
the woman was on the phone with police when the man she was living with
began shooting at her. A woman called 911 around one in the monring saying
her husband was threatening her with a gun.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 1:02

Memorial Day weekend is the unofficials start of summer. This will be our first
weekend with temperatures in the 90s. Heat index readings are expected to be
in the mid to upper 90s.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :29

Illness has forced the temporary closure of a migrant processing center in
McAllen. Customs and Border Protection agents have found a large number of
detainees with high-fevers. They believet his could be flu-related.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:12

 A TRAFFIC MESS ON THE WEST SIDE WILL LAST A FEW MORE DAYS.
The sinkhole there is causing further damage than expected.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :52
SAN ANTONIO POLICE ARE ASKING FOR YOUR HELP. THEY NEED HELP
TO SOLVE A MURDER.

Educational News 4 WOAI :22

TODAY AT FORT SAM HOUSTON NATIONAL CEMETERY.
 A SPECIAL DEDICATION... OF A MEMORIAL IN HONOR OF
UNACCOMPANIED AND HOMELESS VETERANS.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :10

A poor diet is now linked to 80,000 new cases of cancer since 2015. The
biggest dietary issues include low grain intake, not enough dairy and too much
processed meat.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :38

Parents are joining lawmakers in Washington, D.C. today to call for new cars to
be equipped with an alert system. It comes after 52 children died last year in
hot cars across the country. A House Subcommittee will hold a hearing
tomorrow to explore technology to prevent hot car deaths.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :18

It's iceberg season in Canada. Hundreds of tourists are heading to
Newfoundland's east coast to catch a glimpse of the icy towers. The area is
touted as one of the best places in the world for viewing icebergs.

Health News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:39

The family of an elderly woman shown covered in her own vomit for hours has
filed a lawsuit. They say Legend Oaks Healthcare was negligent in caring for
her.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 2:00

Police have released new information about an unsolved murder. One year
ago 25-year-old Ray Richardson was shot and killed. The shooter has not yet
been found.



Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 2:18

San Antonio police are being trained in a technique called the "pit manuever",
but many across the country are doing away with the training. They say the
advancement of smart cars might rule the practice obsolete.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5/23/2019 12pm :48

A family fight leads to a deadly shooting on San Antonio's east side. The
shooting happened a little after 9:30 this morning off Dorie St. When officers
arrived they found a man face down in the backyard. The unidentified man had
been shot and was dead. So far there are no motives behind the shooting, and
there have been no arrests.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:35

Search and rescue efforts are underway in Jefferson city, Missouri following a
tornado. Police have confirmed several people were injured and first
responders are searching for people who may be trapped.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :19

Volvo is recalling approximately 34,000 2016 xc-90 SUVs because of a
potential coolant leak. If the coolant leak goes undetected the vehicle could
eventually catch fire. Volvo will notify owners starting in mid June.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm 2:11

There is a custody battle involving 5 brothers. They werea ll taken from their
granparent's home by CPS. Those brothers are all siblings of Baby King Jay
Davila.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :33

We are getting our first look at a suspect charged with killing a man this
morning on San Antonio's East Side. 57-year-old Daryl Webb is charged with
murdering a 61-year-old family members. He was walked in front of our
cameras around 1:45 this afternoon.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 1:30

Tonight at 6:30 several dozen South San students are hoping to meet with
school board members and administrators. They are wanting answers about
howt heir schools are being run. Their concerns range from decisions about
opening and closing schools to rundown classrooms and leaky ceilings.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :57

WE BEGIN TONIGHT WITH BREAKING NEWS OUT OF THE SOUTH SIDE.
 POLICE SAY A FIGHT OUTSIDE A HOME..  BETWEEN SISTERS-IN-LAW -
TURNED INTO THE SECOND DEADLY IN SAN ANTONIO IN LESS THAN
EIGHT HOURS.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :24

WE'VE LEARNED A MAN WHO'S ALREADY IN JAIL - ACCUSED OF
SEXUALLY ASSAULTING AN UNDERAGE GIRL - IS NOW FACING more
charges. He's facing FEDERAL CHILD PORNOGRAPHY CHARGES.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :36
RELIGIOUS LEADERS FROM ALL DIFFERENT FAITHS -- CAME
TOGETHER TONIGHT. IT HAPPENED AT LAST CHANCE MINISTRIES.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :18

The FDA says you're throwing too much food away and they blame confusing
food labels. The agency has sent a letter to the food industry, saying it
supports efforts to standarize date labeling. They say labels like "Best By"
rather than "Use By" cause people to throw out food that is still safe to eat.



Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :16

The Aurora Packing Company is recalling more than 62,000 pounds of select
beef products. It includes short ribs, ribeyes and briskets over concerns of
possible e-coli contamination. The meat was packaged on April 19.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :15

New numbers are out involving Fiesta. The Texas Alcoholic Beverage
Commission says during Fiesta, their officers found 18 locations selling alcohol
to minors. TABC has filed 66 cases over violations including selling alcohol to
customers who were already intoxicated.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:51

A local mother upset after a stranger with an ipad was caught recording her 12-
year old daughter -- an all star cheerleader who was dressed for practice.
The young girl says a target customer noticed what the man was allegedly up
to -- and told her to tell her mother. We’re learning that man was not a shopper
but working inside the store for a retailer.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :31

We're learning the San Antonio house where the bodies of a woman and her
two daughters were found is now on the market. The 45--hundred square foot
home is listed at 975 thousand dollars. Investigators swarmed the home in
early January after 37-year-old Nichol Olson and her 10 and 16 year old
daughters were found shot to death.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 1:26

Doctors are preparing Jabari Gray - the baby born without skin -- for skin graft
surgery. Jabari's new skin landed in Houston less than an hour ago. The
temperature-controlled box carrying about 25 sheets of his skin was flown from
Massachusetts today.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 24-May 12pm 1:45

An alert if you plan to spend time on a popular stretch of Guadalupe river this
holiday weekend. Safety concerns remain after a spill way failure last week
have led to more restrictions around dams at two lakes. The Guadalupe-
Blanco River Authority is expanding the restricted zones upstream and
downstream of McQueeney Dam and and upstream of the Redmill Dam on
Lake Placid.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :26

Jose Villalobos is accused of shooting a woman in the neck along South New
Braunfels early this morning. Investigators say he shot the woman during an
argument. He is now charged with aggravated assault.

Educational News 4 WOAI :49

Four Northside ISD teachers are among a group of teachers across the
country that have been selected for a NASA program. This program allows
more access to the teachers, so they can give students a different kind of
experience that's not just based on their textbook.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:09

A Bexar County jailer is facing charges. Markese Shands turned himself in
about 3:30 this afternoon. He was wanted for an incident that happened at the
the adult dentention center earlier this month between him and an imate.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 2:28

Doctors are working off the success of the ani-overdose drug commonly known
as Narcan. They are working to develop a drug that's longer-lasting. Doctors
are calling this a gamechanger.



Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 1:26

Two seniors from Southwest School District got a good gift. They won cars
from North Park Toyota. They got them for their attendance records and
meeting certain academic criteria.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:36

A teacher killed in a car crash is being remembered by her students.
Meanwhile, TX-DOT says they've already started some safety projects on that
stretch of highway.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :24
Flu cases are down across the state. Bexar County is one of only 8 that is still
reporting confirmed cases of both flu A and B.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :34

A road rage incident caught on camera shows a woman attacking a pregnant
woman. The pregnant woman suffered minor injuries and the suspect got
away.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6:30pm 1:34

Right now, the bexar county sheriff's office is asking for your help to bring this
14-year-old home. Corina Munoz was reportedly last seen back on March 28 at
Veterans Memorial High School. Investigators have followed up on tips, but so
far nothing has panned out.
 

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :15

United Airlines customers, check your flight. The company just grounded
thousands of flights of Boeing 737 Max planes through August 3. Other
businesses like Southwest and American already dropped Max flights into
August as well.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :43

Across the nation, possible robbers taking your cleaning duties. In
Massachussetts, Nate Roman says someone broke into his home and did not
take a thing. Police don't have any suspects, other than the thought of a
cleaning company went to the wrong house.

Safety Issue News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:28

 A woman shares her cautionary tale about being alert while jogging. She says
she was running when a man attempted to attacker her. She was able to fight
him off and now police are increasing patrols and hoping people can identify
him from a sketch.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :41

A baby born without skin is finally covered in his own. Doctors operated on him
to apply skin grown from his own cells. The baby was on life support and the
family was going to pull the plug until a hospital in Houston said they would
take on his rare case.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 1:23

 A restaurant allows customers to pay as they go. The café is ran by recovering
addicts to help get others off the street. You pay what you can for the meal and
those dollars are donated to a sober living home.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 5/25/2019 5pm 2:08
Cleanup is underway in Oklahoma -- where flood waters have over taken at
least 1,000 homes. Two people were killed.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :20

Today, more than 60 Texas National Guard soldiers deployed to the Middle
East. This is video taken within the past few hours at Joint Base San Antonio-
Fort Sam Houston.



Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :25
Authorities need your help finding 45-year-old Shane Jean-Louis Bourret. He
was last seen May 1st -- near I-10 and DeZavala, before he disappeared.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :40

Officials say a man found dead this morning in Hays County may have been
shot to death whiel trying to break into a woman's home. The sheriff's office
there says 35-year-old Matthew Kellas was found covered in blood with
multiple gunshot wounds.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:30

Sheriff Javier Salazar says he, along with the FBI, have made a high-profile
arrest. It involved a deputy accused of smuggling drugs into the Bexar County
jail.

Health News 4 WOAI :41
About 6 million Americans live with Alzheimer's Disease. The number is only
expected to grow.

Religion News 4 WOAI 5/26/2019 5pm :15
Authorities are looking into a case of vandalism at a local church. Police tell us
the suspect will face a felony charge of graffiti.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :20
Tomorrow begins what AAA calls the 100 'deadliest days' to be on the road.
That's the time between Memorial Day and Labor Day.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :39
A local barber is on a mission -- giving free haircuts to those in need. She's
now teamed up with a local church to help even more people.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :20

A new study is underscoring big concerns for Texas -- should a major storm hit
the state's unprotected coastline. A major storm could cost the state's
economic output BILLIONS of dollars.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :10
The Texas legislature adavance a state budget deal today. It includes $5B to
be used toward bringing down property taxes.

Health News 4 WOAI :10

As past of the state's supplemental budget just advance by state lawmakers,
$445M could be spent on building new state mental hospitals. It would bring a
300-bed replacement campus to the San Antonio State Hospital.

NO SHOW News 4 WOAI 5/27/2019 12pm NO NOON SHOW

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :25

Homeland Security Investigation officials are investigating after 11 people were
found to be part of a human trafficking or slavery ring. Officials say a Bexar
County Sheriff's Deputy was patrolling off Rittiman road when he saw a group
scatter. The deputy found 11 undocumented immigrants who said they hadn't
been given food or water in over two days.

Religion News 4 WOAI :19

You're looking at one of a number of special ceremonies around the area on
this Memorial Day. A day to honor those who have given their lives in service
to this country. This is just part of a mass and flag day ceremony at San
Fernando III.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :54

Oklahoma's Governor is surveying the damage after an EF3 tornado hit a
small town there. Two people were killed and 30 more hurt. Another tornado
left another path of destruction near Tulsa.



Educational News 4 WOAI 6pm :39

WE BEGIN TONIGHT IN THE BROADCAST CENTER WITH OUR TOP
STORY..
 REMEMBERING FALLEN HEROES ON THIS MEMORIAL DAY.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:33
NEW AT SIX --- CORRUPTION WITHIN THE BEXAR COUNTY SHERIFF'S
OFFICE. WE'RE TAKING A LOOK AT HOW IT'S BEING STOPPED.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :18

RIGHT NOW.
 MEMORIAL DAY IS SAID TO BE THE START... OF THE ONE-HUNDRED
MOST DEADLIEST DAYS FOR TEENS ON THE ROADS.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :15

The FBI San Antonio is looking for men and women to help them with
language. They're looking for those who can speak Arabic, Bengali, Chinese
and Farsi to support their missions. You can forward your resume.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :22

The liquids used to give e-cigarettes their flavor are bad for your heart. That's
according to Stanford researchers studying the effects of e-liquids on cells that
line the inside of blood vessels. The cells became less viable and had an
increase of molecucles associated with DNA damage and cell death.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :14

Two automakers are considering a deal that could reshape the industry. Fiat
Chrysler is proposing a merger with French carmaker, Renault. If completed,
the merger would create the world's third largest carmaker behind Volkswagen
and Toyota.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:34

A young mother and son are beating the odds and making a miraculous
recovery -- exactly one month after a devastating car wreck. A black pick-up
truck pulled out in front of their vehicle and it slammed into a pole.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :36

A local San Antonio based company - grunt style- hosted a  memorial day
remembrance at their headquarters.People joined outside in the parking lot as
a color guard displayed honors of our fallen heroes. The ceremony included a
scroll of 4 thousand names.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :38

Tonight 11 people are in custody and under investigation. Officials say the
entire group is undocumented from mexico and believed to have been
smuggled. The victims who had not eaten for two days -- were fed and are now
being held at homeland security field office while an investigation continues.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5/28/2019 12pm :28

A 14-year old has been charged with murdering two women, one of which was
pregnant, back on April 9th. Janette Quiroz and her pregnant 18-year-old
daughter, Bernadette, were shot outside of an apartment on Emerald Ash.

Educational News 4 WOAI :45

The East Central School District announced plans for a new high school that
will focus on careers and technology. Cast Lead will help students get
leadership jobs in hospitality and tourism, retail and e-commernce.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI :17

Early voting for the San Antonio runoff elections begins today. This election will
determine whether Mayor Ron Nirenberg will keep his seat or whether former
Councilman Greg Brockhouse will take over.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :23

A 14-year-old boy is charged with capital murder. He's charged in the deaths of
a mother, her pregnant daughter and that daughter's baby. It happened on
April 9th on Emerald Ash.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:43
Three young migrants were found hidding inside of a car. One was inside a
dashboard. Another was behind the engine.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :13
Early voting is underway. This is for the run-off election for the Mayor and a
couple of city council seats. Early voting runs through next Tuesday.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:51

SAN ANTONIO POLICE HAVE CHARGED A 14-YEAR OLD BOY OF
CAPITAL MURDER. HE'S BEING CHARGED IN THE DEATH OF AN 18
YEAR OLD PREGNANT WOMAN AND HER MOTHER.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :38

WE JUST GOT IN NEW VIDEO... OF THE MAN ACCUSED OF SETTING HIS
PREGNANT GIRLFRIEND ON FIRE. SHE AND THE BABY ARE EXPECTED
TO BE OKAY.

safety issues News 4 WOAI 1:48

THAT'S ABOUT ALL JOLENE HOVIS REMEMBERS AFTER A HORRIBLE
CAR CRASH LAST WEEK. IT'S AN EXCLUSIVE STORY HERE ON FOUR.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :17

A job fair for veterans and military spouses is coming to San Antonio this
Thursday. It will take place from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the San Antonio Shrine
Auditorium. More than 60 employers will be on hand.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :18

IKEA is launching a new mobile app. The app wiill allow you to buy without
having to go to the physical store. It'll debut overseas, before coming to the
U.S.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :19

Seguin Police issuing a missing person's alert tonight for 29-year-old Alyssa
Denise Camarena. She left her home back in April after an argument with a
family member. Family and officers are concerned about her welfare.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:26

Police are now charging a 14-year-old boy with capital murder after-- last
month's shooting on the south side that killed a pregnant teen and her mother.
The family says the arrest comes on what would have been one of the victim’s
birthdays. It's still not clear if the 14-year-old knew the victims.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :22

We're hearing for the first time - from the man accused of setting his pregnant
girlfriend on fire. He's actually talked to that woman since that incident Sunday.
Tonight that woman is recovering from second degree burns.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :13
Right now early voting is underway. This is the run-off election for the mayor
and a couple of city council seats. Early voting runs through next Tuesday.



Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5/29/2019 12pm :23

SAPD are looking for the gunman who shot a woman at the Ingram Ranch
apartments. A woman told police she was dropping off her adopted son at a
friends apartment when a man with a gun shot her.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:50

The San Antonio City Council is getting briefed on a recent report done on the
"status of women in San Antonio". According to the report, San Antonio had
the highest rape rate in 2014 and Bexar County had the highest murder rate of
women compared to other counties in the state.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:25

Deadly tornadoes hit the western part of ohio and left behind nothing but
destruction. According to hospital officials there more than 100 people have
been reported injured and an 82-year-old man was killed.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI 5pm 2:17

One point six million dollars -- that's how much people owe the San Antonio
Public Library in overdue book fines. So starting next month the library will offer
a pilot program. It will eliminate overdue fines just for children's and young
adult books.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :27

Last year was one of the deadliest years on record for kids being left in hot
cars. A car can heat up by 20 degrees in just 10 minutes. On average 38
children die each year after being left alone in hot cars.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:17

The 14-year-old charged with capital murder here yesterday was in court this
afternoon. We aren't showing his face because he is a teenager. He's charged
with killing a woman and her pregnant daughter last year.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:08

AN EXCLUSIVE ON FOUR.
 ANOTHER DELAY IN COURT FOR A WOMAN WHO CLAIMS SHE WAS
RAPED BY A TEACHER WHEN SHE WAS 14-YEARS-OLD.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 1:09

RIGHT NOW INTO THE BROADCAST CENTER.
 JOSEPH TREVINO HAS ISSUED A STATEMENT IN RESPONSE TO THE
DECISION BY THE NORTH EAST INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BOARD TO CENSURE HIM.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :47

ACROSS TEXAS.
 911 AUDIO FROM POLICE... AFTER THEY SAY A MAN SHOT AND KILLED
A WOMAN... AND INJURED THREE OTHERS... INCLUDING A DEPUTY AT
A PLUMBING BUSINESS -- WHO WAS SHOT IN THE THROAT.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :19

Target is recalling 90,000 charging cables. It affects the HeyDay 3-Foot
Lightning USB cables. There's been reports of the cables smoking or catching
fire, including 2 customers whose fingers got burned. You can return the
product for a refund.



Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :14

Sephora will temporarily close next week. On June 5, all Sephora locations in
the U.S. will close for the morning to host including workshops for employees.
The announcement comes after singer, Sza, claimed she was racially profiled
at a Sephora in California.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :35

One student's idea is helping create new friendships at Briscoe Elementary.
Today, the school dedicated a Buddy Bench to its playground. Students can sit
on the bench and signal to classmates they want to join in activities or games.
The idea for the bench came from student, Luis Melgoza.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:20

A pregnant woman set on fire by her boyfriend is recovering from serious
burns. Her mother says she told her daughter to leave the suspect, and that
was why he retaliated.

Education News 4 WOAI :41
25 students were awarded scholarships from the Martin Luther King, Jr.
commission. The comission raised over $95 thousand this year.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 3:41

An investigation into a major backlog of rape kits is underway. It's estimated
that there are nearly a quarter of a million untested rape kits sitting in police
evidence rooms.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 5/30/2019 12pm :27

The San Antonio City Council voted to give several incentive package to
Toyota, including tax abatements. The incentives are to try and help convince
the automaker to invest near $400 million in upgrades to the south side plant.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :38

People in Canton, Texas near Dallas  are surveying the damage left behind
after a severe storm moved across the city. Several buildings were dammed in
the storm, the confirmed tornado caused major damage to the exterior of a gas
station and convenience store.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :22

Target is recalling 90,000 Heyday 3-foot lightning USB charging cables due to
shot and fire hazards. The issues involves the metal around the cord which can
become electrically charged if it contacts the USB wall charger plug prongs
while charging.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:27

An inmate is deadly allegedly killed by his cellmate. The sheriff  just wrapped
up a press conference a few minutes ago. The victim was moved into the cell
earlier today.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 1:31
A local woman is selling her "slightly used" breast implants on social media.
The story has gone virla. The ad's dated Tuesday of this week.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :43

County Judge Nelson Wolff held his annual state of the county address.
Former Mayor Henry Cisneros was there. He talked about and highlights the
county's growth in cyber security.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:48

OUR TOP STORY.
 BIG CHANGES FOR DOCKLESS E-SCOOTERS IN SAN ANTONIO. THEY
WILL SOON BE ILLEGAL ON SAN ANTONIO SIDEWALKS.



Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :23

SAN ANTONIO COULD BE ON TRACK TO BECOMING THE COUNTRY'S
SIXTH LARGEST CITY. IT WOULD HAVE TO SURPASS A MAJOR CITY IN
PENNSYLVANIA.

Educational News 4 WOAI :22

U-S ARMY VETERAN MICHAEL CROUSE JR... AND HIS FAMILY JUST GOT
A HUGE GIFT. THEY NOW HAVE A BRAND NEW HOME.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :17

FedEx is expanding their package delivery to seven days a week. It all starts
next January. This will help the company keep up with the boom in online
shopping. FedEx will also take back nearly $2 million daily home deliveries
currently handled by the USPS.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :26

The SAT's relevance is under fire following a recent decision by the College
Board. The group will now consider adding an environmental context
dashboard or what's been dubbed an adversity score to the test. More schools
are making the exam optional to increase diversity on campus.

Health News 4 WOAI 1:45

Exercising 20-30 minutes a day during pregnancy is good for you. That's
according to OBGYN, Dr. Kelly Morales. She says it can stave off gestational
diabetes and help during labor.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :18

The co- founder of a San Antonio landmark restaurant has passed away. Cruz
Cortez helped establish  mi tierra back in 1941 with her husband Pedro  as a
three-table cafe at market square. Cortez died at 98 and a public viewing will
be this Saturday.

Health News 4 WOAI :40

Following a 4-month-old baby boy diagnosed with cancer. Parents for baby
victor noticed he had developed a swollen eye - something doctors say
resulted from a growing cancerous tumor. That child is back home in Hondo
after receiving his first round of chemotherapy.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :30

President Trump is issuing a 5 percent tariff on all Mexican imports. The
president says he hopes the tariffs will motivate Mexico to crackdown on the
surge of Central American migrants trying to cross the border. He is vowing to
gradually increase the tariff every month going forward if progress is not made.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 5/31/2019 12pm :47

President Trump is escalating his war on illegal immigration. He is now
threatening Mexico with broad new tariffs, if that country doesn't do more to
stem the flow of immigrants across the US border.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 1:15

Researchers at UTSA are announcing that they have identified a new drug to
fight oral cancer. According to doctors the results are exciting because no new
drugs have been developed in over 40 years to treat oral cancer.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :24

San Antonio Police need help to catch an armed robbery suspect. Cameras
captured a  man on sunday,  at the mehat food mart, according to the crime
stoppers report he showed a gun to the cashier demanding money.



Family Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm :50
There is a break in the Maleah Davis case out of Houston. Her stepfather has
confessed. And her body has been found.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :28

A San Antonio icon is up for sale. Chachos and Chalucci's on Perrein Beitel
has a for sale sign out front. The restaurant is known for its massive nacho
plates and frozen jack and cokes.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :29

Homeland Security officials showed up for a suprirse visit and found 900
people in a space met for 125. DHS called the situtation dangerous and
unsanitary. One cell with a maximum capacity of 12 was holding 76 people.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:29

A CUSTOMER CLAIMS SHE WAS TOUCHED INAPPROPRIATELY
SEVERAL TIMES BY THE MANAGER OF A NORTHWEST SIDE
CONVENIENCE STORE. WE HAVE VIDEO OF THE ALLEGED INCIDENT.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :18

A MAN IS IN JAIL FOR ALLEGEDLY ATTACKING HIS WIFE AND POINTING
A KNIFE AT HER. THAT'S ACCORDING TO ARREST PAPERWORK.

Safety issues News 4 WOAI :48

NOW TO AN UPDATE MALEAH DAVIS...THE 4-YEAR-OLD GIRL FROM
HOUSTON... WHO DISAPPEARED ALMOST A MONTH AGO. IT'S A STORY
WE'VE BEEN FOLLOWING FOR YOU.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :26

The IRS is proposing an idea that could impact workers. The IRS wants to
update the Form W4. It's used to help employers know how much to withhold
from paychecks for federal taxes. The IRS wants to require workers to fill out
more details about outside income, deductions and exemptions on the form.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :18

Dollar Tree is testing out products that'll cost you more than a dollar. The
retailer is introducing Dollar Tree Plus merchandise at select locations. They
haven't released what that merchandise will consist of.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :18

The Bexar County Sheriff's Office needs your help to find this teenager.
Nayelis Santiago, 16, was last seen back on March 22. Deputies believe she
may be staying with a man in Northeast Bexar County.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :39

An area doctor and his office manager have been indicted on federal drug,
health care fraud and identity theft charges. They're accused of providing
prescriptions for drugs like hydrocodone, oxycodone and fentanyl to patients
who did not need them. In some cases, Dr. Luevano is accused of prescribing
the drugs without seeing the patients.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 1:30

A decision by state legislators starting in September means plumbers no
longer need licensing in the state of Texas. It comes after a review by state
legislators of the Texas state board of plumbing examiners. Lawmakers
wanted to transfer licensing duties to another agency but bills failed in the
senate and then the board was abolished.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI :14

No more smoking at some popular areas. The city's tobacco ordinance is
expanding. Smoking will be banned on the riverwalk, city parks, la villita and
market square. If caught, violators could be fined up to 200-dollars.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 6/1/2019 5pm :18

Floodwaters are so high in Arkansas, authorities can't fully assess the damage
until the water recedes. In Fort Smith, floodwaters are 18 feet above flood
stage. Authorities are warning people not to go into neighborhoods, in part due
to snakes seen swimming in those waters.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :20

San Antonio Police have just released a photo of a murder suspect they're
looking for. Joe Rodriguez, 45, is accused of stabbing and killing his nephew,
Ruben Solis. The murder happened at the Roselawn Apartments back on May
19.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :13

A new smoking ban has gone into effect in San Antonio. Starting today, you
can't smoke or use tobacco products at city parks, greenway trails or the River
Walk. The ban also applies to Market Square and La Villita.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :17

Governor Greg Abbott has signed House Bill 1631. The bill bans red light
cameras throughout the state. Local governments who already had the
cameras before May 7 can continue operating them, until contracts are fulfilled.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :23

An 18-year-old has been arrested, accused of using Snapchat to meet up with
a student from Holmes High School, then robbing him. Police say Hassan
Mzrhd sent a Snapchat message to the 16-year-old victim asking him to skip
school and hang out. According to an arrest affidavit, Mzrhd and two others
picked up the victim in a car, then stole his backpack, wallet, money, cell
phone and shoes.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :35

More than 200 volunteers spent their morning filling a big need in San Antonio.
AT&T teamed up with the non-profit, Sleep in Heavenly Peace, to build 50
bunk beds. The beds are being donated to children who don't have a bed to
call their own. They estimate 4,000 to 5,000 children currently need beds in our
city.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6/2/2019 5pm 2:04

Red-light cameras in Texas could be gone in a flash. This weekend Governor
Greg Abbott signed a bill banning the cameras. But there's a language in the
law which could allow them to stay for years.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :16

Crime stoppers is hoping you can help them solve this aggravated robbery.
They say a man in a Spurs hoodie walked into the EZ Mart and pointed a gun
at the clerk. He got away with money from the register.

Health News 4 WOAI :27

A new breast cancer drug is showing promise for younger women.
Researchers studied close to 700 women under the age of 59. They were
given a druve called ribociclib and hormone therapy.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :18

Deputies tell us a 26-year-old man is facing a charge of Intoxication Assault. It
comes after he allegedly veered into oncoming traffic on Pleasanton Road, just
south of Loop 1604.



Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :14
We're getting a look at flooding in Pine Bluff, near Little Rock, Arkansas. A new
flood warning has been issued there.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :24
Boeing says some of their 737 Max 8 planes could have faulty parts on their
wings. Boeing reached out to airlines, advising them to check their wings.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6/3/2019 12pm :36

A tense confrontation for officers at a northwest side motel parking lot. Two
officers located a stolen car with two people sitting inside. When they
approached the driver put the car in revers and hit the officers' patrol unit. One
officer fired a shot, no one was hit.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :23

This afternoon the San Antonio Office of Emergency Management is testing a
wireless emergency alert system. Residents will received a test alert on their
phones similar to an Amber Alert.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :22

San Antonio Police are investigating an overnight shooting on the city's
southwest side. Police say one man was shot in the leg at this home, but he
was able to make it to the next street for help. Right now he's not giving
investigators a lot of details.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:59

Serious talks about giving some inmates narcan as they are released back to
the public are underway. It's still in the early stages. But if this moves forward,
Bexar County would likely be the first jail in Texas to give out narcan when
inmates hit the streets.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:16

We have new information on two people facing charges in the King Jay Davila
Case. The baby was found dead in a backpack in a field back in January. This
afternoon Beatrice Sampayo -- baby King Jay's grandmother was in court.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :55

Today the Texas Attorney General and the Governor filed a motion demanding
the city of San Antonio turn over documents related to their decision to keep
Chick-Fil-A out of the airport. This all goes back to the city council voting
against allowing the fast food chain to be part of the concessions at the airport.
SOme city council members making it clear they wanted Chick-Fil-A out
because of the restaurant's support of organizations with values the city
councilmembers feel discriminate.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:58

It's been four months since police say a drunk driver hit and killed a man. His
family and friends are looking for answers. They want to know where the
suspect was drinking before the accident.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:17

We have the latest on red light cameras and the law the Governor signed over
the weekend. The law bans them in the state. Some say the cameras save
lives -- others say it causes more accidents.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :28

Today in Dallas -- the capital murder trial began for a woman accused of hiring
a hitman to kill her ex-'s new girlfriend. 36-year-old Brenda Delgado could get
life in prison if convicted. She's accusef of hiring a man to kill Dallas dentist
Kendra Hatcher back in 2015.



Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :20

Chipotle prices may be on the rise. Reuters is reporting burrito prices could go
up 5-cents if proposed tariffs on Mexican imports are implemented. The CFO
of Chipotle says the overall costs for the chain could rise to nearly $15 million
this year.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :20

Perdue Foods is recalling their ready to eat chicken. It could have pieces of
bone material in it. The products were produced on March 21 and have use-by
dates of May 20.

Health News 4 WOAI :20

The measles caes here in the U.S. are continuing to rise. The CDC says as of
last Friday, there are 981 cases in 26 states. Eight hundred of those are in
New York.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :28

Last Chance Ministries is inviting city and church leaders for a night of worship.
It's a meeting to take place on the corner where murders happened just a week
prior. The victim's families will gather to discuss gang violence.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :49

A medical billing agency has a data breach and close to 12 million people are
impacted. The company operates more than 2 thousand locations and labs.
Unauthorized activity was found on the payment page earlier this month.

 Government Issues News 4 WOAI :15 
 Early voting in a run-off election for mayor is underway. Sixty thousand people
have voted so far. There are also 3 city council seats up for grabs.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6/4/2019 12pm 1:00

A San Antonio teenager is killed after being shot near Lackland Air Force base
last night. San Antonio Police say the 16-year-old girl was shot inside a  home
and taken to the hospital, but later died. Police do not know what led up to the
shooting or who shot her.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :25

SAPD continues looking for whoever shot two men this morning. The shootings
happened right after 6:00 AM off Flanders Avenue. Police say one was hit in
the chest and the other in the leg. Both men are now in stable condition.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:00

Today President Trump and Prime Minister Theresa May discussed the topic
of trade at a press conference. May is expected to step down on Friday.
Meanwhile thousdands of protestors were set up in different parts of London
for the Pr5esident's trip.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :20
A man is accused of shooting a family member in the chest. It happened on
Dandelion Lane this afternoon. We're told it was the man's aunt.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :30

The Southside School District is looking at working with the Bexar County
Sheriff's office to make sure their students are safe. Right now they're just
looking into the option. But the goal is to have a police presence on every
campus every day next school year.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 1:50

A family was found dead -- believe to be the result of carbon monoxide
posioning. A family member is identifying the man as 56year-old Thomas
Cavazos. His two daughters Haily and Leann were also found unresponsive.



Family Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:04

 FAMILY - FRIENDS AND COMMUNITY MEMBERS ARE COMING
TOGETHER FOR AN IMPORTANT ENDEAVOR. THEY WANT TO STOP
THE VIOLENCE ON THE EAST SIDE.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :18

RIGHT NOW INTO THE BROADCAST CENTER.
 POLICE IN BOERNE NEED YOUR HELP... FINDING A THEFT SUSPECT.

Educational News 4 WOAI :25

28 YOUNG PEDIATRIC CANCER PATIENTS FROM AROUND THE NATION
GOT THE TRIP OF A LIFETIME. THEY VISITED SEAWORLD SAN ANTONIO
TODAY.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :44

A new program is lauching at the Department of Veterans Affairs. It's called the
Mission Act. It will offer new options under the VA health care system. The
Mission Act allows veterans to get more access to community care. It starts on
Thursday.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :19

Police have released surveillance video of a break-in at a Pizza Hut. It
happened on May 9th off State Highway 123. Police say the three suspects
stole tills out of the register totaling more than $600.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :11

A longtime flower company is filing for bankruptcy protection. FTD is preparing
to deal with debt and sell off pieces of the company. You'll still be able to order
products despite the restructuring.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:22

A man shoots his aunt in the chest and waits for officers to arrive to the
scnee.This is the first murder in castle Hills for nearly two years. The deadly
dispute was over living arrangements and money.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :29

The family behind the Raul Jimenez Thanksgiving Dinner is thankful for the
time shared with the matriarch. The non profit began 40 years ago and now
serves 25 thousand holiday meals.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:30

A woman and her pregnant daughter shot to death In April. Friends are starting
a petition with a call for the 14-year-old suspect to face trial as an adult. A
decision is still pending but the victim's family says it would make for a harsher
punishment.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6/5/2019 12pm :24

A man is dead after being hit by a pickup truck off San Pedro. The driver says
he did not see 55-year-old Richard Alfrido when he hit him near Sahara.Right
no no charges are expected to be filed

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :32

The Bexar County Sheriff's Office has released a sketch of a woman whose
remains were found back on April 4th along Highway 211 on the far west side.
Investigators say the woman was Caucasian or Hispanic and between the
ages of 25 and 45.

Educational News 4 WOAI 2:00

The Drive Away for Education Truck Raffle kicked off today. The money raise
will help local students get school supplies for next year. A $25 donation will
also get you entered into a raffle for a new truck.



Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :21
A 16-year-old girl is dead. Brayant Isaac Gomez Olivera is now in jail. He's
charged with the death of his girlfriend.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 1:33

A group is calling for an investigation into Mayor Candidate Greg Brockhouse.
There's questions about a missing domestic abuse report involving
Brockhouse. The alleged incident would have happened a decade ago.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:40

We're getting a report card for you on how state lawmakers are watching out
for kids who are at risk for abuse and neglect. The legislative session wrapped
up last week. Child advoacates say the one major win is a school safety bill.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:58

INVESTIGATORS AT THE BEXAR COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE HAVE
BEEN TRYING TO IDENTIFY THE BURNED REMAINS OF A WOMAN. SHE
WAS FOUND IN EARLY APRIL.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:13

LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR DAN PATRICK-- IS IN SAN ANTONIO TO TALK
ABOUT WHAT STATE LAWMAKERS DID IN THE SESSION THAT JUST
WRAPPED UP. A LOT OF MEASURES WERE PASSED.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 2:00

A FATHER ON THE SOUTHWEST SIDE -- IS SEARCHING FOR ANSWERS
TONIGHT. HIS DAUGHTER -- 16-YEAR-OLD JANICE BAZAN WAS SHOT IN
HER HOME EARLIER THIS WEEK.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :18

The city is making it easier to park downtown. They're launching the SAPark
App allowing you to pay for downtown parking on your smartphone. You can
also extend the amount of time your car is parked and view your receipts
through the app.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :16

The City of Leon Valley is getting ready for a warrant roundup. It will be held
June 19 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Police will be checking homes and businesses
for those with outstanding warrants from Municipal Court.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :15

Apple is issuing a recall alert for travelers. It affects 814,000 World Travel
Adapter kits. The adapters can break, expose the metal inside and possibly
shock you.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:23

An elderly woman is killed in a crosswalk downtown. She is a great
grandmother to nearly 10 children. The large family coming together to
remember the 65-year-old hit and killed by a truck.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :23

Investigators are hoping someone can help them identify a woman found two
months ago. Her remains were found burned beyond recognition so they had a
sketch rendering of what they believe she looked like. Police believe she was a
caucasian or hispanic female between 25 and 45 years old.

NO SHOW News 4 WOAI 6/6/2019 12pm ********** NO NOON SHOW… TENNIS ON NBC

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :23
A man and woman were arrested for human trafficking. They allegedly drugged
a woman from Tennessee and kept her in a hotel room here in San Antonio.



Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :10
A lot of people across Bexar County are without power due to yesterday's
storms. Thousands still have not had their power restored.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :41

As the weather warms us, city officials like the fire department are reminding
people to stay vigilant regarding children in hot cars. They say if you see a
child inside a car to call 911 immediately and try to help rescue the child.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :18

WE'RE COVERING KERR COUNTY FOR YOU TONIGHT. DEPUTIES
THERE -- ARE SEARCHING FOR THESE TWO WOMEN.

technology News 4 WOAI 1:51

NEW AT SIX.
 LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS ARE TOUTING THE NEWEST
APP TO COMBINE SECURITY AND TECHNOLOGY.

educational News 4 WOAI 1:58

WE ARE HONORING HEROES TONIGHT. WE'RE ESPECIALLY PAYING
TRIBUTE TO THOSE WHOSE SACRIFICE CHANGED THE COURSE OF
HISTORY.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :10

A new pedestrian bridge has opened on the west side. It's at Highway 90 near
Colt Drive. TxDOT built the bridge after several deaths in the past as people
tried crossing the highway.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :19

The FCCis making it easier to stop robocalls. The agency approved new rules
allowing phone companies to block calls by default. Currently, customers have
to sign up for the service.

Health News 4 WOAI :15

The World Heath Organization is urging you to know your status. The agency's
new report revealing more than a million new cases of sexually transmitted
disease are contracted daily. WHO says roughtly one in 25 people ages 15 to
49 have at least one infection.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:15

A major theft investigation in Castle Hills. Now two people are arrested for
drugs and stealing social security cards as well as 150 pieces of mail. A
concerned citizen was the one who helped crack the case by reporting a
suspicious vehicle in the neighborhood. Recently, a new bill was endorsed to
increase the penalty for mail theft.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:28

San Antonio is seeking French-speaking volunteers to help communicate with
hundreds of immigrants from the Congo. Many are coming here seeking
asylum but officials need translators to better service the migrants. More than
350 are expected to arrive in the coming days.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :56

A compilation of weather videos to show the damage many people sustained
during a strong system that moved through in just 40 minutes. We have hail
video and also show how strong winds threw around electric scooters. The
weather broke power lines and left roughly 58 thousand people without power.

NO SHOW News 4 WOAI 6/7/2019 12pm ********** NO NOON SHOW… TENNIS ON NBC



Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :28

Two people were arrested and are accused of drugging a woman and
trafficking her from Tennessee. They allegedly used a stun gun to threaten her
at a motel room they were keeping her at.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 2:10
People are cleaning up damage left behind from the bad weather. City crews
and homeowners out at Woodlawn Lake had to clear debris all day.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :42

City officials are reminding people about the dangers of leaving children inside
a hot car, even if it's just for a little while. SAFD says if you see a child in a hot
car you should call 911 immediately.

safety issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:44

A COMPANY -- DETERMINED TO IMPROVE SCHOOL SECURITY
NATIONWIDE -- IS DONATING THEIR SERVICES. IT IS HAPPENING RIGHT
HERE IN OUR AREA..

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :14

 THE TEXAS FOLKLIFE FESTIVAL IS KICKING OF ITS THREE DAY RUN!
IT'S HAPPENING AT THE INSTITUTE OF TEXAN CULTURES.

educational News 4 WOAI :52

LOOK WHO WAS INSPIRING CHILDREN TODAY. THIS WAS THE SCENE
AT METHODIST HEALTHCARE SYSTEM'S BREAKFAST OF CHAMPIONS!!

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :11

Tomorrow is election day in San Antonio. Voters will be deciding the seat for
mayor and city council districts 2, 4 and 6 in the runoff election. Polling sites
will be open from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :14

Fiat Chrysler is recalling more than 300,000 Ram pickup trucks. It affects 2019
and 2020 Ram 1500 models. A software error can disable the airbags and fail
to tighten seatbelts before a crash.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :12

Barnes & Noble has a new owner. The bookstore chain has been bought by
private equipty firm, Elliott Management for a deal worth $476,000,000. The
firm also owns one of the largest booksellers in the United Kingdom.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :38

A local vigil is being held to memorialize a Houston girl who was murdered.
Police believe the 4-year-old was killed by her mother's fiance. A group called
King's Angels that was formed after the death of a local infant, is organizing the
memorial service and is asking for stuffed animals donations to give to young
children in abusive or unhealthy situations.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :33

President Trump had plans to increase tariffs on Mexico over immigration. That
plan has been suspended after the US and Mexico came to a deal. The tariff
threat was to push Mexican officials to curb the amount of migrants crossing
the border.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 1:26

Thousands of people are left in the heat after power outages across the city.
We talk to people who are without air conditioning and many without food. We
talk to people who even slept in their car because that was more comfortable
than sweating in bed. CPS energy can't give a timetable for when power will be
restored.



NO SHOW News 4 WOAI 6/8/2019 5pm

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 4:30
There was a run-off election for several city council races and for the mayor of
San Antonio. Nirenberg won a second term.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :40
More fallout from the recent beating death of an inmate at the Bexar County
jail. Two detention officers were reassigned.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :15
The city of San Antonio has opened cooling centers to help everyone out.
There are several locations available across different areas of town.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6/9/2019 5pm 1:44
There's a new warning tonight for homeowners doing yard work this summer. It
comes after a man died when he was swarmed by bees in Medina County.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :15
A man is in critical condition after he was shot several times on Ray Bon Dr.
The victim ran to a nearby complex for help.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :15
A big day in northwest Bexar County. There's a new fire station that just
opened today.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:56
For only the second time in San Antonio history, city council will have a
*female* majority. All 3 of last night's council races were won by women.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :20
Officials say a lit cigarette is to blame for a southeast side fire. An elderly
woman was able to make it out alive. The home was destroyed.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 4:47
There was severe weather, including thunderstorms and hail. We had crews in
different places to track it all down.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6/10/2019 12pm :31

A Corporal with the Bexar County Sheriff's Office is under arrest and accused
of holding down a woman and threatening to kill her at gunpoint. Justin Storlie
was already on administrative leave for a family violence incident in May.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :27

Severe storms in North Texas caused a crane to collapse killing one person
and injuring five others at a downtown apartment complex in Dallas.
Throughout the area, thousands remain without power.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :23

San Antonio fire crews  are investigating a fire that was likely caused by
lightning.  Flames quickly spread, luckily everyone got out safely  fire
investigators say lightening struck a utility box.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm :19
This is the crash site -- where a helicopter crash-landed on a building near
Times Square this afternoon. The pilot died.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :15
A young man sentenced to life in prison this afternoon. He was convicted of
killing his wife and their friend.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI 2:02

31 CPS Energy are still without power. That's down form the high of about
300K over the last several days.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:02

SOME CITY LEADERS AND TRADE EXPERTS ARE AGAINST ANY
POSSIBLE NEW TARIFFS. THEY SAY THEY COULD HAVE A
DETRIMENTAL EFEFCT.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :18

STAYING AT THE BORDER.
 REPORTS SHOW MORE THAN 58-HUNDRED UNACCOMPANIED
MIGRANT CHILDREN ARE LIVING IN SHELTERS... ACROSS TEXAS.



educational News 4 WOAI :47

YOU ARE LOOKING AT THE WINNER OF THE SECOND ANNUAL
'SHERIFF FOR A DAY!' IT'S A SPECIAL EVENT THAT HONORS A LOCAL
SPECIAL NEEDS CHILD.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :15

The FDA is issuing a new recall alert for makeup. It affects the Claire's Jojo
Siwa makeup set and the Beauty Plus global contour effects pallette 2. The
products have tested positive for asbestos.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :17

More cancellations for American Airlines are coming. The airline is removing all
Boeing 737 Max flights through Labor Day. That's about 115 cancellations a
day and two weeks later than the airline previously expected.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :14

The City of Alamo Heights is considering new restrictions on dockless
scooters. The council is meeting to discuss reducing liability insurance
coverage. They're also considering limiting the hours you can use those
dockless vehicles from 6 a.m. to 11 p.m.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:29

People in Helotes are calling for Texas Department of Transportation to fix
what some call a deadlly curve. The community held an emergency meeting to
discuss why the believe the area is a hazard and discuss possible solutions.
Drivers say there are blind spots and lack of signage.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:54

Nearly 85 thousand family units have been detained crossing the border.
Agents share what tactics many traveling migrants use to maintain a lower
profile while attempting to enter the United States. While a large majority wear
camo clothes to blend in, tech tools like well-hidden cameras help officials
track movement .

Education Issues News 4 WOAI 1:00

School officials at Harlandale district are upset that they want the board
disbanded. An investigation revealed a number of violations and now board
members are huddling with attorneys. We talk about the impact on the district's
accreditation and students.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 6/11/2019 12pm 1:30

Today Governor Greg Abbott hosted a ceremony at an Austin elementary
school and signed legislation that changes school finances. The bill is
expected to give teachers and librarians a pay raise and fund a full day of pre-k
for students living in poverty.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :42

The Susan Hall Community Health Clinic will offer treatment to Southside ISD's
6,000 children, teachers and community members. Research shows that
school-based health clinics increase school attendance, offer services that
support at-risk youth and reduce emergency room visits.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :24

Target is enhancing its family care benefits for its workforce. Starting June
30th, the retailer will offer extended paid time off to allow employees to car for
a new baby or an ailing parent.



Health News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:41

The city held a press conference on how hundreds of migrants from the Congo
-- have been brought here to SA by the federal government. The Congo and
Angola are experiencing a massive humanitarian crisis. Thousands are dying
from Ebola.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :24
People are teaming up to help those impacted by the recent flooding. They
must live in district 7 to take part in this particular event.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :20

The group who built the privately funded border wall in New Mexico -- has
been order to keep a gate in the wall open. Evidently, they built on some
federal land, blocking a federal monument.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:48

VOLUNTEERS ARE HELPING FEED HUNDREDS OF PEOPLE STILL
IMPACTED BY LAST WEEK'S STORMS THAT KNOCKED OUT THEIR
POWER. IT'S A STORY WE'VE BEEN FOLLOWING.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :27

GOVERNOR GREG ABBOTT JUST SIGNED THE SO-CALLED "SAVE
CHICK-FIL-A" BILL. IT'S BANS GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATIONS FROM
MAKING DECISIONS BASED ON A BUSINESSES RELIGIOUS BELIEFS.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :25

IT'S THE 36TH ANNUAL CELEBRATION OF ALL THINGS JAZZ!
JAZZ'SALIVE IS HAPPENING NOW.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :13

Target is issuing a recall alert. It affects 29,000 Cat and Jack Lilia Rain Boots
for toddlers. The unicorn horn on the boots can come off and pose a choking
hazard. Return them for a refund.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :20

Governor Gregg Abbott has signed Sam's Law. It's named after Samantha
Watkins, a Kilgore student who died after a seizure in 2016. The law will
require school employees to be trained on how to detect seizures and
administer first aid.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :28

Pay Your Age is coming back to Build-A-Bear, but this time with some
changes. Last year's promotion drew massive crowds the company wasn't
prepared for. This year, only 200,000 customers will be chosen to get a Pay
Your Age ticket.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:32

A woman is hit and killed while helping other people who were involved in an
accident just minutes earlier. She was a good samaritan and could not get out
the path of a drunk driver who plowed into a patrol car and then the group of
people. Two officers were able to dive off a overpass. We hear from the
victim's mother to learn more about who she was.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :58

A man and his two children die from carbon monoxide poisoning. Now the
family and community are holding a vigil to pay their respects. Investigators
have determined it was an accident and that it was likely caused by a
generator that was left on inside the home after a massive power outage.



Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI 3:18

A man is the victim of a fiery crash and is saved by two bystanders. He is taken
to a nearby hospital for treatment however it was out of network. He shares
that it was a life or death situation that left him with severe burns on nearly 80
percent of his body. While he is healing, he is now having to cope with trying to
fight a medial surprise bill.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6/12/2019 12pm :29

Crime Stoppers is now asking for help in finding anyone with information
behind the murder of a San Antonio man. The 22-year-old was shot this past
Saturday in the parking lot of an apartment complex near Rittiman Rd. Details
could lead to a $5,000 reward.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :45

Today people can actually buy and use a stamp with the picture of former
President George H.W. Bush. The U.S. Postal Service held a ceremony
honoring the 41st president of the United States

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :40

Uber has announced that they are going to stop their scooter operations in San
Antonio. Uber did not give an explanation, but it probably has to do with the city
council recently voting to limit the number of scooters that can run. There will
only be 5,000 scooters allowed operate.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm :16
An emergency landing in Fort Worth -- when a plane loses its wheel. The plane
was sprayed with foam afer the aircraft had a rough landing. No one was hurt.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :12

A local one-year-old who went missing -- has been found. Emma Garcia was
reported missing along with her mother, Diamond Garcia. Emma was not
harmed.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :16
Uber is pulling their jump scooters from San Antonio streets. Last month, the
city council voted to reduce the number of dockless e-scooters in our city.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 3:02

WE NOW TAKE YOU OUT TO THE BREAKING NEWS...
 SHERIFF JAVIER SALAZAR IS IDENTIFYING THE BURNED HUMAN
REMAINS FOUND BACK IN APRIL ON STATE HIGHWAY 211

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :48

RIGHT NOW IN THE BROADCAST CENTER.
 A HEARING FOR A 14-YEAR-OLD CAPITAL MURDER SUSPECT

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 2:06

AN EXCLUSIVE ON FOUR.
 BIG CHANGES COMING TO THE U-T-S-A CAMPUS.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :13

Pampers wants to help dads with small children. The company is pledging to
install 5,000 changing tables in men's restrooms at parks, libraries, recreation
and community centers. It's expected to be completed by 2021.



Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :19

The Boerne Police Department has a new program to help fight crime. It's
called the Neighborhood Video Partnership Program. If you have a surveillance
camera around your home or business, you can register your device with
police. This will allow officers to contact you if you capture something that
might help solve investigations.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :12

Blood is needed every 2 seconds in the United States. To fill that need,
Facebook is rolling out a new tool in the coming months. It will alert you if a
blood bank is looking for a specific kind of donor in your area.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :40

a search party plans to look for a mother and her two autistic children The
family went missing over the weekend and family members are concerned they
may have been taken or hurt by an abusive ex-boyfriend. They are sharing
pictures and a description of the woman's car in hopes the public can help
locate them.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :54

A program will distribute food to those in need after a massive power outage.
Recent storms created a lot of damage and many people lost all their groceries
when their fridges were not powered. This is a community attempt to help
people recover. Nearly 500 families are expected to get fed.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:57

A look at life along the border from agents on the frontlines of the immigration
crisis. Here from a veteran pilot with more than 25 years of experience. He
shares how the job and system have changed over the past two decades.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6/13/2019 12pm :24

Crime stoppers needs  help to find the person who killed a man. Officers say
the 22 year old was shot and killed last saturday at a home on Ray Bon Drive
near Castle way.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :21
Investigators are hoping to locate suspects inolved in a drive by in west Bexar
County. Deputies say a gunman drove by the home and fired multiple times.

Educational News 4 WOAI :32

Parents concerns were heard at a meeting for Harlandale ISD. Today the
school district is holding another meeting to discuss the loss of their
accredidation.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :12
A man who stabbed a woman to death is headed to prison. 32-year-old
Christian Martinez was sentenced this afternoon to 37 years behind bars.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :15

In the last hour and a half, the president announced White House Press
Secretary Sarah Sanders is leaving her post at the end of the month. He added
that he hopes she decides to run for governor of Arkansas, where she's from.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :16

A report by an independent federal agency that oversees all government
employees -- says White House counselor, Kellyanne Conway should be fired.
They say she's a repeat offender of the H.A.T.C.H. Act.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :20

Governor Greg Abbott has signed a $1.6 billion plan for disaster relief and
preparedness. House Bill 7 requires the governor's office to develop a list of
regulations that can be waived in the event of a major disaster.



Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :16

A Catholic priest in Austin has accepted a plea deal. Gerold Langsch was
accused of inappropriately touching a woman as he performed last rites on her.
He must pay a $1,000 fine and serve 300 days on probation.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :29

A man is facing a robbery charged, accused of stealing another man's dog.
Police say Darren Joesph Mitchell was on a bicycle when he rode up to a man
who was just walking his dog and he asked about the animal. The dog owner
walked away. That's when police say Mitchell got off his bike, punched the 44-
year-old in the face and chest, then ran off with the dog.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :39

SAPD is working on a new program to help homeowners in four areas of the
city. The agency wants to create Neighborhood Nightlife Corridors to tackle
issues like crime that may come with living near a bar or club. The areas SAPD
want to target are the Saint Mary's Strip, Main Street Strip, Southtown and the
Pearl.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :18

Southwest Airlines is joining American Airlines in removing more Boeing 737
Max flights. Southwest is extending cancellations through September 2. That's
affecting about 100 flights a day.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :25

A federal agency is recommending Kellyanne Conway be removed from office.
The U.S. Office of the Special Counsel has submitted a report to President
Donald Trump, alleging Conway violated the Hatch Act. The law bans federal
employees from being involved in political activities while a member of the
executive branch.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:20

A woman's remains were found on Highway 211 back in April. That victim was
recently identified but nothing was known about her. Friends and family share
that she was a mother of 3 and a grandmother.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:18

A body was found in an apartment closet 3 months ago. We’re finally hearing
from that victim's ex-wife. She shared children with him and is demanding
answers from investigators about what happened.

Education Issues News 4 WOAI 1:38

Harlandale school board is under fire from the Texas Education Agency. The
board is holding a special meeting after a report of several violations. The
board president says many of the issues were not created by them but
previous leadership. A concerned parent at the meeting says she wants the
TEA to takeover.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6/14/2019 12pm :28

San Antonio Police are looking for two suspects who attacked and robbed
people last night in the downtown area. the two victims were walking and were
approached from behind by the suspects who grabbed their phones, and then
pushed them to the ground.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :23

San Antonio Police shut down part of NE Loop 410 near Starcrest Drive. A
man was shot while driving. A woman was in the car with the man and was not
hurt. So far there's been no arrests.



Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :25

Belen Elizondo, the missing San Antonio woman and her two sons, have been
found safe. The three have been missing since Sunday. Elizondo's husband
has been arrested.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :20
A man convicted of touching himself on a flight to San Antonio -- has been
ordered to pay a fine. Earlier this week, we told you about Enrique Gonzalez.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :40

Another Bexar County deputy has been handed termination papers. The sheriff
telling us -- Deputy Nany Cruz was arrested yesterday, charged with DWI with
a child in her car.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :57

One of the biggest stories making headlines here in San Antonio today…What-
A-Burger is selling off majority ownership to a Chicago-based company. We
spoke to officials at What-A-Burger.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :14
 A SAN ANTONIO MAN IS BEHIND BARS. POLICE SAY HE BURGLARIZED
A VEHICLE LAST WEEK.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 2:02

NEIGHBORS FRUSTRATED BY THE COMMOTION. IT'S FOCUSED
AROUND FOUR OF THE CITY'S BUSIEST NIGHTLIFE CORRIDORS ARE
ABOUT TO GET SOME RELIEF.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :41

NEW VIDEO TONIGHT.
 OF FORT WORTH OFFICERS OPENING FIRE ON A WANTED MAN
 IT'S DRAMATIC BODY CAMERA FOOTAGE. WE WANT TO WARN YOU -- it
IS GRAPHIC.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :21

Two animal shelters in San Antonio are facing overcrowding. They’re offering
discounts for you to help clear the shelters. Animal Care Services is hosting a
"Name Your Own Price" event. The San Antonio Humane Society is also
waiving adoption fees for adult cats through June 23.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :20
Bags of flour sold at HEB and Target are under recall. It affects 5-pound bags
of King Arthur Flour. There's concerns of e-coli contamination.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI 1:07

The BBB is warning online consumers to do your research as one man in our
area allegedly gets scammed out of money. The BBB says the victim tried
buying a Bobcat tractor online through a consignment dealer named Total Auto
Depot Group. He's now lost more than $8,000.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:24

A woman and two autistic sons are missing for several days. Her family and
friends were concerned about her well-being and believed that her ex-
boyfriend may be responsible for her disappearance. Investigators were able to
track her down but now the family says they are unable to make contact with
her even after hearing from police that she is safe.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:15

Hearing from the family of the man shot and killed during a park pick-up
basketball game. This week, the suspected shooter was arrested and police
say he randomly shot into a crowd of people. The victim's family is furious and
shares how angry they are after finally placing a face to their loved one's
supposed killer.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI :51

Former San Antonio mayor and presidential candidate Julian Castro shares his
big idea that he hopes will set him apart from the pack of democratic
candidates. Castro says he wants to create universal pre-K. He implemented a
similar concept in the city and believes it sets 3 and 4-year-olds on an
educational path.

Religion News 4 WOAI 6/15/2019 5pm :24

We're getting a look at the first mass held at Notre Dame since that massive
fire in April. Only a few people were allowed inside, but worshippers were able
to watch the mass live on a Catholic TV station.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :15
All 24 of San Antonio's outdoor pools are now open for the summer. Most of
the pools will be open Tuesdays through Sundays, in the afternoons.

Health News 4 WOAI :30
Want to be happier? For SOME, it could be as simple as spending 2 hours
outdoors every week.

Health News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:55

Dementia is a costly, devastating condition. We followed several facets on
awareness for the disease, as well as a look at how caregivers are getting
some much-needed help.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :25
Authorities now say a north Texas deputy found dead in his personal car did
NOT die due to foul play. Officials now say it was due to a medical emergency.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :25
Target stores experienced a massive glitch, forcing many stores to close
temporarily. Things seem to be resolved now.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6/16/2019 5pm :36

A two-alarm fire broke out this afternoon at an apartment house in Monte Vista.
Lots of flame damage on the historic home. Firefighters still don't know yet
what caused the fire.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:35
Police are searching for whoever shot and killed a man on the city's east side.
A horrifice scene just as families were getting to celebrate Father's Day.

Religion News 4 WOAI :15

A Houston-area pastor is now charged with continuous sexual abuse of a child.
43-year-old Stephen Bratton is accused of repeatedly molesting a teenager
over the course of 5 years.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :25
A murder suspect from North Carolina is now behind bars at the Bexar County
Jail. He's now awaiting extradition.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :41
Severe weather is rolling into our area. Meteorologist Siobhain Anders says
baseball-sized hail is heading toward the Kerrville area.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :20
A boil water notice is in effect for Maxwell Water Supply customers in the San
Marcos area. The company says a big main break caused a loss in pressure.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6/17/2019 12pm :33

A big storm caused big problems all across our area overnight. There was a
serious situation along highway 281 on the north side, the water was so high
on the highway that several cars stalled out.



Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :29

A 14-year-old San Antonio boy remains in the hospital after being shot
overnight on the northwest side. The boy was shot in the stomach, and his
father drove him to a nearby fire station for help. The boy admits that he
entered a house that was under construction when he was shot.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :25

San Antonio Police are searching for the driver of an SUV who ran over a man
on the east side. Police say the man pushing a shopping cart along South New
Braunfels and Denver Boulevard last night around 9:30 when he was hit.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :39

A weird story happening right now. Police are searching for a body and a
missing truck. A body was reported last night. But was gone by the time police
arrived. Now they are looking for the body and the victim's missing truck.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :20
The raptors are celebrating their NBA Championship. But police there are
investigating 2 shootings. 2 people were hurt. 2 people are in custody.

Health News 4 WOAI :20

CVS is spending about 1-million dollars to help get kids to stop smoking. They
say E-cig use has basically erased any progress made in getting kids to quit.
They will spend 50-million dollars in all to help get kids to stop.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:19
WE HAVE EXCLUSIVE ACCESS ALONG THE SOUTHERN BORDER. THIS
IS HAPPENING IN DEL RIO.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :28

RIGHT NOW IN THE BROADCAST CENTER.
 FOUR MEMBERS OF A TEXAS FAMILY... ONE FROM SAN ANTONIO --
PLEADED GUILTY TO RUNNING A MASTERS TICKET SCHEME.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 1:38

SOME SAN ANTONIO PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS ARE WAITING TO
HEAR DETAILS ABOUT POSSIBLE PAY INCREASES. SOME ARE NOT
HAPPY ABOUT PROPOSED INCREASES, SAYING THEY ARE NOT
ENOUGH.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :18

A recall alert could affect your breakfast routine. Ruiz Food Products is
recalling 8-pack family size packages of El Monterey Brand Frozen Breakfast
Wraps. They food may contain small rocks.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :18

Domino's plans to test out pizza deliveries with self-driving cars soon. The
company will begin testing in the fall in Houston, then expand if it's successful.
Customers would be able to order online, track the car's location and then use
a special code to get the pizza from the car.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :16

Beauty products send 4,300 children to the emergency room each year. That's
according to a new study in the journal, Clinical Pediatrics. Hair relaxers, perm
products and nail polishes were found to be the most common for injuries.



Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:20

A man is arrested for murder after a body is found in a field. Police say in the
early morning hours,a  witness says they saw a body in a garage but by the
time police got there the body was gone. Police tracked down the driver of the
victim's car and arrested him as a murder suspect. They believe he moved the
body from the garage and dumped it in the field following a deadly argumetn
over a cell phone.

Education Issues News 4 WOAI 1:22

The SAISD school board approved a teacher compensation plan. Teachers are
holding a rally, asking for a six percent pay increase for teacher with one to five
year experience.  The school district wants to increase pay by just about half of
that.  The board has until the end of June to submit a budget for next school
year.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:15

A meeting to improve safety downtown. It is a part of Vision Zero, an initiative
to end transportation fatalities. City officials and a number of transportation
partners will be there to discuss possible options to improve safety for scooter
riders, bikers and pedestrians,

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6/18/2019 12pm 1:25

Four men in Wilson County have been indicted on several charges stemming
from a sexual assault and hazing case out of La Vernia. The scandal involved
at least 10 victims who claim they were sexually assaulted by varsity sports
players.

Education Issues News 4 WOAI :47

A rocket built by Alamo Heights High School students is going to be launched
at White Sands Missile Range in New Mexico this Friday. The students will do
some research during the light to see if radiation has any effect on killing
bacteria.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :26

San Antonio Police arrested a man they say is connected to a body found that
was foundSan Antonio's south side. He is facing a murder charge after
investigators say he killed a man in an argument.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :32

Police have arrested a man connected to a body found. It was originally
reported the body was in a garage. When police showed up they couldn't find
it. Then it was later found in a field.

Education News 4 WOAI :42

The annual Children at Risk report is out. It shows there are more D and F
schools in San Antonio than A and B schools. This report looks at STAAR
testing and how districts help disadvantaged students.

Criem News 4 WOAI :13

in Alabama police arrested 2 men and a squirrel. The men were taken in on
meth charges. Police say the squirrel was fed meth so it would be aggressive
and attack them.

weather News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:52
LIGHTNING STRUCK A HOUSE IN MARION SUNDAY NIGHT. WITHIN
MINUTES, IT WAS BURNED TO THE GROUND.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :52

YOU ARE LOOKING AT A LIVE PICTURE FROM STREETFARE S-A. IT'S
WHERE 15 SAN ANTONIO TEENS AND GIRL SCOUTS ARE TRAVELING
TO THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC... FOR THE WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP
CONFERENCE.



Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :18

PHILANTHROPIST KYM RAPIER IS DONATING ONE HUNDRED
THOUSAND DOLLARS. THIS TIME, IT'S GOING TO THE KING'S ANGELS
FOUNDATION.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :33

Police are learning how to better handle sexual assault cases on college
campuses. Officers from universities around the city and the state took part in
a free sexual assault training conference at Hotel Valencia. This year, the
conference is focusing on perpatrators, consent and using polygraphs in
investigations.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :11

Best Buy will no longer sell just electronics. The company announcing it will
sell home exercise equipment. That will include stationary bikes with virtual
cycling classes, treadmills and rowing machines.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :21

Researchers in Israel are creating a medical glue gun for your body. The
device can put a strong, non-toxic tissue adhesive into a wound. It would adapt
to your body heat and peel off once your skin has regenerated. Researchers
hope it'll be market ready in 2 to 3 years.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:12

Local Girl Scouts are headed to the Dominican Republic. This trip is to attend a
women's leadership conference. It happens to come as many tourists are
falling fatally ill on the island, prompting many travelers to avoid the area.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:20

A body is found on the south side of the city. Police say they have the man
responsible. They belive the victim was killed by his roommate over a cell
phone. The suspect was talkative during the perp walk and says the incident
was self-defense.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:26

A plan to keep pedestrians safe is being tested on the west side. New signs
are in place along with lights to indicate a 25 miles per hour zone to slow cars
down. Twenty-six have been killed by cars, that's up twenty-two since last
year.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6/19/2019 12pm :28

San Police looking for a man in a stolen vehicle accused of shooting his friend
several times near Page Middle School southeast of Downtown.
The victim  was then held at gunpoint and drove to the middle school, that's
when he was forced out of his truck and shot several times, including in the leg
and hand.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :24

A two-year-old boy is recovering in the hospital after being hit by a vehicle right
outside his home. San Antonio Police say  the toddler ran out into the street
while his family was relaxing in the front yard and was hit by a car, the car
drove away.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :26

Four people charged with murder in connection to the downing of Malaysia
Airline flight 17. Three Russians and one Ukranian are accused of killing all
298 people on board because they allegedly obtained a missile launcher to
shoot down the plane.



Health News 4 WOAI 5pm :18

There's a new report suggesting vitamin D supplements may have no impact
on your health. Researchers looked at 20 studies and found the supplements
didn't decrease your risk for heart disease.

Crime News 4 WOAI :21

Police in Gonzales are investigating an alleged sex assault involving a nurse.
The district won't tell us much. The Police though would only confirm they are
investigating.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :46

Senator John Cornyn is working to get San Antonio reimbursed for their efforts
helping migrants. He's requested 30 million be set aside for groups who have
helped. It could be part of the FEMA budget.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:02

A FAMILY STILL REELING AFTER HAVING THEIR HOME HIT BY A DRUNK
DRIVER ON THE SOUTHEAST SIDE. THAT'S OUR TOP STORY TONIGHT.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:58

CITY COUNCIL WAS SCHEDULED TO VOTE ON EXPIRING LEASES FOR
ABOUT 90 SMALL BUSINESSES AT HISTORIC MARKET SQUARE. THE
VOTE IS SET FOR TOMORROW.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :32

 A CONGRESSMAN HERE -- DISINVITED FROM A MAJOR CYBER
SECURITY CONFERENCE. WE HAVE DETAILS ON WHY.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :14

An outdoor furnishings company is closing its doors. Outside In Style, formerly
known as Greenhouse Mall, is shutting down after 42-years. This includes their
location off Loop 1604. Liquidation sales start June 27.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :16

Visiting Walt Disney World will cost you more. The cost of its annual park
passes has gone up. The Disney Platinum and Platinum Plus Pass has
increased by $225 and the premier passport is up by $150. The move comes
ahead of the new Star Wars Land opening at Disney.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :13

Havertys is recalling furniture sold in their stores and on its website. It affects
the Corner Curio Cabinets. They're unstable if not anchored to the wall and
can pose a tip-over hazard.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:00

A former employee at Gonzales High School is under investigation. She is
accused of having sexual contact with students. A mother of one of the alleged
victims found x-rated photos on his phone which prompted her criminal
complaint.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :22

A 4.6 billion dollar plan to help deal with the surge of asylum seekers at the
border is closer to becoming law. A senate committee says 30 million dollars of
that would reimburse cities, states and charities that have been spending their
own money to help with the humanitarian crisis. It's unclear if the president
would sign the bill currently in the senate.



Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 1:29

High temperatures are expected to rise throughout the week. City officials and
non-profits are preparing for triple digits. Community members are passing out
snow cones and water bottles to the homeless.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6/20/2019 12pm :23

A man is recovering after being hit by a car off Culebra. Police tell us the driver
stopped after hitting the man crossing the street.He was taken to SAMMC in
critical condition.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :47

A former employee at Gonzales High School is accused of having
inappropriate sexual contact with a student. The woman is accused of sending
x-rated material to several student athletes. The allegations were made public
after one of the boys' mothers went through his phone.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :22

Business leaders are meeting with new city council leaders today. The
Hispanic Chamber of Commerce and business and community partners will
host a reception for them.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :12
We're learning the man found dead in Pleasanton is 21-year-old Andrew
Marcus Perez. He was found with a gunshot wound.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:05

A arrested of a deputy taken to the Bexar County jail in April -- is now under
scrutiny. Tonight, that deputy's attorney claimed the arrest was unusual for
charges later dropped by the D.A.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:26

SINCE MAY - LOCAL NON-PROFITS ARE SAYING AS MANY AS TEN
THOUSAND MIGRANTS HAVE PASSED THROUGH SAN ANTONIO. THAT'S
OUR TOP STORY TONIGHT.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :20

DEPUTIES SAY THIS MAN... 53-YEAR-OLD CALVIN SMITH RECENTLY
GOT ANGRY AT A D-P-S WORKER AFTER A COMMERCIAL DRIVER'S
LICENSE EXAM. THAT HAPPENED HERE IN BEXAR COUNTY.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :20
THE U-S MARSHALS ARE SEARCHING FOR A MAN THEY SAY VIOLATED
HIS SUPERVISED RELEASE. HERE'S A PICTURE OF THE MAN.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :17

Crosswalks in San Antonio are getting more artistic. Today, city council
approved an ordiance to create a Community Crosswalk Program. It will allow
residents and organizations to gather support to add art to crosswalks, similar
to the Pride crosswalk at North Main and Evergreen.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :16

A recall alert has been issued for the Signature Select Avocado Chuncks.
There's concerns over listeria contamination. The product was distributed to
several states, including Texas.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :17

Delta Airlines is waiving fees to rebook flights. It applies to passengers affected
by a technical glitch yesterday. The outage affected the ability to book some
tickets and board flights.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :14

A body is found in Pleasanton. The victim is identified as a 21-year-old male.
He was found with a gunshot wound and investigators are looking into the case
as a homicide.



Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:38

A mother tried to stop her daughter's killer but couldn't. He stabbed her to
death in the hallway of their home. Now the mother is furious because the trail
for the murder is being reset again. We talk to the mom about what she says is
delayed justice

Education News 4 WOAI :45

Employees can expect a pay increase at North East Independent School
District. A board a[pproved a plan tonight  ahead of the upcoming school year.
A total of 14.5 million dollars are being spent on the raises.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6/21/2019 12pm :36

An 18-year-old is facing several charges after a chase in a stolen car ends in a
deadly crash. Police say the teen slammed into a group of cars, killing a driver,
while trying to get away from police.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:50

President Trump has called off a military strike on Iran, for now. The strikes
were set to target radar and surface-to-air missiles used to shoot down an
American drone.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :28

Texas Rangers are investigating a deadly officer-involved shooting. They say
someone flagged down a Mission, TX police officer over concerns of a man
carrying a weapon. After confronting the suspect, he took off running and
opened fire, hitting and killing the officer.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm 2:07

Today Governor Greg Abbott announced he's sending 1,000 additional
National Guard Troops to the Texas border. They are going to help with the
humanitarian crisis there. This comes as arguments swirl over safe and
sanitary conditions at some of the facilities.

Crime News 4 WOAI 1:23

We've got new information on a shooting here. A 9 year old girl was shot in the
leg. Police are still looking for the shooter. A neighbor told us, he heard 3
shots.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :17
The latest unemployment numbers are in. Texas sitting at 3.5%. San Antonio
faring better at 2.6%.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:48

SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS AT THE ALAMO COULD LEAD TO NEW
DISCOVERIES INTO TEXAS HISTORY. THAT'S OUR TOP STORY
TONIGHT.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :22

A LOCAL MAN IS NOW IN CUSTODY. POLICE SAY HE PUNCHED A
ANOTHER MAN... RESULTING IN A BROKEN NOSE AND AN INJURED EYE

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :42

SIX LOCAL TEENS OVERCOMING THE ODDS. THEY EACH WERE EITHER
HOMELESS... ABUSED OR NEGLECTED -- AND NOW -- THEY JUST
GRADUATED HIGH SCHOOL.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :21

The ebola outbreak is spreading at an alarming rate. The epicenter is the
Democratic Republic of Congo in central Africa. The death rate in this outbreak
is nearly 80%.



Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :16
Texas has set a new all-time low record for unemployment. Last month, it fell
to 3.5% The previous record according to state economists was 3.7%

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :37

Tonight is the summer solstice, the longest day of the year in the northern
hemisphere. It's very important for solar energy. In Florida, they've launched a
major plan to install 30-million solar panels in the state by 2030.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:25

One thousand Texas National Guard troops are heading to the border.
Governor Abbott says those troops will assist at new holding facilities for
adults.

Health News 4 WOAI 2:15
An elderly man is in critical condition after he was attacked by bees. His wife
says she's made several complaints about a growing bee hive in their siding.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :32

Emergency responders from across Texas are preparing to make sure they are
ready in case disaster strikes. In Austin, DPS used a simulation based off of
Hurricane Harvey to show crews what to do in similar situations.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6/22/2019 5pm :27

11 people are dead following a skydiving plane crash in Hawaii. First
responders say the plane was engulfed in flames by the time they arrived at
the scene.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :15
A new round of sanctions will hit Iran on Monday. That's according to a new
tweet from President Trump.

Religion News 4 WOAI :30
The Feast of Corpus Christi Eucharistic Procession is about to start in a few
minutes. This is a live look at San Fernando Cathedral downtown.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :34
A new warning about snakes. As temperatures heat up, snakes are finding
more places to hide, including your home.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :15
It's the first official days of summer, but tell that to the people of Colorado.
Some parts of that state were hit with 20 inches of snow!

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :20
It was a big day in South Carolina. The state held its democratic party
convention.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6/23/2019 5pm :15
Police are looking for the person who stabbed a man during an argument on
the west side. The victim was taken to the hospital.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :35
Officials say nearly 150 people had to be evacuated during a fire last night in
Schertz. 3 people were hurt.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :30
There's a nationwide recall tonight on more than 23,000 containers of Parent's
Choice formula. We have all the details you need on our website.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :20

A one-year-old boy is dead after he was left in a hot car in Galveston. Officials
say the boy's father left him there for five hours while he worked inside the
restaurant.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :30

The spokesperson for a controversial militia near the US-Mexico border in Elp
Oas is facing felony charges. He's accused of impersonating a US Border
Patrol agent. If convicted, he could spend up to 3 years in prison.

Religion News 4 WOAI :27

Today, people of all faiths came together this Pride Month to celebrate the
LGBTQ community through this interfaith service. It recognizes 50 years since
the Stonewall Riots.



Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6/24/2019 12pm :22

A woman is in critical condition after being hit by a SUV on San Antonio's east
side. Police say she may have been drinking just moments before walking onto
the street and struck by that SUV , the driver did stop to make sure she was
okay.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:30

More than $600,000 has been spent to assist migrants in San Antonio. That
money was spent from March 30th to June 9th. City leaders say the majority of
the cost is coming from bus and plane tickets to get migrants to their final
destination.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :25

Raul Luna Pena III is accused of punching a disabled 8-year-old in the face..
According to court papers, the 37-year-old became upset with his wife when
she turned on the lights to change the girl's diaper. Pena tried to hit the
woman, but ended up hitting the child instead.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :14

A man is behind bars accused of punching his disabled daughter. Raul Luna
Pena III, 37, is accused of hitting the 8-year-old in the face and stomach during
an argument with his wife. He is charged with injury to a child.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :19

The chief of U.S. Border Patrol is calling for more manpower to secure the
border and support to house migrants in custody. In a tweet, Chief Carla
Provost writes criminal distract our agents by crossing large groups of
migrants. Provost says agents must abandon posts to deal with the influx,
while cartels sneak contraband through.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :16

H-E-B has opened a new tech hub in Austin. It'll serve as the new
headquarters for delivery company, Favor, and house H-E-B's digital
employees. To celebrate, H-E-B will donate $100,000 to STEM-based summer
programs in Austin and San Antonio.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:53

YOU MAY SEE SOME CHANGES WHEN YOUR CHILDREN HEAD BACK TO
SCHOOL THIS YEAR. THAT'S A STORY THAT'S NEW FOR YOU AT SIX.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :16

A ONE YEAR OLD CHILD IN GALVESTON DIED OVER THE WEEKEND. IT
HAPPENED AFTER HE WAS LEFT IN A HOT CAR FOR HOURS.

weather News 4 WOAI :16

QUITE A LIGHTNING SHOW OVER NORTH TEXAS LAST NIGHT. THE
AREA WAS HIT WITH STORMS.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :19

Baby formula sold exclusively at Warlmart is being recalled. It could contain
possible metal foregin matter in the containers. It's specifically for Parent's
Choice Advantage Infant formula milk based powder with iron.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI :24

The Supreme Court is deciding whether insurance companies can claim
around $12 billion they lost under the Affordable Care Act. The cases involve a
fund that was designed to protect insurers from losses. Companies that set
premiums too lower were supposed to be able to take cash out to make up the
difference, but insurers say they only received a fraction of the payments they
were owed.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :25

Watch where you put your passport. Travel and Leisure, a travel publication,
says don't put it in your carry-on luggage. Some airports can't give your
checked bags back at the gate of your destination.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:23

Parent concerned after he says a couple offered to buy his two young children.
He claims that they wanted him to sell his kids for 500 dollars. The father is
now warning others so that people can be on the lookout for the van and avoid
any potential predators.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:26

A confrontation between a VIA police officer and three men with disabilities is
raising questions about abuse of authoritiy. The men were taking a break at a
bus stop downtown when they say the officer asked them to leave. The group
says the officer told them they were trespassing.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :38

Sixteen hundred customers are without power after strong evening storms.
More than thirty thousand people lost power. Crews are making rounds to
repair nineteen down powerlines.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6/25/2019 12pm :37

San Antonio Police shot and killed a man who pulled out a knife with a gun-like
handle after he threatened to jump from a highway overpass. The officers
involved will be placed on administrative duty pending the outcome of the
investigation.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :26

SAPD is asking for help in finding a murder suspect. Leantre griffin  was found
shot to death in the backyard of a home in 2016.
Police say another man was shot at the same place just hours efore griffin's
body was found, that man didn't cooperate with police.

Educational News 4 WOAI :22

Tonight Northside ISD Board of Trustees are expected to get an update on the
opening of the district's newest high school. The unnamed school, referred to
as "Galm Road Area" High School is set to open in August 2022. The funds for
the new school are coming from a bond that was passed in 2017.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :21

A former school nurse has been arrested. Kelsie Marie Remschel worked at
Gonzales High School. She's charged with sale, distribution or display of
harmful material to a minor.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :12
The White House has a new press secretary. Stephanie Grisham has been
tapped to fill the role. Grisham is currently First Lady's Melania spokeswoman.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI :11

Illinois has become the 11th state to legalize recreational marijuana. The law
opens up the door to potentially expunge the criminal records of 800,000
people with records of buying or possessing marijuana.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:40

A PLAN TO REPLACE THE DAM AT LAKE DUNLAP IS GATHERING
STEAM.
 PEOPLE LIVING THERE WANT TO HELP GET IT DONE.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :51
SAN ANTONIO POLICE AND CRIME STOPPERS NEED YOUR HELP
IDENTIFYING A SUSPECT. HE'S WANTED IN A ROBBERY OF A CIRCLE K.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :37

METRO HEALTH WANTS TO INFORM EVERYONE ABOUT THE PAID SICK
LEAVE ORDINANCE. IT WAS A CONTROVERSIAL MEASURE PASSED.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :34

FedEx executives have filed a lawsuit against the U.S. government, claiming
they should not be required to enforce federal government export bans. The
move comes after FedEx mishandled a couple of deliveries for Huawei and
failed to deliver a Huawei smartphone shipped from Britain to the U.S.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :20

A chemical found in some common products may be bad for a woman's bones.
Higher levels of the chemical Triclosan in their urine were more likely to have
bone issues later in life. The chemical is used as an antibacterial in various
personal care products.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :26

Walmart is offering a new option that provides families using SNAP benefits to
pay at grocery pickup locations nationwide. The SNAP payment option makes
it easier for more customers to pick up their groceries without leaving their
cars. Walmart says they're the first retailer to offer this method of payment for
online grocery pickup.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:50

A mother is upset because her son who is in the Bexar County jail was
severely beat. She wants to know how the attack went unnoticed. Reportedly
six inmates jumped her son when he refused to buy medicine from commissary
so it could be used to get high.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :36

Texas Education Agency and Harlandale ISD are continuing to battle. The TEA
commissioner is making changes following the investigation that revealed a
number of violations. Now a board of managers and a conservator will replace
the Harlandale School Board.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :39

Robert Mueller is going to testify in public next month. He will speak about the
2-month investigation into Russian meddling in the 2016 presidential election.
His testimony is ordered in a subpoena.



Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6/26/2019 12pm :27

San Antonio Police continue looking for a man accused of breaking into a
building, startling employees. Some of the nurses told police they were startled
after the suspect fell through the ceiling on the second floor, they don't know
how he was able to get inside, but he was captured on security cameras.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:00

Tonight 10 of the 20 democratic presidential candidates will take the stage for
the first primary debate in Florida. Immigration, trade talks and Iran are
expected to be some of the topics discussed.

Health News 4 WOAI 2:00

Any Baby Can is opening a facility in San Antonio, and is scheduled to open a
second location in the next few months. The organization provides services like
pregnancy tests and counseling to women.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:52

There are a lot of people still without power tonight after recent storms. Right
now there are crews all over town working on situations like trees grown over
and around power lines. When storms start those branches sway and its lights
out for all of us.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :43

A man is accused of killing his co-worker and leaving his body in a makeshift
grave. Colin Chrstian King is facing charges of murder and tampering with
evidence. Investigators say they found threatening messages and voicemails
saying he was going to kill Shane Bourett.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 1:43

A local hospital is working right now to address the growing need for mother's
and their babies here. The main building at University Health system is full. It
has been steadily full since is opened in 2014.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :18

The latest now on an alleged incident involving an off-duty precinct 4 reserve
deputy. Deuane Nixon and his wife got a restraining order against John
Jenkins. Back in March, the couple accused Jenkins of showing his gun in a
threatening way. They're due back in court on July 10.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :16

For the 4th time this year, an animal has tested positive for rabies in Bandera
County. The Sheriff's Office says it was a raccoon found off State Highway 16.
Contact the sheriff's office if you see or suspect an animal of being rabid.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :31

A substitute teacher has been fired for allegedly shooting pornographic videos
on campus. District officials in the city of El Camp found out about the incident
through a tip. The teacher is accused of recording a dozen or so videos of
herself in empty classrooms and teacher workrooms.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :13

A new flaw has been found in the Boeing 737 Max. Sources say it involves a
microprocessor that can point the plane in a downward position. The Boeing
737 Max has been grounded worldwide following two deadly crashes.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :16

Target is bringing back its extra discount for teachers. Starting July 13,
teachers can get 15% off on school supplies, clothes and other back-to-school
items. You'll need to sign up on the company's website.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI :39

Leaders from top social media companies were called to Capitol Hill today.
Executives from Facebook, Twitter and Google appeared before the House
Homeland Security Committee. They updated lawmakers on what they're
doing to stop the flow of terrorist content and misinformation.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:22

Video of a frantic mother who lost her child and husband on their journey to
cross the US-Mexico border. The man and child drowned in the Rio Grande
River.We're hearing from a family relative to learn more about who the victims
are as we trace their path to the Unites States.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :31

A human trafficking suspect is in custody after police say he was found with
more than 100 pieces of stolen mail. Authorities say the suspect was seen
driving with no tail lights, he was stopped and officers found stolen letters,
licenses and credit cards.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :18

Judson ISD will be voting on a new budget for the upcoming school year. The
proposed budget is 258 million dollars. It includes a three percent raise for
teachers with experience up to five years.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6/27/2019 12pm :24

Three people are in the hospital involved in a five car accident on the north
side. San Antonio police say a U-Haul truck carrying thousands of pounds of
furniture rear ended a car, causing the truck to go half way into the car

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :26

Rolando Fernandez is accused of raping a 14-year-old girl and impregnating
her. Investigators say the 30-year-old started having sex with the teen back in
December, and threatened to killer her family if police found out about the
sexual relationship.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:25

Last night 10 of the 20 democratic presidential candidates took the stage for
the first primary debate in Florida. Tonight another 10 candidates also will
debate. Topics like immigration, trade talks and Iran are expected to be some
of the things discussed.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :23

A paramedic has been indicted by a grand jury. The 44-year-old is accused of
punching a woman. He will be suspended without pay until the case is
complete.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:06
It's night two of the democratic debates. They will get started in just a few
hours. 10 more candidates will face off tonight in the debate.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :18
Trips to the Dominican Republic are down. Bookings for June to the DR are
down 75 perecent. 51 perecent of trips already scheduled were canceled.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :12

A man is behind bars accused of stealing from a Walgreens on the city's
southeast side. Renee Rincon, 35, is accused of grabbing merchandise and
walking out without paying. He's charged with theft.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :54

Another school district is considering pay raises for their teachers. A meeting is
underway where the Judson School District will consider their next year school
budget. The proposed $258 million budget will give teachers a 3% pay raise
who have 5-years of experience or less.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI :16

The latest now on the debate over CBP facilities. A group of lawyers has asked
a federal judge to hold the Trump administration in contempt over conditions
for migrants housed in the detention centers. The filing cites locations are in El
Paso and the Rio Grande Valley.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :17

Gillette is recalling 87,000 razors for women. It affects the Venus Simply 3
Disposable Razors. A problem during manufacturing caused the blades to be
misaligned, making it more likely to cut you when using them.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :28
The flu shot for this past season appears to have been a bust. The overall
effectiveness was only 29%. That is one of the lowest levels in recent years.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :15

Pier 1 Imports will close more stores this year than previously announced.
Back in April, the retailer said it would shut down 45 locations. Now they're
saying it'll be 57.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:04

More than 500 million robo calls have been placed in Texas just during the
month of May. Theres a way people can turn those calls into cash. The
Telephone Consumer Protection Act allows consumer to collect from the
companies breaking the law.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI

A 13-year-old Honduran boy almost drowns in the Rio Grande River. He was
revived and is being processed. We show video of the moment crews
successfully completed CPR on the teen.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:04

A look at the second night of the Democratic debates. 10 of the top 20
contenders met on stage. The economy is the primary topic of the night,
however other items include student loan debt and gun violence.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6/28/2019 12pm 1:40

Starting next week, people in San Antonio caught with a small amount of pot or
shoplifting could be given a citation instead of heading to the crowded Bexar
County Jail. The goal is to keep officers and deputies on the streets, so they
can respond and try to prevent more serious crimes.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:50

Salt Lake City police have arrested a man in the disappearance of a missing
Utah college student. Investigators say the neighbors reported seeing the 31-
year-old burning items in his backyard last week.

Health News 4 WOAI 2:00

Every summer there is talk about the zika virus. The fda has just approved a
new blood test to detect zika a lot more quickly, the test is designed is to
identify antibodies produced by the body's immune system when it tests for the
zika virus infection in your blood.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :20

Police are looking for the person who stabbed a man on the city's west side. It
happened just before 10 this morning on Sherril Brook Drive near Bandera
Road. Police say someone apporached the man and asked him for money.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:28

The cite and release program is being put in place with the San Antonio Fire
Department and the Bexar County Sheriff's Office. The agncies have a plan to
avoid racial profiling with the program.



Health Issues News 4 WOAI 1:56

If you pick up your prescriptions from Walmart -- you might notice some
changes soon. That's because the retail giant is cutting jobs. No word yet on
how many people will be impacted.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :17

Cibolo Police are looking for any information on a truck involved in a hit-and-
run. It happened last Wednesday. They believe it's a 2000 to 2004 GMC Sierra
1500 extended cab with a step side bed.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :14

Leon Valley is adding a new rule to its July 4th celebration at Raymond Rimkus
Park. The city is adding a clear bag policy. Diaper and medically necessary
bags will still be allowed.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :40

A congressman from our area has filed a bill to address the humanitarian crisis
on the border. Congressman Chip Roy announced he's filed a bill called the
Charitable Donations Freedom Act that would allow people to make these
donations to families and children. He also blasted his fellow members of
Congress for what he calls dragging their feet on immigration.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :24

Honda is recalling 1.6 million cars with deadly Takata airbag inflators. It affects
several Honda and Acura models from 2003 through 2015. Owners will be
notified by mail starting in mid-August.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :19

Airlines raked in $1.3 billion in fees in the first quarter of this year. American
Airlines made the money off baggage fees. Southwest made the least.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :16

Drivers in Las Vegas can trade their parking ticket for school supplies. For one
month, the city is letting drivers pay off their tickets with items needed in the
classroom. All supplies will be donated to a non-profit.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :21

A human smuggling ring holding more than a dozen people for ransom. A
stash house was holding 18 people inside. Police found drugs and guns and
more than ten thousand dollars in cash. Five people have been arrested.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :38

Family members of a shooting victim are coming together to protest against the
SAPD. They say their loved one was killed by a police officer in October 2018.
The 18-year-old was not armed when he was shot at his home. A federal
lawsuit is filed but the ralliers hope that they can bring charges against the
officer.

Health News 4 WOAI :50

Intense heat inside an area Dollar Tree store is putting employees at risk.
Those who work at the store say they've been working without air conditioning
for weeks and that management continues to delay repairs. The repairs are
finally complete today and the store is slightly cooler but we share resources to
help people in similar situations.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6/29/2019 5pm :15

We're getting a look at new video taken inside a brand new border facility in
Yuma, Arizona. It's a temporary, soft-sided facility designed to hold about 500
people who will sleep on foam mats.

Health News 4 WOAI :25

A new survey from Bankrate.com reveals more than half of adults lose sleep
over at least one money issue. The biggest money headache leading to sleep
loss for 1 in 3 adults -- plain old everyday expenses.



Family Issues News 4 WOAI :40
There's an active alert right now for two boys missing out of the El Paso area.
Authorities believe they may be in grave danger.

Health News 4 WOAI 10pm :50
A group of Americans made the trek across the border for cheaper drugs.
We're talking about Canada, where prices for insulin are more affordable.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :42

Congressman Lloyd Doggett says he's doing everything he can to make insulin
prices more affordable. Believe it or not, Doggett says, NAFTA will actually
have a large impact.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :25

A quick reminder -- if you took part in Bexar County's half-payment plan for
property taxes, the second half is due tomorrow. It's being extended until
Monday since the due date falls on a weekend.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6/30/2019 5pm :25
Starting today -- you are no longer allowed to ride electric scooters on city
sidewalks. We got video of people NOT following the new city rule.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :25

Police in Missouri say a property dispute led to a murder-suicide. When officers
responded to a call for shots fired, they found a woman dead inside a home
that was on fire.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :20

A Chick-Fil-A employee jumps through a drive-thru window to save a child who
was choking. The teen worker leaps into action and cuts the seatbelt that was
choking the child.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :45

Police in Devine are looking for a woman who was kidnapped, along with the
man accused of kidnapping her at gunpoint. It happened around 8:45 this
morning.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :10

At least 10 people have been killed after a small plane crash in Addison, near
Dallas. Officials say the plane crashed into a hanger at the municipal airport
during take-off.

Religion News 4 WOAI :25

A longtime Catholic priest and pillar of the community, Father David Garcia, will
officially retire. He says he will continue to assist parishes in need of substitute
priests.




